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POREWORD

This report was prepared for the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) under the Post—Doctoral Program of the Rome Air Development
Center (RADC) via the Reliability and Compatibility branch of RADC.

The responsible persons are Mr. Fred Sakete at the FAA , Mr. Ed

O tConnell at RA DC, and Mr. Jacob Scherer of the Post—Doctoral Program .

Dr. Henry Domingos of Clarkson College of Technology is the group

leader for evaluation of a series of integrated circuit technologies

under this program, including silicon on sapphire (SOS), Emitter Coupled

Logic (ECL), Integrated Injection Logic (12L) ,  and Charge—Coupled
Devices (CCD’s).

The RADC Post—Doctoral Program Is a cooperative venture between
- 

• 

RADC and some sixty—five universities eligible to participate in the

program. Syracuse University (Department of Electrical and Computer

Engineering), Purdue University (School of Electrical Engineering),

Georgia Institute of Technology (School of Electrical Engineering), and

State University of New York at Buffalo (Department of Electrical

Engineering) act as prime contractor schools with other schools parti-

cipating via sub—contracts with the prime schools. The U.S. Air Force

Academy (Department of Electrical Engineering), Air Force Institute of

Technology (Department of Electrical Engineering), and the Naval Post

Graduate School (Department of Electrical Engineering) also participate

in the program.

The Post—Doctoral program provides an opportunity for faculty

at participating universities to spend up to one year full time on

exp’zratory development and problem—solving efforts with the post—

doctorals splitting their time between the customer location and their

educatioual institutions. The program is totally customer—funded with

current projects being undertaken for Rome Air Development Center (RADC),

Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAI4SO), Aeronautical Systems
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Division (ASD), Electronic Systems Division (ESD), Air Force Avionics

Laboratory (AFAL), Foreign Technology Division (YFD), Air Force Weapons

Laboratory (AFWL), Armament Development and Test Center (ADTC), Air

Force Conununications Service (AFCS), Aerospace Defence Command (ADC),

Hq USAF, Defense Communications Agency (DCA), Navy, Army, Aerospace

Medical Division (AMD), and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).

Further information about the RADC Post-Doctoral Program can be

obtained from Jacob Scherer, RADC, tel. AV 587—2543, COMM (315) —330—
2543.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Charge—coupled devices (CCD ’s) and bucket—brigade devices (BBD’s)

are subsets of a class commonly known as charge transfer devices (CTD’s).
The basic principle of charge transfer devices involves the movement of

charge from one physical location of a semiconductor substrate to another

in a controlled manner with the use of properly sequenced clock pulses.

With properly designed charge injection and detection, CTD ’s are capable
of performing numerous electronic functions such as image sensing, da ta
storage, signal processing, and logic operations since the CTD is an ana-
log shift register in its basic form.

Charge—coupled devices can be classified (Fig. 1.1) as surface charge—

coupled devices (SCCD’s) in which the signal charge is transferred along

the Si surface (or, more accurately, the Si/Si02 interface), or bulk charge—

coupled devices (BCCD’s) in which the signal charge is transported within

the Si.

1.1. History and Development of CCD’s

The concept of storing information via charge in a capacitor is not

new. The concept of connecting a series of storage capacitors with perfect

switches was adapted to provide a variable analog delay line. However, the

charge transfer concept lacked an effective vehicle to develop and utilize

these ideas. With the recent significant process and material improvements

associated with MOS technology, and control of Si/Si0
2 interface properties,

it became possible to translate these ideas into physically realizable devi—
— ces. The f i rs t  modern implementations of the charge transfer concept employed

bipolar transistors as switches (1,2) ,  The bipolar transistors were later
replaced by MOS transistors (3,4) and the form now known as bucket—brigade
devices was developed (4).

The CCD concept was initially developed in 1969 by Boyle and Smith (6)

and was later verified in 1970 (5). According to this concept, the switches
- 

- 
between the storage capacitors were removed by placemen t of adjacent capaci—
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CTD’S - CHARGE TRANSFER DEVICES
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BCCD’S - BULK CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES

Figure 1.1. Family of Charge Transfer Devices
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tors in close proximity of each other. The stored charge is maintained in

the surface layer of silicon in inversion regions, which are induced by

electrodes located on top of a thin (lOOnm) silicon dioxide layer . By a

proper sequence of voltage pulses on adjacent electrodes, the inversion

region under the first electrode can be made to collapse as the next in-

version region expands. Thus the potential well and its associated minor-

ity signal charge is effectively passed on to the next electrode. A 3—

V phase p—channel CCD (6) was investigated theoretically following the ini-

tial concept but the first CCII circuit actually incorporating these concepts

was an 8—bit shift register (7). To increase the efficiency of charge trans-

fer and to decr ease the required number of clocks, differing forms of CCD ’s

were independently devised. Placing a transfer electrode between, and over-

lapping, the two storage electrodes reduced the effective signal charge

loss during charge transfer (8). Numerous contributors have since attempted

to devise improved structures from the basic CCII concept ,

From the initial simple 8—bit shift register, the first major appli-

cation of the CCD technology was in signal processing because these devices

can provide accurate, clock—controlled time delays of analog signals. Sig—

nal processing circuits such as analog delay lines, multipliers, recursive

filters, transversal filters, correlators, etc. have been developed which

utilize the analog delay effects. It was later realized that image sensors

could also be constructed by generating the minority signal charge by opti-

cal means. Both linear and area Image sensors have been developed which are

capable of detecting visible light. With slight modifications, the image

sensor concep t was extend ed to the infrared spectrum . The CCI) concept was
fur the r adapted to generate large digital memory arrays for medium speed ,

mass storage ~ui~p1ications.

I -2 . Characteristics and Advantages of CCD ’s

The main t .  at u re  of CCD technology is its capability to provide a-curate ,
ciock—controllid t ime delays of analog signals. Although bucket—bri gade
devices can a lso  perform this function, almost all CCD structure~ iiav.~
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inherently better performance than equivalent bucket—brigade devices ,
especially in the areas of charge transfer eff icienc y and transfer
noise. Thus , even though bucket—brigad e devices were developed before
CCD’s, the CCD technology now dominates (except in very spec if i c  appli-
cations), and bucket—brigade device utilization has been rendered

insignificant in comparison to CCD usage.

As initially conceived , the CCI) theory was relatively simple and

therefore fabrication was simple as compared to standard MOS technology .

However , as the concept matured, the CCII structure and fabri cation process
evolved until now CCD processing is appreciably more involved than

silicon—gate MOS processing. Multiple silicon gate levels, diffused or

Implant channel confinement structures, implanted barriers, etc. are now

commonly utilized in addition to standard silicon-gate MOS processing.

CCD processing does allow the usage of MOS circuits on the same chip for
clock, input, detection, etc. circuits. However, the simplicity of the

basic cell structure still remains and thus the circuit packing density

of a CCD is significantly higher than silicon—gate MOS circuits. Pro—

ceasing is also simplified and yields are improved by the elimination of

intercell connections. CCD circuits offer low noise and low power

advantages where the power requiremen’:s are approximately 1—5 pWfbit

at 1MHz. CCII cirEuits are in the medium speed range with data shift

• rates normally about 5—20 11Hz with some special designs at 135 11Hz.
However, CCD operation is dynamic in nature since thermal generation of

carriers will in time obliviate the signal charge.

• CCD image sensors have excellent low light level response, and cooled

CCII imagers are capable of detecting a very small number of photons.

Ability to detect 1 photon has been predicted. Because of the high packing

• density, the number of sensors per unit area is quite high, typically

one site per square sill. CCII imagers integrate the charge whicli is geuti.-

ated by the incoming light by collecting charge for a certain time and

then reading it out. This accounts for its favorable low light level response.

In signal processing applications, CCD’s use their variable input signal
-
: charge and
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variable time delay to perform analog functions which are difficult if not

impossible to implement economically in other technologies. Transversal and

recursive filters have been manufactured which can have electronically vari-

able bandwidth and center frequency, leading to spread spectrum communication

applications. Using the non—destructive data sampling which is possible with

CCD ’s, multiplexers , as well as other circuits such as correlators, shift
registers, etc. are simple to construct.

A more recent application of CCD’s is in the area of large memory arrays .
CCII memories, organized in line or track form, consist of circulating serial

shift registers. Address circuitry is located on the chip, and addresses

each track which is then read out serially. Most line lengths are 64 or 128

bits long, and average access time for any bit is approximately 50 us for a

128 bit line. High packing density is of extreme importance, and currently

16K CCII memories are available in a single reasonably sized chip. CCII memor-
ies, which are volatile, need regenerative circuitry on chip to maintain the

data. Main competition for CCD memories come from magnetic bubble memories
and disc memories. Disc memor ies , while currently firmly established in this
memory area, are slower and less reliable than CCD memories. Furthermore ,
they have extensive overhead equipment requirements which make the system
physically large and of high power consumption. Magnetic bubbles have low
power , data nonvolatility, non—diffusion or implan t processing, and no stand—
by power requirements which are advantages as compared to CCD’s. However,

magnetic bubble memories require high cost, complex materials, high perf or—

mance sense amplifiers, and off— c hip input and detection circuitry, as well
as having slower speed capabilities than CCD ’s.

1.3. Scope of this Report

This report attempts to cover in some detail the current state—of-
the—art of charge—coupled device technology. It is obvious from the number

of references involving CCD’s that the field has -developed rapidly since its

inception approximately six year s ago , and a complete survey is the ref or e

difficult to achieve accurately . It should be noted that an excellent book (9)
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of charge transfer device technology has recently been publ ished and

complements this report in many areas.

This report is divided into three general sections. The first part,

consisting of chapters 2 and 3, describes the fundamental theory concerning

CCII technology and illustrates the variety of structur~1 forms which are
currently used. The methods of injecting and detecting the minority

signal charge are discussed as well as the processing techniques of CCD’s

with IUS device processing used as reference. The capabilities and

limitations of CCD’s are presented, and areas such as signal handling

transfer inefficiency, noise and dark currents, and power are evaluated.

The following section, chapter 4 , deals wi th  the curren t utilization of
the CCD concept and investigates digital circuits, analog circuits, image
sensors, and their performance characteristics. In the third section,

chapters 5 and 6, the important areas of basic device costs, reliability,

industrial trends, and recommendations are offered to indicate where

CCD ’s are currently used and where the CCD technology can be used in the
future. - -

Schematic diagrams are used extensively in this report to indicate
the various physical structures of CCD’s. To avoid confusion, the code

*indicated in Fig. 1.2 is used throughout in hybrid schematic diagrams

Diagrams representing the topography or surface view do not use this code.

*By hybrid we refer to a schematic of the structured cross—section on a
plane perpendicular to the surface. Superimposed on thIs are potential
wells for free electrons. The depth of the well indicates the minimum
potential energy in the Si.
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1 p—typ e SI. substrate

....1
Polycrystalline Si

Metal

LIE ~ p p—doped Si — e.g. ion—implant or diffused
region ~

1~;IIE~- ~ 7L n_doped Si - e.g. ion-Implant or diffused

Electrons in potential well

L igitre 1.2. Code for hybrid diagrams
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1.4. Detinition of Tetins

The following are typ ical definitions related to charge—transfer

devices which are currently En use.

1.4.1 Device names.

a) Charge—Transfer Device (CTD).

A device in which operation depends on the movement of

discrete packets of charge along or beneath the semicon—

dueto r surface .

b) Bucket—Brigade Device (BBD) .

A charge—transfer device that  (1) stores charge as majority

carriers in doped regions in the surface of a ~emiconductor

that become reverse biased with respect to the substrate and

(2) transfers this charge as a packet along the surface

through a series of switching devices that Interconnect the

doped regions.

c) Charge—Coupled Device (CCD).

A charge—transfer device that stores minoricy carriers in

potential wells and transfers this charge as a packet by

translating the potential minima.

d) Bipolar Bucket—Brigade Device.

A bucket—brigade device in which the switching devices are

bipolar transistors.

e) JFET Bucket—Brigade Device (JFET BBD).

A bucket—brigade device in which the switching devices are

junction—gate field—effect transistors.

f) MOS Bucket—Brigade Device (MO S B~~).

A bucket—brigade device in which the switching devices are

MOS field—effect ~ra~sisto,~~.

g) Surface-Channel Charge—Coupled Device (SCCD).

A charge—coupled device in which the potential wells are

created at the semiconductor-- insulator interface and charge

ts transferred along that interface.

I
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h) Buried—Channel Charge—Coupled Device (BCCD).
A charge—coupled device that confines the flow of charges

to a channel lying beneath the surface.

i) Bulk—Channel Charge—Coupled Device (BCCD).

A synonym for buried—channel charge—coupled device.~
j) Conductively—Connected Charge—Coupled Device (C4D).

A charge—coupled device that uses doped regions between the

potential wells and hence becomes a hybrid between a charge—
coupled device and a bucket—brigade device.

k) Junction—Gate Charge—Coupled Device.

A buried—channel charge—coupled device that uses a diffused

junction as the gate electrode.

1) Schottky—Barrier Charge—Coupled Device.

A buried—channel charge—coupled device that uses a Schottky

barrier junction as the gate electrode .

m) Charge—Coupled Image Sensor.

A charge—coupled device in which an optical image is con-

verted into packets of charge tha t can be transferred as the
electrical analog of the image.

n) N—Channel Charge—Coupled Device.

A charge—coupled device fabricated so that the charges

stored in the potential wells are electrons.

o) P—Channel Charge—Coupled Device.

A charge—coupled device fabricated that the charges stored

in the potential wells are holes.

p) Multiphase Charge—Coupled Device.

A charge—coupled device that requires more than one clock

applied sequentially to provide directionality to the trans—

fer of charge.

9
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q) Uniphase Charge—Coupled Device; One—Phase Charge—Coupled Device.

A charge—coupled device that has asymmetric potential wells

so that only a single clock is necessary to transfer the

charge in the desired direction.

r) Overlapping Gate Charge-Coupled Device.

A charge—coupled device formed so that adjacent gate elec- -

trodes overlap and are insulated from one another.
I

1.4.2. General Terms.
a) Background Charge.

Synonym for circulating bia s charge used mainly in imaging - 
-

devices.

-
_ 

-~~ ::. 
- ‘b) Charge Packet.- 

- i_ - - .

A quantity of electrical charge tha t is the sum of the signal

charge and bias charge (if used) and is, stored in potential

wells.

c) Charge—Regeneration Stage.
-‘ A region of a charge—transfer device that is used to refresh

digital information stored in a bit location .

d) Circulating Bias Charge.

A quantity of electrical charge that is inserted into the

potential well to define the low charge level.
-
: e) Drift—Aiding Fringing Field .

An electric field at the semiconductor—insulator interface

along the direction of charge propagation due to the potential

on adjacent gate electrodes and the potential on the gate

electrode directly above.

f )  Empty Zero.

A condition where there is zero circulating bias charge.

g) Fat Zero. -

-_ Synonym for circulating bias charge and used mainly in digital

devices.

10
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h) Floating Diffusion.

A diffused area into which a charge packet can be introduced

thereby changing its potential.

Note: Typically used in detection or regeneration schemes.

I) Flo3tin& Gate.

An electrically floating gate (pad) on an insulating surface

over an active portion of the semiconductor surface.

Note: Typically used in detection or regeneration schemes.

j) Gate Electrode; Transfer Electrode.

A plate (pad) that is on an insulating surface over an

active portion of the semiconductor surface and to which

potential is applied.

k) Potential Miniuu im.

A local minimum of the electrostatic field .
— 1) Potential Well.

A spatially defined depletion region of a charge—coupled

device where a potential minimum exists.
m) Signal Charge.

A quantity of electrical, charge in a potential well that,

in conjunction with the bias charge (if used), defines the

signal level. -

n) Skinn y Zero.

Synonym for circulating bias charge of smaller magnitude than

for Fat Zero (normally applied to BCCD ’s) .
o) Transfer Channel.

The area of a charge—coupled device in which the charge

f low is confined.

Note: This is physically accomplished by means of an oxide

step, a channel—stopping diffusion or implant, or by a special

edge— guard electrode .
~~
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p) Stage
That part of a CCII which forms the smallest definable
operation . It consists of one storage gate and accessory
transfer gates , if used .

q) Element
The smallest portion in a CCII delay line which upon trans-

lation can generate the complete line. In a p—phase

system each element contains p stages.

r) Unit Cell
Synonym for element.

1.5 Notation

A Area
A

B Area occup ied by background charge
As Area occupied by signal packet
ASt Area of storage electrode
AK Feedback coefficient
B Bandwidth
b

k Feedback coefficient
C Capacitance per unit area

C Capacitance
C~ (C

D
) Capacitance (capacitance per unit area) of depletion region

C’ff  (Ce1 f) Effective capacitance (capacitance per unit area) of channel

C
~~ 

(CFD) Capacitance (capacitance per unit area) of floating diffesion

C
~~ 

(CFG) Capacitance (capacitance per unit area) of floating gate

CGB Capacitance per unit area between gate and substrate

t I C
M Capacitance per unit area of metering well

C Capacitance per unit area associated with oxide

- 12
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c t Oxide capacitance per unit area of storage electrode

Ctr Oxide capacitance per unit area of trans fer electrode

C’ Capacitance of source

D Diffusion Coefficient

I) Diifusion Coefficient for electrons
n

D Diffusion Coefficient for holeá
p

d Depletion layer width -

d
n Thickness of n—type layer in BCCD

d Thickness of oxide layer
• 1 OX

dtt Thickness of oxide layer of transfer gate

- 
- 

d9t Thickness of oxide layer of storage gate

I Frequency
Clock frequency

1c/2 
Nyquist frequency

g Instantaneous transconductance
m

g Reverse transfer conductance

H Feedback coeff icient

hK 
Weighting factor in transversal filter

I Current

Signal Current

J Current density

Hole current density

Electron current density

~nd 
Dark electron current density
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K Feedback Coefficient

k Boltzmsnn ’s constant

L electrode length
L
b 

Length of stage in contact vkh bias charge (FAT ZEROS)

Length of stage in contact with signal charge

L
5~ 

Length of storage electrode

L
tr 

Length of transfer electrode

- 

- 
M Number of parallel channels -

N Number of elements Unit Cells

NA 
Acceptor concentration

ND 
Donor Concentration

N
eq (1/NA + l/ND)~~
N Interface state density

- N
~ 

Concentration of bulk traps

I n Electron concentration. Also number of stages in a CCD

fl 1 Electron concentration in intrinsic S~

n’ Number of signal electrons in a given well

p Number of phases

Q Charge per unit area

- Q’ Total charge per packet
Bound charge per unit area in acceptor states in transition region

Q~ 
Dark charge in the i’th well

I Net charge per unit area in gate

Qj~ 
Input charge per unit area

3
p Mobile charge per unit area (free electrons) in potential well

14
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Q Mobile charge in potential well

Q Maximum charge per unit area that well can accept

t
~nB 

Charge handling capacity of BCCD

Charge handling capacity of SCCD

Q’ Initial sending charge

I
_ i Q4 Net charge per unit area in Si

Q~ Net charge in Si in potential well area

Q Surface state charge per unit area

R(f) Frequency response function
- - 

_ 

R.5 (R~) Net recombination rate of electrons (holes)

- 
— T Time delay

T
c Time delay of each element in a transversal f ilter

T Carrier transfer t ime

I: t Minimum fall timer
tTR Single carrier transfer t ime

t Time constant associated with self—induced drift
0

‘1 Voltage: Normally with respect to Si substrate

Voltage difference between adjacent electrodes

I 
V
FB 

Flat—band potential: The value of VG required for

I VFG 
The voltage on the floating gate

The voltage on the gate

V11 The “high” voltage on an electrode

VL The “low” voltage on an electrode

Voltage across p—n Junction required no deplete channel in BCCD
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V~, Magnitude of vol tage of clock pulse

V
~ 

“rest” voltage

~ref Reference voltage

V8 Volume of signal charge

V8jg Signal voltage

V
T 

Threshold voltage
I

W Width o~ ch*nnel in, BCCD -

W
b Width of stage in contact with bias charge

W Width of stage in contact with signal charge

6 Fixed charge loss per transf er

Fixed charge loss per transfer

c Transfer inefficiency (1—n)

Permittivity of Si02

Electrostatic field

~~inin 
Minimum fringing field along channel

Intrinsic transfer inefficiency

c Transfer inefficiency at Nyquist frequency

e Permittivity of SI.

~y 
Self—induced electrostatic field along channel

Transf er eff iciency

• Electrostatic potential. Also designates phase

•b Barrier potential

ch Channel potential

Electrostatic potential between intrinsic and extrinsic
Fermi level

16
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$ Work function between gate and substrateas

• Potential across oxide
ox

pn 
Equilibrium barrier height of p—n junction

Surface potential with respect to bulk Si

•sd Drain surface potential

•sdo 
Surface potential at drain for zero charge

•ss 
Source surface potential

Source surface potential for zero charge

-r Minority carrier lifetime. Also thermal time constant

Em ission time constan t

‘r f Final time constant

T Electron lifetime

Electron mobility

Hole mobility

- 

- u(f) Frequency response of transversal filter
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2. FUNDAMENTAL CHARGE—COUPLED DEVICE PRINCIPLES ANIJ IMPLEMENIATIONS

2.1. The MO~ Capacitor

2.1.1. Qualitative description. The basic elemen t of a CCI) i~~ the meta l—

oxide—semiconductor (MOS) capacitor . The theory of MOS inter fa e- s and rrt p~~ i-

tance is discussed in detail in several reterences (e.g. 10,11) st t h e  dis—

cussion presented here is limited to the pertinent results of the th eory and

its extension to CCII structures. The theory is illustrated by the use of

n—channel devices unless specifically stated otherwise. The operatloit of

p—channel devices Is identical to that of the n—channel devices ~itli the

exception of the polarities of the applied voltages and internal potentials ,

and the sign of the charge carriers. A linear array of MOS capac itols is shown

schematically in Fig. 2.1. A capacitor consists of a metal pl ate (gat ) depo—

sited onto a Sb 2 layer which was thermally grown onto a p—lypL SI suit-trat .

With positive voltage applied to the metal 1)l ate with respect to the sub stir ,tt - .

the majority carriers in the silicon, holes in this case, are repel led F rul i

the surface, and a depletion region is formed in the silicon under the ~- le-c t—

rode. For sufficiently large voltages, the energy bands in the gi l  i con  at  the

silicon—oxide interface are bent such that an Inversion region is formed . A

Si interface is said to be inverted if the SI conduction band edge E at the

Si—Si0
2 interface is at a low enough potential such that in the steady state

condition its electron density is comparable to, or greater than , the hole

density in the bulk of the substrate. Figure 2.2 shows schematically the

situation for gate voltage, VG, applied such that inversion exists . Figures

2.2a ~~ 2.2b represent the case in which no carriers are present in the

conduction band at the interface. Figure 2.2a shows a hybr id schematic dia-

gram of the structure on a plane normal to tire surface of the ~ate. Super-

imposed onto this diagram is a “well” or “bucket” representing the energy
from the Fermi level in the bulk Si to the- h u tt o n  of t h e  conduc t ion ?tar ’d  “

the Si—Si0
2 
interface. This can be seen by a conipatison II r L g .  “ . ~a with

Fig. 2.2b, an energy band diagram through the  g-~~~~ t - normal to  the surface.
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- Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram of an array of 1’flS capacitors
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Figur e 2 .2 .  Hybrid and energy band diagrams of a MOS capacitor for
positive electrode voltage V0 with respect to $1 substrate .
In a and b the potential well Is empty. In c and d electrons
are in the well.
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Figures 2.2c and 2.2d show the corresponding hybrid and energy band

diagrams for the capacitor with the same gate voltage but with electrons

present In the conduction band . Note that the presence of this charge lucre-

ases the potential energy of the interface region, and since V~ is fixed ,

the increase in potential drop on the oxide relative to that for Figs.

2.2a and 2.2b is equal to the decrease in potential drop in the Si 
~~~

. The

electrons in the conduction band or in the well are indicated in the hybrid

schematic. Note that the well represents position horizontally vs potential

energy vertically. The electrons in the bottom of the well are located with-

in approximately lOom of the Si—SIO2 interface and within a few hundredths

of an eV from the bottom of the well. For visual clarity, this extent of

occupation of the well is exaggerated with respect to the total depth of the

well (eV). The doping level in the Si substrate affects the potential

dropped across the oxide relative to that across the Si depletion region. For

a given oxide thickness and gate voltage, an increase in substrate doping

level increases the potential across the oxide and reduces the depth of the

potential well. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.3 where the p—

type doping concentration is increased in the regions indicated (by diffusion

or ion implantation). The depth of the potential well is greatest where the

substrate doping (at the surface) is the lightest. As will be seen later,

such selective doping of the substrate is used to shape the potential well

profiles.

In operation of a CCD, electrons are collected in these wells. The

electrons may be generated in the Si by incident photons and captured by the

potential well as in an image sensor, or may be transferred between adjacent

wells as in a shift register . In addition, electrons can be generated therm-

ally. Since thermal generation is a relatively slow process (l0
2_lOl seconds

to fill the well) any processing of signal charge must be done in a time

which is short compared to the thermal generation time.

— 2.1.2. Quantitative description of MOS capacitor. It is useful to have

an expression relating the applied gate voltage VG~ 
the mobile electron
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charge per unit area in the well 
~n’ 

the surface potential 4,
~, 

and the

material properties of the MOS capacitor . The derivation is outlined In this

section under certain simplifying assumptions:

Assumptions

I) The substrate impurity density NA, is utilfora
ii) The surface state density N 5 is immobile and independent of and

iii) The voltage drbp across the inversion layer is negligible compared
to that across-the depletion region

iv) The width of the inversion region is negligible compar ed to the
depletion layer width

‘Definitions of terms and symbols

The terms and symbols which are used are defined below and with refer-

ence to Fig. 2.4. Applied voltage is denoted by V, while ~ represents electro—

static potential differences.

Inversion Layer: that region In which the steady state condition minority

carriers are present in concentration greater than that of majority carriers

in the bulk.
- 

- Depletion Region: that region In which the mobile carrier density is

negligible compared to that of the majority carrier density in the bulk.

VG, Gate Voltage: the voltage applied to the gate with respect to the

I’ substrate.

V
T 

= 2tt~f~ Threshold Voltage: the gate voltage required to create an inver—
sion layer in the steady state case.

E1 
— Ef: the electrostatic potential between the Si intrinsic Fermi

— 

i level E~ and the Fermi level Ef in the bulk.

~~~~
, Surface Potential: the voltage of the Si—S102 interface with respect

to the bulk Si.

V = — Q IC , Flat Band Potential: the value of V required toFB as as ox

•

:

~ 
reduce to zero, i.e. to flatten the bands In the Si.

Q , the Surface State Charge Density Per Unit Area: the charge residing

In the Si02 very near the 5102/SI Interface. It Is found to be non—mobile andF -~ posit ive.
Work Function difference between metal and semiconductor.

Ins
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(Q + Q )C , Oxide Capacitance Per Unit Area: 
— ~~~

the electrostatic potential across the oxide, or the electrostatic

potential of the gate with respect to the Si surface.

QG: the net charge per unit area on the gate.

= + QB: the net charge per unit area in the SI.

Q~: the mobile charge (electrons) per unit area in the inversIon layer.
QB: the bound charge per unit area in acceptor states In the transition

region. 
-

d : thickness of SlOox 2
electrical permittivity of Si.

cox: electrical permittivity of Si02.

t xd 
= (2c8

~~/qN~)l/
S2
: depletion region width.

We first show that the (differential) capacitance between gate and sub-

stra te bulk CGB can be expressed as the series combination of the oxide
capacitance C and the depletion capacitance in the Si, CD

.

By definition
dQ~ -

CGB
_
~~~~ 

(2.1)

- : Since the net charge in the capacitor is zero,

= + +

Since Q and Q are assumed independent of V
0,

_ dQB
C
0~ 

= . (2.2)

The gate voltage can be expressed

• V
G

VFB +
~~~~~ C C , (2.3)

ox ox

and since V and Q are constantFB n dQBdVG 
= d45 

— a— (2.4)

25
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Substituting Eq. 2.4 into Eq. 2.2 gives

COB l/C0~ 
— d

~S
/dQB

Since CD — —dQ8/d~~, where CD Is the capacitance per unit area of the dep—

letion region,

1c (2 5)
GB l/C0~ 

+ 1/CD

or COB is equal to the series capacitance of Cox 
and CD• It is convenient

to express Eq. 2.5 as

- . CGB 1
C l + C  Ic (2.6)
ox ox D

We next derive an expression for 4t~ . Using the depletion approximation,

~B 
= ~~~~~~~~~~~~ and Eq. 2.3 becomes

Q (2qN~c-
c 
~~ 
)

VG
= V FB +

~~s
_
~~~

_ _  
~~

° ~ (2.7)
ox ox

Solving Eq. 2.7 for 
~~ 

yields 1/2

= V
G
_V

FB+~
1
~ 
+ — 

[ A 2
0x 

fVG
_V
~~ 

+ 

~~~~

— +( ~~ ] (2.8)

Letting

Q
V0 

— VFB + ~~~~~
— and

Eq. 2.8 can be written

-: = V~ + V0 
- [2V~V0 + v0

2
i~
12 (2.9) 

•

Eq. 2.6 can then be expressed

F
26
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Cox
B = 1/2 (2.10)

1 + (4~ /2V0)

Although it is not obvious from Eqs. 2.7 or 2.8, for a given value of

VG as Q~ 
increases decreases and thus from Eq. 2.10, CGB increases.

This is as expected , since as 4) decreases so does the depletion width

Xd

x = 12c 4) 1j12
d ~~qN~~J

and since

C
5C~~~~—~

CD 
and thus CGB increase.
Figure 2.5 shows a graphical interpretation of these equations. We

define 
~n 

as the maximum charge per unit area that a potential well

can accept. If more charge is injected, the depth of the well decreases

V until 4, becomes so small that the charge spills out into the substrate.

In the limiting case for 4, — 0, we obtain from Eq. 2.7

Q = — C  (V — V  )n max ox 0 FB

but since VG 
is normally much larger than

max ~ ~C0xV0 (2.11)

For V — 10 volts and d — 100 nm, Q is on the or -~r of
2 °~ -n max

2 x 10 electrons/cm . The magnitude of V~ is limited by either the

avalanche breakdown voltage of the substrate or the oxide rupture voltage,

whichever is the smaller.

I,. 
~~

•
~

‘
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Figure 2.5. Functional dependence of surface potential (after 6 and 9).
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2.2. Basic CCD Structures

CCD’s can be classIfied as surface channel charge—coupled devices

(SCCD ’s) or bulk channel charge—coupled devices (BCCD ’s) depending whether

the charge Is transferred at the Si surface* or within the bulk of the Si

substrate.

2.2.1. Surface channel charge—coupled devices (SCCD’s). An SCCD in

its simplest form consists of a linear array of MOS capacitors fabricated

on an oxidized p—Si substrate of uniform doping as shown in Fig. 2.1. The

hybrid schematic of a single stage of a three—phase SCCD is shown in Fig.

2.6 to illustrate the process of charge transfer. The capacitor gates are
-

- 

- 

pulsed sequentially to form potential wells and the electrons move along

the surface by flowing from one well into an adjacent well which is

deeper, i.e., it has a more positive gate voltage. The wells must be close—

ly spaced so that fringing fields from gate to substrate reduce the

potential energy between the wells sufficiently to permit electron flow.

In Fig. 2.6a a signal charge is represented as being in the potential well

under the first electrode while the other two electrodes are biased to a

quiescent point just beyond threshold. In b, the potential has been reduced

on the first well while the potential applied to the second electrode

creates a deep potential well and electrons tend to flow to the deeper well.

In c, the charge has been transferred to the second well and the voltage

F on the first electrode has been reduced to its quiescent value. The charge

has made one complete transfer but it has moved only one—third of a stage.

It is to be noted here that the surface potential, or the depth of the well

depends on the charge present. This is indicated by a reduction of the

depth of the second well from b to c as the charge transfers. It is to be

noted in b, which represents the conditions during transfer, that the first
well is shallower on the left than on the right because of the different

charge densities. This creates an electric field 
~~~~

, along the surface in

Li *Hereafter, the terms Si surface, or simply surface, will refer to the

~~
- .~~ Si/SIG interface.

2 
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the direction to aid in the charge transfer where

1 S

~y q dy

2.2.2. Bulk channel charge—coupled devices (BCCD ’s). In BCCD ’s the

potential well minima occur within the Si bulk so that the mobile electrons

are not in contact with the Si/Sb
2 interface. This tends to increase the

electron mobility, increase 
~ 

by creating fringing fields, and thus dee—

rease the transfer time, as discussed later. It also eliminates trapping

of the signal electrons at the interface states. BCCD ’s are also referred

to as “buried channel CCD ’s” (12,13) and “perlataltic CCD’s” (14). Figure

2.7 shows three common structures of BCCD’s. As shown in Fig. 2.7a, one

form utilizes a homogeneous n—doped epitaxial layer about 4—5 jnn thick and

a net donor concentration on the order of 7 x l014cm 3. To Increase the

charge carrying capabilities the donor concentration is often “profiled”

such that the maximum donor concentration occurs at the Si interface. This

can be accomplished by ion implantation of phosphorus followed by a high

temperature drive—in diffusion. The resultant impurity distribution is

approximately Gaussian with a total n—layer thickness on the order of 4.5

to 5 urn and surface donor concentration of 5 x 1015cm 3 to 2 x lO16crn 3

(2,15—17). This requires a phosphorus implant dose of approximately

1 x iol2 ions/cm2. Alternately, profiled BCCD’s have been fabricated as

shown in Fig. 2.7c using an n—doped epitaxial layer with a net donor concen—

tration on the order of 3 x 1014cii13. The surface donor density is increased
by ion implantation of phosphorus to a depth of 0.5 jim using a dose of

5 x iO~~ ions/cm2.

Under normal operation, BCCD’S require a positive voltage applied to

the n—regions with respect to gate and to substrate of sufficient magnitude

to completely deplete the n—region. Figure 2.8 shows the energy band

diagram through a gate of the contoured BCCD of Fig. 2.7b without bias (a),

• with bias but without charge (b) and with bias and with charge (c). With

3’
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Figure 2.7. Bulk channel CCD structures using a)homogeneous n—type
epitaxial layer, b)i.n—implanted layer and c)a combination
of the t~~
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Figure 2.8. Energy band diagrams normal to gate of a contoured BCCD:
a) equilibrium condition, b) with bias applied but with no
signal charge and c) with signal charge present.
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the addition of charge in the well, the bottom of the well tends to flat-
ten, resulting in a shift of the charge toward the surface. It is noted

that the electron density in a ~CCD is n — (ND—NA).
Figure 2.9 shows a calculated typical distribution of signal charge

in a contoured BCCD for different sizeS of charge packets (18). In this

particular device, with a junction depth of 2.2 urn, the initial signal

charge packet was located at 1.0 urn from the interface and additional

signal charge packets fill up the n—region and approach the oxide—silicon

interface. This indicates one of the limiting conditions of bulk channel

CCD’s. If the signal charge packet becomes too large and signal charge
reaches the interface, then the device will have the low electron mobility

and high trapping problem of a surface channel device. This is the reason

for the smaller signal handlIng capability of BCCD versus the SCCD.
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2.3. Transfer Electrode Structures

As indicated earlier, a CCD is basically an analog delay line in which

charge is transferred along a channel created by pulsing a series of trans~-
far electrodes with properly phased voltages. Many transfer schemes have

been proposed involving one-to—four-phase systems with a variety of elec-

trode structures. In practice, however, two—phase and three—phase systems
are used predominantly. It should be noted that for a p—phase system,

p there are p storage electrodes per unit cell or elements, and p transfers per

unit cell. in order to clock signal charges through the cells at clock

frequency 
~~ 

the transfer rate between individual electrodes must be

or the maximum allowable transfer time per electrode is l/~~~

2.3 . 1 .  Three—phase systems. Three— (or mure)—phaee systems are required

to control the direction of charge—transfer if simple symsetrical electrodes

are used. While one potential well is being emptied of charge , another is

receiving the charge and a third is blocking the backward flow of charge.

The three—phase (3$) structure of PIg. 2.6 i. used as an ex ple in Fig.

2.10 (19,9). To be specific, we assume the three clock pulses vary from a

rest voltage V~ to a more positive VG 
as shown in Fig. 2,lOe, where the

negative of the clock voltages is plotted as a function of time (to agree

with the sign of the potential energy). The potential energy wells for
electrons underneath the electrodes are shown in a, b, c and d respectively

for times t1, t2, t 3 and t4 of the clock input. At t1, only •l is energized
and so potential wells exist only under •l gates. To emphasize that this is 

—

an analog device, we assume that the two potential wells under the •l elec—
trodas are occupied with different quantities of charge as shown in a. Note

that the depth of the well depends on its quantity of charge Q~~ as well as

on VG. At t2, both •l and •2 are energized and the charge i. divided as

shown in b, At t3, the voltage on 
~l 

is reduced. This reduces the depth of

the well’ and the electeàtt~ transfer to the well as shown in c. At t4.
the clock, have completed one—third of a cycle. Only 

~2 is energized and[ - one transfer is completed . Three such transfers are required to move the

36
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Figure 2.10. Hybrid diagram of a 3—~ CCD at different times of a transfercycle
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charge packets by one cell—spacing.

The gaps between the gate electrodes above can cause problems. If the

gap spacing is too large, fringing is not effective in creating a well in

the gap region and a potential barrier exists there which prevents com-

plete transfer. Further, the ambient conditions can affect the electro-

static charge -on the outer oxide surface In the gap region which in turn
can affect the potential energy in the Si beneath the gap and thus the

• transfer of charge. Detailed calculations have been made (20,21) relating

the gap size allowed for complete transfer to substrate doping, o~ide

thickness and electrode potentials. For BCCD’s, it has been shown (12,22)

that potential wells occur under the gaps. These wells can hold signal

charge and thus prevent complete charge transfer.

- 
- Using standard photolithographic techniques the minimum electrode
spacings are on the order of 2.5 — 3 pm. Several methods have been

developed to minimize the ga~ size problem. Sub—micron spacings have been

achieved with consistent dimensional tolerance by the shadow etch technique

(23) as illustrated in Fig. 2.11. Alternate electrodes are first defined

by standard photolithographic techniques except that the Al gates are

overetched slightly to produce a small photoresist overhang as shown in a.

A second metalization is then made over the entire structure as shown in

b and the photoresist is removed, “lifting off “ the metal on top of the

resist. The resultant electrode gaps are the size of the aluminum undercut

as shown in Fig. 2.llc.

A second technique uses conventionally sized gaps but utilizes two

ion implants in the gap region to form buried channels between wells and
-

- 

- 
thus reduces the sensitivity to gap size and oxide charge (24). These

channels are formed by implanting n—type impurities about 0.4 pm into the

p—type substrate followed by a shallow p—type implant to prevent an inversion

layer from forming at the surface. This structure is shown in Fig. 2.12.

A third technique, called the condi~ctive channel technique, uses

i I ;i~
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FI gure 2.11. Illustration of the shadow etch technique to produce sub—- :  micrometer electrode gaps (see Tcxt)

F igure 2.12. A buried channel is used to couple potential wells aid
reduce the gap problem (after 24)
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undoped* polysillcon** as a high resistivity dielectric in the gap regions
to eliminate the effects of static charge on the oxide and to minimize
potential energy barriers between adjacent wells by gradin g the potential
between wells (20) . In one variation of this method (25), undoped poly—
silicon is deposited over the electrode and gap regions. The electrodes

are then defined by selective doping of the polysilicon (Fig. 2.l3a). In
another variation (26), a thin (50 me) undoped polysilicon layer is dep.~i L r —

ed over the entire channel region and metal electrodes are located on this

layer (Pig. 2.l3b). One problem with this system is the difficulty in

maintaining adequate resistivity in the polysilicon layer. If the resis-

tivity is too low, the power dissipation is increased due to leakage bet—
— 

- 
ween clock lines, if the resistivity Is too high, the potential in the gap

lags behind that of the clock lines and thus reduces the effectiveness of

this system.

In addition to the single level three—phase techniques described ,

multilevel systems with overlapping electrodes can be used to eliminate

gap size and gap oxide protection problems. One such 3—4 sys:~ln (27) uses

three levels of overlapping doped polysilicon as shown in Fig. 2.14. Three

different polysilicon deposition and doping operations produce the three

sets of electrodes. This structure can be very compact since gaps are

effectively eliminated. Utilization of thermally oxidized polysilicon as
-
‘ the electrode insulators minimizes the problem of interelectrode shorts.

Three—phase systems were the first to be developed and were used
o’ctensively in early CCD’s. However, due to problems associated with cross—

overs required in a three phase system, large cell space requirements, and

clock phasing restrictions, the majority of coemercially available CCD’s

now utilize two—phase systems.

*The term “undo-ped” indicates that the material is not intentionally doped
J and Is of high resistivity.

**The term “polysilicon”, Poly—SI” or simply “poiy” is used for “poly—
crystalline silicon”.
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Figure 2.13. Conductive channel techniques a) using undoped poly—Si
between doped poly—Si electrodes and b) between metal
electrodes and Si02

S13N4~~~~~~~~~~~~

Figure 2.14. System using overlapping doped polysilicon gates. A layer
of Si3N4 is often used as shown to protect the initial
gate oxide from the influence of further processing
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2.3.2.  Two—phase/ four—phase systems. There exists some disagreement

in the literature in the distinction between two—phase and four—phase sys-
tems . In this report we define the number of phases as being equal to the
number of storage electrodes per cell. A CCD may have four electrodes per

cell, but if two electrodes are storage electrodes and two are transfer

electrodes, the device is considered to be a two—phase CCD.

Three variations of the four electrode structure are shown in Fig. 2.15.

• If the four electrodes per cell are energized by clock pulses 90° out of

- - phase the devices act as 4—~ CCD’s.

The first design of this structure (8,28) is shown in Fig. 2.l5a. It

contains two levels of overlapping electrodes which are dieleetrically

isolated by 100 sin of deposited Sb 2. A similar design using polysilicon

- - 
- for the lower electrodes and aluminum for the upper overlapping electrodes

(29—33) is-shown In Fig. 2.l5b. Because of the integrity of the thermal

oxide grown on polysilicon, the system is very reliable and its fabrication

is consistent with current MOS processing procedures. A third version of

this structure is shown in Fig. 2.l5c, It uses aluminum gate.~ With Al203
insulation between adjacent gates. Alternate A]. gates are first defined.
These are then anodized. Because the Al

2
03 

thus formed is a good insulator,

the second aluminum film is deposited and patterned into overlapping elec-

trodes as shown. A fourth configuration (not illustrated) can be made by

modifying the three—phase polysilicon gate scheme previously described to

obtain a four—electrode system. Two polysilicon depositions and two oxida—

;~~ 
- 

tions are required.

P The above four—element structures can be operated as 2—4 ~~~~~ if

assymetry is built into the system so that alternate electrodes are used
as storage elements while the r emainin g electrodes are used to transfer

charge from one storage element to another. Consider a 2—$ clock whose
lines are connected to the storage elements and and a fixed voltage

is applied between each storage electrode and its “upstream” transfer

electrode. If $4 and •2 are made nega t ive with respect to and $3
respectively, a longitudinal potential gradient will be set up at the Si
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surface and charge will be transferred from left to right in the systems

of Fig. 2.15.

This same as~”mmetry can be established by other means such that only

two clock lines are required , thus resui.t ing in savings in clocking com-

plexity. In many of these schemes only two electrodes are used per cel1

thus reducing total area substantialiy. In other cases four electrodes are

used per cell but associated transfer and storage electrodes are electrically

connected together. In either case, the depth of the storage well is

greater than that of the transfer well. The most conznonly used technique

to accomplish this is the stepped—oxide approach. In a SCCD, the oxide

thickness under the transfer portion of the electrode is greater than that

under the storage section . In a BCCD, because the surface field Is of

opposite polarity to that of a SCCD, the deepest potential well is under the

region with the thicker oxide, and thus the reverse structure is used (15).

Alternately, or in combination with the stepped—oxide approach, different
gate materials can be used for transfer and for storage, the transfer gate

then must have a enaller work function than the storage gate*, An example

of this approach is shown in Fig . 2.16 in which storage gates are made of

polysilicon~and transfer gates are of aluminum (30,34,35). This is fabri—
cated by growing the initial gate oxide, depositing polysilicon and pattern-

ing the storage electrodes, oxidizing the structure (including the poly—

silicon), and depositing and patterning the transfer electrodes . Associated

transfer and storage electrodes are electrically connected on the chip.

The work function of the Al (3.2 eV) is less than that of polysilicon
(about 4.5 eV, depending on doping) and thus the work function difference
aids the stepped-oxide in creating the asymmetry If additional asymmetry

is desired, the depth of the potential well can be reduced in the transfer

regions by ion implantation of p—type impurities after the polysilicon

patterning (34).

*For an n—channel device, The opposite is true for a p—channel device.
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Figure 2.16. Two—phase CCD in which asymmetry is obtained by different
oxide thicknesses and different work functions of transfer
and storage gate. An optional ion implant is also often
used to Increase asymmetry. The voltage on 

~2 
is more

positive than on 4)~
.
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A second method of forming the oxide step consists of growing an ini-

tial oxide, selectively etching the oxide in the storage regions, and

continuing the oxide growth. Metal is then deposited at an eblique angle so

that adjacent gates are electrically isolated as shown in Fig. 2.17 (36,37).

In this method, only one metalization and no photoresist patterning is

required for metalization.

A third variation of the stepped oxide structure (38,39) is shown in

Fig. 2.18. A thick oxide (‘ii 350 nm) is first grown followed by a thin

deposited (‘i’ 100 nrn) layer of Al203, and a deposited layer of ( ‘  200 me)

of Si02 (to facilitate photolithography). The transfer gates are then

defined by selectively etching the A].
203, 

the photoresist is removed and

the exposed Si02 is etched to a thickness of about 100 me in the storage

regions. During this process, the A1203 
over the thick oxide is undercut

about 250 me. About 50 sin of Al203 is then deposited over the entire

structure to seal the gate oxide. Because of this overhang, the metali—

zation (Ti/Pd) is discontinuous as shown. Alternately, a similar overhang

can be produced by etching a moat Into a thick oxide covered silicon sub-

strate and then regrowing the thin gate oxide (40). The thick oxide over-

hang produces the metal discontinuity.

A minimum geometry CCD, called the offset gate CCD (41—43) is shown

in FIg. 2.19. This structure uses minimum line widths of Si
3
N4, poly—

silicon and metal. The Si is first oxidized to protect it from the S13N4
which is then deposited and patterned Into strips. Polysilicon is then

deposited and patterned to overlap part of the Si
3N4. The structure is

then oxidized, the unprotected S13N4 is etched away and metal electrodes

are deposited.

Another variation of the thin/thick dielectric technique is the VMOS

conductively coupled CCD (44) shown in ~‘ig. 2.20. Using anisotropic etching

techniques, V’ s are etched in the Si. The Si Is then oxidized, and since the
oxide grows fastest at the bottom of the groove, the oxide is thicker here.

- 
- 

I The conductive coupling between gates is made by ion implantation.
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Figure 2.17. Stepped oxide with oblique electrode evaporation
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Figure 2.18. Stepped oxide struc ture using undercutting during etching
to eliminate gap problems
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Figure 2.19. Minimum geometry stepped dielectric (offset gate)
CCD.
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Figure 2.20. V.M.O.S. conductively coupled two—phase CCD.
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Ion implantatIon has been used to create two—phase unidirectional

devices (45—48) as shown in Fig. 2.21. P—type ions are implanted near the

upstream end of the electrode to increase the net doping there, and thus

reducing the depth of th~ potential well and creating a potential energy

barrier. A dose of 1.5 x 1012 boron ions is sufficient to reduce the empty

well depth by as much as 7 electron volts in comparison to the nonimplanted
reg ion (45). Implanted barriers have advantages over stepped oxide techniques
since high potential differences are more easily obtained and the barrier

heights are less affected by the applied electrode voltage.

Surface potential can also be modified In MNO S techniques (49) by the

presence of immobile charge in trapping centers at the Si0
2/Si3N4 inter—

face or in the Si3N4 layer as shown in Fig. 2.22 where positive trapped

charge is used with n—type Si substrates.

There are several design considerations for a unidirectional two—phase

CCD system. Since part of the electrode is used solely for generating a

potential barrier, it is desirable to minimize this length to increase the

size and charge handling capabilities of the storage section of the elec—

trode. This length must be large enough, however, to minimize barrier—

height depression by fringing field effects. The potential barrier must not

extend into the gap region between the electrodes since it would create an

uncontrolled barrier that would impede charge transfer. However, if the —

barrier is located too far from the up—stream edge of the electrode, charge

will be trapped behind the barrier (see Fig. 2.22) which gives rise to in—

complete charge transfer and noise. Finally, since the barrier height in

this system is not as great as the transfer electrode—storage electrode

system, an excessive signal charge will be lost over the barrier so that

the signal handling is somewhat limited.

A system of conductive connections between electrodes has been devised

(47 ,48,50) which red uces the cell size, relaxes the alignment requirements
and avoids gap problems. An n—type Ion implant placed between the electrodes

forms a conductive bridge through the gaps. The resulting device is known

as the conductively connected CCD or C4D. This method can be used with ion

49
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Figure 2.21. Two—phase CCD using localized ion implant to create
asymmetry . V (~1 >

J4)l 1~2 ~l ~2
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Figure 2.22. Two—phase p—channel CCD using trapped charge in a
Si N layer to create asymmetry (after 49). V )- V34 ipi 4)2
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- - implanted barriers (47) where the restriction on the location of the

barrier implant is relaxed since the effec~ts of any barrier implant not

covered by the electrode is compensated by the conductive connection im-

plant. This technique has also been used in stepped oxide devices (50).

2.3.3. One—phase systems. Any two—phase system can be operated as a
one—phase SyStem if one set of electrodes is connected to a fixed bias and

-the other set is pulsed positive and negative with respect to this fixed

level (51,52). Using combinations of thin/thick oxides and multiple ion

• implants, SYStemS requiring only single metalizations nave been devised (53).

MNO S methods can be used to create two accumulation trapping regions which

give a three—step surface potential profile (54). While one—phase systems

are attractive from an operating standpoint, numerous processing steps are

- - 
required, and tight tolerances must be kept on ion implants and on MNO S

processing and electrode location. Furthermore, signal handling capacity

is low. Thus, one—phase CCD’s are not in common usage.

I .
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2.4. Lateral Confinement

VarioUs electrode structures which produce unidirectional signal

charge flow along the oxide—silicon inter face or in the bulk have been
discussed. However, an important problem concerns the confinement of the

signal charge within the channel region so that it is not lost from the

lateral edges of the channel. This problem is most severe for t. hannel
(p—type substrate) devices made on ~100} material since this material has

a very low i,nterface state density (~ 10
9cn12), It is less severe for

(111) n—type material which has an interface density of l010—l011cm~~.

There are three basic methods that are currently utilized to obtain
-: confinement (30).

Thick field oxides (1—2 urn) are commonly used for {lll} n—type mater—

IL ial where the field threshold voltage can be on the order of 20 volts.

This scheme is not satisfactory for CCD ’s made on (100) Si because to

obtain field threshold voltages compatible with normal clock voltages, the

oxides required are too thick to permit precise photoresist patterning.

Ion implantation is often used to increase the surface impurity concen—

trations in the field region so that field oxides on the order of 1 jim

can be used (see Fig. 2.23a). The ions are implanted just before the field

oxidation.

A second approach to lateral channel confinement is the use of a

channel stop diffusion as shown in Fig. 2.23b. The channel stop diffusion

clamps the surface potential and thus precisely defines the extent of the

channel. This diffusion should have about a 1019cm 3 
surface concentration

and should be shallow. Use of a diffused channel stop requires additional
masking and process steps but eliminates the need for extremely thick field

oxides .

A third approach is the use of an electrostatic field shield as shown

in Fig. 2.23c. Normally the field region is covered by a relatively thin

field oxide on which a doped polysilicon layer is deposited. The poly—

silicon is then oxidized and may be covered with other dielectrics. With

- 
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(a) 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(b)

(c) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

_

Figure 2.23. Lateral channel confinement techniques. In a , the
threshold voltage is increased by use of a thick
field oxide out side of the channel region. An addi—- 

• tional implant (shown) is optional . In b . a P+ dif—
fused channel stop is used. A polysilicon field shield
is shown in c.
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proper biasing of the polysilicon layer, a strong accumulation region
forms on the silicon surface preventing channeling. With its increased

processing, layout restrictions and biasing requirements , this technique

has had limited utilization to date, although it is becoming increasingly

popular. Figure 2.24 shows calculated potential variations at the channel

confinement/channel interface for diffused and thick field channel confine—

Inent. For the nonplanar, nonimplanted thick field oxides and high resis—

- 

~

- tivlty substrates which are commonly used in CCD work, the edge of the

channel becdmes poorly defined.
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Figure 2.24. Calculated potential profiles for channel confinement
techniques: a) non—planar, non—ionimplanted thick field
oxide, b) diffusion stop method • Note different scales
in a) and b) 
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2.5. Input—Output Structures

In CCD’s, information is transmitted and processed in forms of packets

of signal charge. In a useful device , the øharge packets must be generated

in such a manner as to have some functional relat ionship with the input
signal, whether it be electrical or optical in nature. Similarly, the out—

put signal must bear some functional relati4n to the detected charge

packet. In digital systems, the input and output structures can be quite

simple since any charge greater than a set quantity is generally considered

a ‘ONE ’ and less charge is considered a ‘ZERO ’. However, for imagers and
analog circuits, the input—output methods must be very exact in order to

retain all information but not generate noise or decrease the signal—to—

noise (S/N) ratio. The functional relationship of the input and output

circuitry is limited only to the condition that the input function is the

inverse of the output function. However, for most devices, a linear rela-

tionship between the input and output voltages and the size of the charge

- - 
packet is desirable for simplicity.

2.5.1. Input methods. In the earliest CCD work, minority charge

carriers were generated by driving one electrode into avalanche breakdown

and they were collected under the adjacent electrode (5). This method,

however, is highly nonlinear and is not used currently.

Various methods have been developed to obtain a linear input. One
input arrangement which has been used contains an input diode, one input

transfer gate, and one storage electrode (55—57) as shown in Fig. 2.25.

I ~ The input diode, ID, consists of an n—type surface region in the p—typer substrate which acts as a source of electrons f or the channel. The input

transfer gate, IC, controls the charge flow from the input diode to the
potential well under the storage electrode, P2.

The charge available for injection past the transfer gate depends on

- t the signal voltage of the input diode. In Fig. 2.25a the input gate is

kept at a constant potential so that the magnitude of the charge packet

qI
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(d) Improved potential equilibration method

Figure 2.25. Various arrangements for charge injection into a
CCD (after 56).
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depend s on the injection time and on the threshold voltage of the input
gate. In Fig. 2.25b, the situation is somewhat improved in that the input

gate is closed just before the transfer from electrode P2 to electrode
P3 takes place. However, the input gate cannot close instantaneously so

that the undefined partitioning of charge residing under the Input gate

leads to nonlinearities and noise. In Fig. 2.25c, the input signal is

applied to the input gate. The input diode is pulsed from high reverse

bias to a low potential at which time charge Is injected Into P2. When

the diode returns to high reverse bias, the excess charge in P2 drains

off Into the diode depletion region until the potential of P2 is in equi-

librium with the potential of the input gate, 1G. This method is called

the potential equilibration method and has had widespread usage, although

the random fluctuations of the voltages of the clock pulses affect the

charge packet directly.

To eliminate clock pulse noise, a second input gate electrode Is L.,tro—

duced (Fig. 2.25d). Two different arrangements have been tested: (1)

fixed or pulsed and V
~i 

= signal, or (2) V~1 
= fixed and VG? 

= signal.

• Fig. 2.26 illustrates the input characteristics and the harmonic content

in each case (58,59). It is seen that method (2) generates smaller second

and third harmonic components than method (1). Other possible combinations

of this two—input gate structure have been analyzed (60). One design

limitation of this structure is tha t the voltage on G2 must not exceed 50%
of the clock voltage amplitude so that all charge retained under G2 during

the injection process will empty into the potential well under the next

electrode when P3 is clocked positive. The maximum signal charge is thus

• I reduced by 50%. To compensate, G2 and the following two electrode areas

must be increased by a factor of 2 in order to handle a full sized charge

packet. Another variation of this two input gate structure uses feedback

to an input of a differential amplifier (61) to achieve linearization.

One problem existing with all described input methods is the sensi—

tivity of device response to variations in threshold voltage. This
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Figure 2.26 (cont.) Input characteristics and harmonic content of
potential equilibr ii~~ input methods (after 56).
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sensitivity is caused by slight differences in the threshold voltages of

two adjacent electrodes (e.g. Gl and G2 of Fig. 2.25d). Threshold voltages

may vary if dielectric thicknesses and processes vary. This is particular-

ly important for multiple inputs which are physically separated from each

other. One method (62) which reduces the threshold voltage sensItIvity

also controls the injected charge by sequential application of different

voltage levels to the same electrode. Fig. 2.27 illustrates the basic

concept. The signal voltage, V5i8, is first applied to the gate of T1
allowing excess charge to flow into the region of the floating diffusion

such that the charge is equal to (V51~ 
— VT)Ci~~

, when 
~T 

is the threshold

voltage of T
1 and C~~ 

is the capacitance of the floating diffusion. The

input gate is then opened and Vrei is applied to the gate of T1
. Charge

flows into the CCD 
:h1t

1 th: voltage on C
~D 

ha: ri.:en to Vref 
- V

T. Thus,

~in ref T PD slg T PD

or 

=(V ~ 
CT

~in ref sig FD

On a 10 input multiplexer circuit, the fixed pattern noise was reported to
be reduced by an order of magnitude by the use of this scheme.

2.5.2. Detection methods. There are three basic methods of charge

detection which have been used extensively. In an early CCD demonstration

(5), the electrode containing the charge packet was biased into accumula—

tion and the charge was dumped into the substrate. Substrate current was

then sensed as the output signal. This method, however, permIts only one
packet to be dumped at a time. In addition, the time between dumps depends
on the recombination rate. Large CID imagers (63) have employed this

method using epitaxial material for the active region and with reverse

- 
bias on the substrate junction to increase the recombination rate.

The second detection method employs an output diode. The diode is

biased more positively than the maximum surface potential located under

- - -
~~ 61
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Figure 2.27. Input circuit with reduced threshold voltage sensitivity:
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a) schematic diagram , b) circuit layout and c) operating
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- waveforms (after 62).
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the last (or output) electrode so that the signal charge will be dumped

into the depletion region of the diode. Initially, various off—chip detector

amplifier circuits were used . In one, the output diode was connected to a

constant voltage source via a 1 M~ resistor with a gated integrator to

record the current flow (64). This elementary system was improved by using

current feedback on a current sensitive preamplifier thus creating a low

impedance input. The voltage on the diode thus remains relatively constant.

By using a low pass filter to eliminate noise and harmonics of the signal,

good linearity can be achieved with this system.

To eliminate losses and parasitic capacitances, on—chip NOSFET sense

amplifiers and reset circuitry have been developed (30—32 ,65) as shown in

Fig. 2.28. In this case, the detector is a diffused region under G—3

which is connected to the gate of a MOSFET amplifier. During the ~—2 cycle,

this diffused region is reset to the voltage on D—l by gating G—4 on and

then is electrically isolated by gating G—4 off. The signal charge is then

dropped into the floating diffusion region during the 4—l cycle. The

resultant potential of this floating diffusion Is transferred to the gate

of a MOSF~~ where it is amplified. Output voltages of up to 10 volts and

frequency response up to 10 MHz have been reported using this device.

Another way of sensing the signal using this structure is to monitor the

voltage of electrode G—3 each time it contains the signal charge packet.

These detection systems are susceptible to noise during the reset

cycle. A correlated double sampling system (66,67) has been developed to

eliminate this reset noise.

A third detection system uses a floating gate above the channel which

senses the size of the charge packet by its image charge on the gate

(8,28,68—74). When the charge packet is transferred to the well under the
floating gate, the potential on the floating gate decreases as

AVPG C
~c
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To maximize the output voltage of the floating gate, the capacitance must

be minimized . This is done by minimizing its area consistent with adequate

charge handling capability , using as large a substrate resistivity as per-

mitted by other considerations, using a thick oxide between the floating

gate and the biasing electrode, and by minimizing parasitic capacitance.

If the floating gate is the f i nal detector in a CCD shif t  register ,
some method to dump the charge packet after sampling is needed. This is

accomplished by either biasing the floating gate into accumulation and

dumping the charge into the substrate or by shifting the charge into a

reverse biased diode. A properly designed floating gate detector has very

high sensitivity (
~ 51iV) and very low noise. The output of the floatii ,~

gate detector has been shown to be linear with respect to the number of

electrons in the charge packet over six decades. Since the charge packets

under the floating gate are not disturbed while being monitored, it is

possible to read the charge packets several times as they pass down a

register. This is shown in Fig. 2.29 for a 12—stage distributed floating

gate amplifier (DFGA ) (72 ,75) . The charge amplifiers use floating gates
on the input register to control charge into the output register. As a

signal charge moves down the input register it is periodically sampled by
the charge amplifiers, and a charge proportional to that sampled is in-

jected into the output register . The output register is clocked in phase

with the input register so that each time a given packet is sampled, the
- 

- 
corresponding charge is injected into the same packet in the output

*
register . The output charge is then clocked out of the output register by

a floating gate output amplifier.

Theoretically, the S/N ratio should improve as the square root of the

number of stages of the DFGA . The rms noise has been measured at approx-
imately 10—20 electrons with a bandwidth of 3 MHz. The minimum acceptable

o

*Actua lly, the ..harge amplifier s act as inverters.
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Figure 2.29. Twelve—Stage floating gate amplifier (after 72).
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detectable input signal is approximately 300 electrons and saturates at

about 10~ electrons. Thus, for small charge packets, such as imagers, this

amplifier can improve the dynamic range and minimize noise in charge

detection. --

a

.1

.
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2.6. Regeneration Systems

Ideally , one would like to use long arrays of CCD ’s for memory, and

other applications without the use of additional circuitry , But, because

of transfer inefficiency and dark currents (discussed in Chapter 3), the

information contained in each charge packet degrades as it moves through

the CCD . Thus, after a certain number of transfers and/or time has elapsed,
It is necessary to refresh or regenerate the charge packet to its original

state.

The number of complete cell transfers attainable depends inversely

on the number of transfers required per cell. This consideration forms an

upper bound on the number of cells between regeneration circuits. The

electrons thermally generated in the register, or dark current, create

noise. The noise is then increased as the time between regeneration in-

creases. As a result, the number of cells permitted between regeneration

circuits varies directly with the operating or clock frequency.

The requirements for regeneration circuits are not particularly severe

for digital CCD’s where only the presence of a zero or a one need be

detected and regenerated. Analog CCD’s, and multilevel digital CCD’s, how—

ever , require good linearity and stability in the regeneration circuits.
To date , little work has been done on the development of analog regeneration
circuits. Fortunately, many analog circuits such as delay lines, correlators,

and transversal filters, can be designed with relatively few (less than 300)

- - stages and do not require signal regeneration. In Imagers , some work has

been done in recircubation of the charge through the image repeatedly to

- minimize dark current pattern noise and to detect motion (76). Experiment—
atiot-’ on the measurement of transfer efficiency is underway via multiple

recirculation of a pulse train through a 200 stage shift register (77).

• 
- There has been considerable development of digital regeneration

systems (29,48,68,78—82). Various methods of charge detection and injection

have been combined to form a variety of inverting or non—inverting binary
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regeneration systems. Most of these systems use diode or floating gate

detection as well as gated diode injection methods. Two examples of a

simple system (80,82) are illustrated in Fig. 2.30. In each case, a diode

is used as a charge detector. In a, the diode is preset to a reference

voltage, while in b the signal charge is transferred out of the diode’s

depletion region to a diffused charge sink. In both cases, a logic ONE

full charge packet decreases the voltage on the regeneration gate and thus
-, producing a logic ZERO (no charge). Precise control of the regeneration

gate threshold voltage is necessary to produce accurate limits on the
acceptable size of the charge packet of a logic ONE.
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Figure 2.30. Digital regeneration systems.
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2 .7 .  Review of Basic CCD Processing

In many respects the processing of MOS devices and CCD’s are similar.

First, both use similar starting material except that for the CCD, the

minority carrier lifetime is longer, and thus the generation rate and the

dark current are reduced , and the resistivity is higher (10—40 ohm—cm for

n—channel CCD ’s, vs 5—10 ohm—cm for p—channel CCD’s). Second, the basic

processing steps, oxidation, diffusion, ion implantation, metalization,

etc. are similar in principle.

In the fabrication of early CCD ’s, basic MOS technology was used.

However, as CCD technology matured, significant differences and refinement

of the basic MOS process occurred. CCD technology is more demanding of the

material and of the process control than is MOS technology. From basic

CCD process descriptions, only a few obvious process changes from MOS pro-

cessing (83,84) are detected although some changes have been made in the

MOS design rules for application to CCD layouts.

As indicated earlier, dark current is a major restriction on the ntnn—

ber of stages in a CCD without regeneration. Dark current results from

the thermal excitation of electrons from the Si valence band into the

conduction band via interband defect states within the Si bulk (bulk states)

or at the Si0
2
/Si interface (interface states), To minimize dark current

it is necessary to minimize the density of these states.

It has been found that processing above 1100°C and rapid cooling of the

Si wafers contributes to bulk states. Presently, temperatures above 1100°C

are not used, and the wafers are cooled at a low rate, either by removing

them slowly from the furnace or by slowly lowering the furnace temperature.
-

- To minimize lattice defects near the front surfaces in the first processing

step, the wafers are often stressed on the wafer backside by heavy ion

implantation or heavy phosphorus diffusion. The backside then acts as a

sink for lattice defects. Phosphorus gettering is used to remove iron,

copper and gold precipitates from lattice defect sites.
Annealing at low ~ 400°C) and high (800—900°C) temperatures is also

commonly used to decrease bulk and surface carrier generation time and

thus reduce dark current, 71
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Bec~~-~t -~iinority carrier generation in the gate regions contributes

to dark current, the interface state density must be low in these regions.

The interface state density must also be uniform across the wafer and be

reproducible because of --the tight tolerances on the threshold voltages.

Thus the gate oxidation is a critical step in CCD ’s. Oxidations involving

HC1 have been shown to decrease generation rates significantly (83) and

are generally used (except for some field oxidations where the quality

is of less importance and the speed of wet oxidation Is desired).

In some cases, as for CCD ’s using triple polysilicon gate levels,

the gate oxide may have to be grown more than once with a resultant in-

crease in the interface state density. Although the procedure for minimizing

interface states is reasonably well understood for single oxidations and

nitrogen anneals, it is not well defined for multiple oxidations. As a

result, combination gate dielectrics are becoming more popular. Si3N4fSiO2
and Al203/5i02 combinations as gate dielectrics necessitate only one gate

oxidation since the Si3N4 
or A1203 layer protects the Sb 2 from subsequent

etchings.

Other areas are changing because of CCD processing specifications.

Overlapping polysilicon levels which require pinhole—free thermal oxidation,

and in some cases, deposited oxides or nitrides to achieve good isolation

between gates are becoming cOmmon , The amount of polysilicon used on a

chip is increasing significantly and polysilicon patterning tolerances are
becoming more stringent as packing -density increases. For bulk CCD’s, the

epitaxial layers on ion implanted regions must have their impurity concen—
— 

1 trations accurately controlled . -

- 
. I As Is the case for MOS device fabrication, numerous variations of the

basic processing methods are used. One possible example of the fabrication

of a typical n—channel, planar, double level overlapping polysilicon, two

$ component gate dielectric surface channel CCD Is outlined below. Since

this procedure involves a combination of various processes which depend

in part on the experience of the manufacturer , it is improbable that any
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manufacturer follows the precise procedure, but it serves to illustrate

the various process sets.

The steps are as follows:

1. Selection of wafers: p—type , [100}, 10—30 ohm—cm. Optional : various
“gettering” steps on backside of wafer such as implants, mechanical

stressing, diffusion, etc.

— 
2. Oxidization of wafers

3. Deposition of Si3N 4/Si02
4. Field oxide photoresIst

5. Etching of Si02/Si3
N
4

6. Field threshold boron implant

7. Field oxidation

8. Etching of Si02/Si3N4 from device region

9. Bulk channel phosphorus implant

10. Etching of Si02
11. Gate oxidation

12. Deposition of gate Si3N4
13. Deposition of polysilicon. Optional: Threshold voltage implant in

NMOS control circuitry

- 

- 14. Phosphorus diffusion

15. Oxidation, photoresist and etching of polysilicon

16. Channel barrier implant

17. Deposition of polysilicon

18. Phosphorus diffusion

19. Oxidation, photoresist and etching of polysilicon

20. Oxidation of polysilicon

21. Photoresist of drain/source regions, etc.

22. Phosphorus implant or diffusion

23. Photoresist and etching of contact holes

24. Deposition of aluminum

25. Photoresist metalization

• 73
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26. Etching of metalization

27. Deposition of overglass

28. Photoresist and etching of overglass

29. Anneal metalization-

If diff used channel stops (rails) are required, an additional photo—
resist and phosphorus diffusion step is required between Steps 8 and 9.

As can be seen, a typical n—channel, CCD process is not as simple as

initially envisioned. Of course, each step and the sequence of steps could

be changed in numerous ways to fit each manufacturer’s process requirement,

and equipment restrictions.

.i

4-
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2.8. Future Trends in Processing

The trends in CCD processing are not entirely clear because manuf~irtu—

rers do not make a policy of publishing detailed processing informat ion.

But , it Is clear that a significant ef for t  is currently being undertaken to

improve the quality of the wafers thr ough various gettering steps (ion
implan tation, diffusion , abrasion , epitaxy, e tc . ) ,  to decrease the dark
currents and to increase uniformity. Bulk channel devices, particularly

• versions of the profiled peristaltic device, seem to be growing in popular-

ity, and will probably continue to do so if the dark current problem can

be solved. Compound gate dielectric structures (Si0
2/S13

N
4 , S1021A12

O3,
etc.) are becoming more widespread because of significant process simpli—

fications which have removed undesirable steps. Polysilicon will continue

to be used as electrodes, with some work being done to decrease the poly—

sIlicon resistivity. Numerous metalizations have been investigated but

aluminum or an aluminum alloy (Al—Si, Al—Cu, etc.) will probably be used

exclusively in production devices. Ion implantation is rapidly replacing

all diffusion steps, except possibly the polysilicon diffusion steps. In

- 
- addition, it Is probable that ion implanted planar field oxidation will

- 
replace polysilicon shields, except in special applications.

4-- t
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2.9. Design Rules

In a rapidly developing technology such as the CCD technology, design

rules for chip layouts which are currently employed in Industry are diffi-

cult to define accurately. However, the CCD design rules have been generated

from standard MOS design rules and thus are similar , In addition, most

CCD circuits have on—chip MOS control circuitry, such as shift registers,

input/output circuits, sense amplifiers, refresh amplifiers, etc., which

• are designe4 according to only slightly modified MOS design rules. These

modifications in the structure and processing of CCD’s as compared to MOS

devices are sufficiently different so as to warrant the development of

new design rules. Among process and design variations, typical CCD struc-

tures include two levels of polysilicon electrodes, diffused or implanted

channel stop rails, field threshold control Ion implants and barrier ion

implants. Due to the increased packing density of CCD elements, the standard

MOS design rules have been adopted to minimize size whenever possible.

The following dimensions are typical design rules for CCD layouts

which are currently in use in the industry.

Polysilicon line width: 5 pm mm
- 

- 
Space between polysilicon lines 5 pm mm

Top polysilicon line overlap with lower polysilicon
line 1 pm m m

Channel stop width — diffused 6 pm mm
“ “ “ — implanted 4 pm mm

Ion implanted barrier width 4 pm mm

Contact holes to polysilicon 5 pm x 5 pm mm

• I Width of thin oxide for stepped oxide
configuration 6 pm main

Width of thick oxide for stepped oxide
configuration 4 pm main

Aluminum line width 7 pm mm

Aluminum line spacing 7 pm main
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These dimensions are typical In industry and exhibit the current

trends. Numerous additional design rules are certainly required to form

a complete set, but the above rules illustrate the main points of current

thinking In the industry, Process and equipment improvements which are

currently under investigation should significantly decrease these dimensions

in the near future. Electron beam and similar exposure methods should eli-

minate the lithographic process limitations to minimum feature dimensions.

Process variation, such as offset masking, oblique metal deposition, etc.,

will offer additional help in minimizing the process—related limitations

in the design rules. After the process limitations have been reduced, the

effects of scaling will be considered because doping concentrations

and depth dimensions such as depletion widths, oxide thicknesses,

- 
- 

operating voltages, etc. must be scaled together in order to maintain a

properly functioning design. As the charge storage area decreases, the

total signal charge decreases and thus improved on—chip detection systems

will be required .

In Table 2.1, a comparison of the minimized cell size is shown for
2—phase offset, standard 2—phase, 3—phase and 2 level, and 3—phase and

3—level CCD structures. In this table, C is the photolithographic size of

one phase of the CCD cell, and R is the normal registration tolerance. From

a circuit design standpoint, Lst is the minimum desirable storage well

H length and Ltr is the minimum desirable transfer gate length.
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Photolitho— Design Current Future
graphy Limita- minimum Minimum
Limita— dons Cell 

* 
Cell 

* 
Mask

Structure dons Length Length Lead

2—phase .offset 2C 2(L t+Ltr+2R) 2Opm 12pm 3

Standard 2—phase 4C+4R 2(L
~~

+L
~~
) 32pm 12pm 2

3—phase 2—level 3(C+2R) 3L
~~ 

3Opm 12pm 2

3—phase 3—level 3C 3(L5~
+R) l8pm 9pm 3

*Calculations involved design rules.

Current Future

C 6jtm C 2pin

R 2pm R lpm

- 

- L t 
= 4pm L t 

= 2pm

L
t = 2pm Ltr 

= 2pm

TA~BLE 2.1. Minimum Cell Length Comparison (after 74).
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3. CCD CAPABILITIES AND LIMITAT IONS

The CCD is inherently a simple device. As a result, its various con—

figurations are relatively easy to analyze, and many theoretical studies

have been published relating the physical properties of a CCD to its

— electrical characteristics. Of particular interest are signal handling

capabilities, t ransfer efficiencies, noise , and power dissipation. These

parameters are related to such device characteristics as signal—to—noise

(S/N) ratio , freq uency response, input/ output  signals, clock voltage

waveforms and magnitudes, etc.

3.1. Signal Handling Capabilities

In CCD circuits, especially those used for signal processing, the

signal handling capability is of major importance . Although bar e signals
- -

~~ improve the S/N ratio , they also r equire lar ge electrodes which increase

the circuit size, and larger clock voltages which increase power dissipa—

tion. A trade—off is required . The methods used to optimize signal handling

capabilities are different for SCCD ’s than for BCCD’s.

3.1.1. Signal handling capabilities of SCCD’s. The maximum charge
• that can be accommodated in a SCCD without spilling over into the sub—

strata is given by Eq. 2.11, 
~~ max 

= _C
oxVG)~ 

and is proportional to

VG. However, excessive values of VG 
can cause breakdown, In an empty well,

VG is dropped mainly in the Si and avalanche breakdown can occur for large

V
~ . For a full well , VG is dropped pr imar ily across the oxide and dielectric

breakdown can occur . The latter condition usually limits the maximum value

of VG . Considering that the breakdown field 
~max 

in ~~ 1—5 x io
6 V/cm ,

Q = c ~ 2 x 1012 
- 1 x 1013 electrons/cm2 (3.1)n max ox max ”

In compound dielectric structures, such as Si3
N
4/S1.

02 or Al
203/Si02,

max can be somewhat larger.
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In norma l operation, a CCD is biased so that all electrodes are above

the threshold voltage in order to avoid charge pumping (7,85). This condi-

tion can be achieved by biasing all electrodes with a voltage greater than

the threshold voltage, VT, or by applying a negative bias to the substrate.
In a normal CCD, the electrodes are electrically connected so that no

uncontrolled surface potential barriers occur between electrodes. The

maximum signal charge is, then, a function of the potential difference

between adjacent potential wells. If additional signal charge is added, the

excess charge will flow away from the full well into other potential wells

and redistribute itself until potential equilibrium is achieved , rather

than being injected Into the substrate. Assuming that the adjacent elec-

trodes are held at a low voltage, VL, the signal charge per unit area that

can be held under an electrode biased at the high voltage, VH, is approxi—

mated from Eq. 2.11,
r

Q~ ~ -.(V~ - VL)C = _ (V
~ 

- V
L) a~ 

(3.2a)

For (V
~ 

— VL
) = 10 V and d

~~ 
= 100 nm, Q~ i:3.4 x l0~ C/cm2 which corres—

:~ ponds to 2.1 x 1012 electrons/cm2. It is noted that this value is close

to that which results in dielectric breakdown of the Si0
2.

Letting Q’ represent the total charge in the potential well, Eq. 3.2a

becomes
c WL

Q ’ ~~ 
-(Vs 

- VL
)C
0x
WL = -(V

a 
- VL) 

~~ (3.2b)

where the gate width and length are represented by W and L respectively.

For three—phase devices, the maximum signal current I for a voltage

pulse magnitude V~, = V~ 
— VL can be determined as 

53~

I = Q’f = V WLC f (3.3)53~ n c  p oxc

where £ Is the clock frequency. For the previous example, if W 20 i.~m,

L — 10 urn and 1 MHz, then

4.3 x io6 electrons or 0.69 pC

* Charge pumping Involves injection of charge from the channel into the
substrate upon removal of the “high” gate voltage.
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and

I = 0.69~ iA
S

Clock waveforms and the relative time relationship between the three

clocks are Important in three—phase systems. The potential field of the

sending electrode should not collapse before the potential well of the

receiving electrode is established, or the excess charge will be dumped

into the sub~strate. Thus, the two clock waveforms must overlap as shown

in Figure 3.la. The maximum charge handling capability exists for rectan-

gular clock pulses. If the waveforms are changed such that only two clocks

are used in an asymmetrical 2—phase fashion with the third phase held at

an optimum immediate value, the expected charge handling reduction is 50%

but was found experimentally to be 40% of that for square pulse operation

(86). For sine wave clock drive, the capacity is reduced to approximately

75% of that for square waves because of the decrease in the relative poten-

tial difference between adjacent electrodes. The charge handling capacity

for these schemes is shown in Fig. 3.2.

Four—phase devices theoretically should have the same charge handling

capabilities as similar size three—phase devices if they are clocked as

shown in Fig. 3.lb. However, since four—phase devices have an extra elec-

trode, it is possible to combine two adjacent electrodes into one storage

electrode and effectively double the charge handling capability of the

device (Fig. 3.lc). Similarly, it is also possible to use the two adjacent

electrodes of a 3—phase device as storage electrodes to increase the charge
handling capabilities of three—phase imagers (87) .

Two—phase devices using four—phase clocks have the same charge hand-

ling capabilities as three—phase devices. However , for two—phase devices
using potential barriers formed by stepped oxide or ion implantation, the

barrier potentia l is fixed by the process and limits the charge handling

capabilities. Since process generated potential barriers are not as great

as those generated by the application of two different voltages, the two—
phase CCD can be expected to have somewhat less charge handling capability
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Figure 3.1. Operating pulse waveforms for various CCD’s. Note phase
overlap in (a), (b), (c), and (e). (After 9).
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than those of three—phase and four electrode two—phase CCD’s. Figure 3.3

indicates the potential barriers which can be produced with stepped oxide

and with ion implantation techniques. In the case of the ion—implanted

barrier , the effective electrode size is significantly smaller than the
actual electrode because of the - implanted region under the electrode. Thus,

equations 3.2a and 3.3 are modified for two—phase devices,

= 
~b
C
ox Ast 

(3.4)

and

I = 4 C
St A f (3.5)s

2~ box stc

wher e 
~b 

is the barrier height, C0~~ is the oxide capacitance of the

storage electrode, and Ast is the area of the storage electrode. Note from

Fig. 3.3 that the barrier potential 
~b 

increases with electrode voltage.

In two—phase clocking using symmetrical waveforms shifted by 1800, the

fall time is very important. In an idealized square pulse system, there

can not be any waveform overlap unless one clock waveform is distorted

and lengthened in time. This “drop” clock situation is illustrated in

Figure 3.].d. In the normal situation, it is possible that both adjacent
electrodes may simultaneously be at the minimum or “rest” potential, VR.
The potential barrier, 

~b’ 
is much less for the rest potential case

(nominally approximately 5 volts) than it is for an applied electrode bias

of VR + V (nominally approximately 15—20 volts). Thus an overlap situation,

in which the sending electrode voltage does not decrease significantly

until the next potential well begins to form, would increase the signal

ha~idling capability. Proposed overlap schemes include stepped clock pulses

(88) where the maximum potential is not brought immediately to the rest
potential, but is left at an intermediate potential for a period of time. This

a.
method, however, decreases the signal handling capability to an extent

dependent on the magnitude of the intermediate potential. Non—stepped clock

pulses (88) or “push” clock pulses (89) have been proposed where a finite

t-
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(a) Stepped oxide method (after 30).
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(b) Ion implanted method (after 46).

~~
• 4 Figure 3.3. Surface potential curves for 2—phase CCD ’s with

process generated potential barriers .
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fall ~~ I - used as shown in Fig. 3.le. The potential barrier 
~b 

can

be made larger than in the drop clock situation, with associated

greater signal handling capabilities. The minimum fall time for a

push clock is given by (89)

L L  C St
2 st tr ox 1

t t f = • . v— (3.6)
mm s C p

where L
~~ 

and Ltr 
are the lengths of the storage and transfer electrode,

respectively, and C~~~ and C0~~ are the oxide capacitances of the stor-

age and transfer electrodes, respectively . For example, if d t 100 sin,

dtr = 300 nm, V = 10 V, L t 
= 
~~~ 

= 10 pm and = 500 cm2/V sec, then

tf = 1.2 us. For large arrays, and the associated long clock lines,

i~
m
~~ ~uestionable whether it is feasible to generate clock pulses with

1.2 nsec fall times — especially for on—chip clock generators.

3.1.2. Signal handling capabilities of BCCD ’s. As indicated in

chapter 2, there are currently two basic BCCD structures. One contains

a uniformly dop ed epitaxial n—typ e layer while the second has a

profiled n—type region in which the surface donor concentration is greater

than that deeper into the bulk. This profiling is normally done by ion

implantation of phosphorus, either into the p—substrate itself, or into

a surface n—type epitaxial layer .
Although profiled BCCD’s have been analyzed assuming a Gaussian

donor distribution (15), the calculations are greatly simplified, •~~ 
-

assuming a constant donor concentration, ND (13, 14, 90—94). This
latter analysis is outlined here and follows closely with that of

Moshen et al (90) and Barbe and Saks (92).
The energy band diagrams of a ECCD electrode region at equili—

brium and containing a charge , 
~n’ are shown In Figure 3.4. The thick—

ness of the n—typ e layer is denoted by d~ while d1 and d 2 represent the
distance from the Si surface to the channel edge of the respective
depletion region as indicated in Fig . 3.4. The channel width itself
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• Figure 3.4. Energy band diagram for BCCD a) at equilibrium and
b) under bias with charge Q5 in channel .
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is denoted by w. The one—dimensional Poisson equation is solved using

the depletion approximation, and the potential minimum in the channel,

~ch’ with respect to its value at equilibrium is found to be
- 

- 

2Q qN~jI1 
_____

~chT
’G~~~~ms~~~C 2 c  

— (3.7)
ox S ox

where Q~~ is the fixed charge at the Si02/Si interface and is the

p work funct ioi~ d i f ference between the electrode and the n—type surface
layer.

From Fig. 3.4,

d1 = d 2 — W  (3.8)

• where

d - d 
[2c sNA (

~~ h + ~~~)1
hi2 

- 
[ 2 c N (~~h + 

~pn1 
1/2

2 - n 
~ ~N~ (N~ + ND ) i — 

~ I. J
and

Neq 
= 

[~~~~A] 
(3.10)

In the channel region , n = ND (.since it is neutral) and thus the

charge per unit area in the channel is = _qN~w so that

w -jj (3.11)

Equations 3.7 to 3.11 are solved for 
~ch The results are expressed

in terms of

1 d Qa— = ~~~ + — 

qe ~ (3.12a)
4 eff ox s s D  
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and
d d

V1 
= qN~d (~

22~ + ~~~
_) (3.12b)

The parameter V1 is the voltage which must be applied across the p—n

junction to deplete the channel. Figure 3.5 shows results of calculations
using Eq. 3.11 for the two combinations of NA, ND, and n. For the

example of 3.Sb , and a gate voltage swing from —2 to +5 volts , a full

well corr esponds to Q~ /qN~d
fl ~ 0.75 which gives Q ~ 6.8 x loll

electrons/cm

The maximum signal charge that can be handled in a bulk channel

device is smaller than that of a comparably sized surface channel device

mainly because of the decreased effective capacitance of the bulk
channel device . The ratio of the maximum charge handling capability
of the surface channel versus the bulk channel has been approximated as
(14 , 90 , 93)

Q c dns o x n
Q — l +~~~~ (3.13)

nB s o x

so that the bulk signal char ge capacity decreases as the depth of the

channel incr eases. For example , for dox = 150 nm and dn 1 psi, the

ratio of Q 5/Q~~ is 2. Using a Gaussian distribution, simila r ratios

have been achieved experimentally with deeper junction depths (‘~2.l pm) .
(26) . An approximate graphical comparison of charge handling capacity

between the various bulk channel devices has been calculated (94) as

shown in Figure 3.6. Comparisons of Figs . 3.2 and 3.6 give the
differences in charge handling capabilities of surface and bulk

channel devices.
Figure 2.9 shows the charge distr ibution of an implanted bulk

channel device. Since n = ND in the channel region and ND increases
toward the surface, the maximum charge density moves closer to the
surface with increasing signal level . It is noted that in contrast
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• 20

• 14 —3NA S x 1 O  cm
16 - 

ND 
= 7 x 1014cni 3

• d 0.15 pm

12 
- - d: pm

• V = 12.96 V / ,�~~
‘

.58
= 0.6

~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .75 
VG

_V
FB (V)

a) 0 I I I

—4 0 4 8 12 16 20
20 — 

— 0
- NA 

= 2 x lO14cm /‘qN~d 
-

16 —3 .0.2
16 N 3 x1 0  Csi / /II 

Z 0.4d O.l8 pm /ox 
/ 0.6

• V1 = 9.56 V / 0.812 
d = 0.3 pm 1.0

b)
° 

~~~~~~~~ 4~~~~~~~ 8
’ ’

~~~~~ l~
VG

_V
FB(V)

Figure 3.5. Channel potential as a function of gate voltage for
two BCCD ’s assuming constant doping level in the
n—type channel region . The results of (a) are
applicable to an epitaxial n—region while those in
(b) are a reasonable approximation to an ion—
implanted region (after 91, 92) .
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F Figure 3.6. Charge handling capabilities of various bulk
channel CCD ’s (after 94).
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Figure 3.7. Influence of transfer inefficiency product nc
on output signal for a single charge packet
input followed by ZEROS. (after 95).
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to SCCD ’s the voltage drop across the oxide decreases as Q increases

and the maximum charge in the BCCI) is limited by avalanche breakdown
of the Si between adj acent electrodes , rather than oxide breakdown as
f or an SCCD. Since in the profiled BCCD’s, the highest dopirg is at
the Si surface, the breakdown occur s there ,

In this discussion, only the internal charge handling capacity
of CCD’s was considered . However, because of input circuit limita-

tions, it may not be possible to electrically inject or to optically

excite the n~aximum amount of charge which the CCD electrodes can

handle. Furthermore, thermally generated charge, and dark currents

will supply some charge and decrease the maximum signal charge hand.-
ling capability.
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3.2. Transfer Inefficiency

An important feature of a CCD is its ability to transfer charge

from one electrode to another while maintaining the integrity of the

charge packet. However, the charge transfer is not complete and

requires a finite time. Since, in each transfer, some charge is left

behind, incomplete charge transfer limits the total number of trans—

fers allowable before the signal charge loses its information. The

time alloted l for charge transfer affects the magnitude of the incom-

plete transfer so that the frequency response of a CCD depend s on the

amount of incomplete charge transfer which can be tolerated . The
transfer efficiency , r~, is defined as the fraction of charge trans—

ferred between adjacent storage electrodes. Since ~ is typically on

-: the order of 0.9999, it is more convenient to discuss the transfer

inefficiency, c = 1 — r~, defined as the fraction of charge lost per
transfer between storage electrodes .

3.2.1. General considerations. If the transfer inefficiency is

constant, i.e. if it is independent of position and magnitude of the

signal charge (this is only approximately true), the effect of trans—
• fer inefficiency can be easily calculated. If a single packet of

charge is inject ed in to the inpu t o f a CCD, the charge will decay expo-
nentially as it propagates. For a CCD of n stages , the output charge

~,i1l have decayed to e ’~ of its initial value . However , the char ge
lost from the signa l packet due to incomplete transf er is kept in the
sending stage and a fraction ~ of this is transferred during the next
clock pulse ~zith c of this charge remaining. As the signal charge
packet moves down the CCD then, a dribble of charge follows in sub—
sequent time periods. Figure 3.7 represents calculated outputs of a

CCD with n stages and constant c , with nc as a parameter (95) . In
•1

each case the charge corresponding to the CCD output in the output time
period for the injected signal (the injection time delayed by n clock

• pulses) is indicated on the left .  Charge output at subsequent time
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periods are indicated progressively to the right. It is noted that

— for nc > 1 most of the charge is detected in packets other than the

signal packet. At larger values of n~, the envelope of the output

pulse train approaches a Gaussian distribution. Consider a digital

shift register in which the output detector is set at 61% of the in-

jected charge for a ONE indication. The ne product must then be less

than 0.5. For a relatively short shift register of 100 cells (which

requires 300 transfers for a 3—phase system ) to transfer adequate

input signal to the output node, c must be less than 0.0017. To
achieve longer digital shift  registers, signal regeneration circuits
can be used periodically in the register.

In addition to the incomplete transfer described, the signal can

be degraded by interaction of charge with interface or bulk traps. If

these traps are empty any charge in the channel will fall into them al-

most instantaneously thus filling them, but it requires a relatively

long time for the electrons to be thermally excited from the traps back

into the channel. Let 6 represent the fixed charge loss per transfer,

i.e. that fr action of the charge of an injected logical ONE which is
lost to these traps on each transfer. Then in a register of n stages,

ntS is lost in the transfer. If n6 > 1 all of the charge Is lost and

charge from subsequent ONE ’s will be lost to fill the remaining traps.
The value of 6 depends on the number of empty traps and thus depends on
the time since a ONE was transferred.

The combination of transfer inefficiency and fixed charge loss can

be used to describe the CCD operation. Although the trapped charges
are re—emitted , the process is so slow tha t this contribution to trans—
ferred charge is neglected. The randomness of this emission, however,
does contribute to noise . Figure 3.8 illustrates the degradation
involved in the passage of a string of ten consecutive ~~~~~~~ after a
series of ZERO ’s. Various values of c , 6 , and n are used as parameters.
If , instead of uRing an empty packe t to represent a ZERO , a fixed back—
ground charge is used , the traps are continuously being filled, and 5

is reduced substantially. This backgr ound bias charge is referred to

I!
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Figure 3.8. Calculated results of ten ONE ’s after a series of
zeros as a function of various e, 6 , and n values
for 100, 400, and 1600 transfers respectively
(after 9).
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as a FAT .i ~i In SCCD’s. In BCCD’S the effects of interface traps are

eliminated and a smaller bias charge (SKINNY ZERO) is often used to

rep resen t a zero.

This discussion has been geared toward digital signals, yet one

important application of CCD’s is in the area of analog signal process-

ing. Using z—transforms a closed—form solution for transfer incfficiency

was derived (96). The amplitude attenuation of the signal as a tunction

of frequency is (97)

* S
out

-
• -i-——— = exp[—nc (l—cos 2irf/f )] (3.14)

in

This is plotted in Figure 3.9 using nc as a parameter. Although other

authors (98, 99) have developed similar relationships using slightly

different mathematical models, this simple formula is adequate in most

cases to give a quick estimate of the performance degradation due to

transfer inefficiency.

: In practical situations, it is desirable to keep c and 6 minimized

• to decrease signal distortion in analog applications and to maximize

the number of elements between regenerators in digital circuits. It

is, thus, necessary to analyze the charge transfer process and to deter—

mine the mechanisms which cause transfer inefficiency. Numerous anal—

yses using different assumptions and boundary conditions have been

published. In the next section, some of these mathematical models and
their results are discussed .

3.2.2.. Mathematical models of transfer mechanisms. Although the
physical structure and basic operating principles of a CCD are concep—

tionally quite simple, an accurate mathematical description of trans-

fer characteristics is difficult to derive. Approximations are

normally used to simplify both the detailed model and the solution of

the differential equations describing the model.

The basic equations to be solved, along with the boundary conditions

are the continuity equations for holes and for electrons,

96
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Figure 3.9. Amplitude attenuation of a CCD transfer function
as a function of frequency with transfer ineff i—
ciency product nc as a parameter (after 95).
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i? = ~~~~~~~ 
— qR (3.15)

J t  p p

q~!i V .J — qR ; (3.16)

the transport equations for holes and electrons,

J~ = —qD~,Vp + ~Pp iE. (3.17)

= q DV ~ + qlJ~ n~ ; (3.18)

and Poisson ’s equation

V.
~~~= I ( p _ n + N

D
_ N

A) (3.19)

where p and n represent the hole and electron densities respectively.

R and R represen t net recombination rates of holes and electrons, Dp n p
and D are diffusion coefficients for holes and electrons, p and pa p n
are hole and electron mobilities respectively. Hole and electron current

densities are denoted by J and 3 respectively, while ND and NA repre—

sent the ionized donor and acceptor concentration respectively and ~ is

the electrostatic field. The conventional subsidiary relations are

used to relate the various quantities. The above equations can be

combined with the appropriate boundary conditions to yield three two—

dimensional nonlinear elliptical equations. These equations can be

solved numerically by a form of Newton’s linearization method combinedj with some iterative techniques, such as alternating—direction or
• successive over—relaxation methods. However, these methods require

large computer storage and extensive computation time, and thus many
simplifying assumptions have been made.

The approximations which have been used are listed below.

1. One—dimensional, or combinations of one and two—dimensional anal-
yses: most early analyses are one—dimensional, either along the

surface or perpendicular to the surface. To obtain more accurate

electric field results, some contributors have solved Poisson ’s
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equation in two—dimensions while using a one—dimensional form of
the continuity and transport equations . Others use Eq. 2.8 to deter-
mine the relationships between surface potential and signal charge.

2. Static conditions , or approximate t ime independence .
3. Small (or zero) concentration of mobile minority carriers: This

greatly simplifies the analysis but neglects the influence of the

signal charge on the potential magnitude and distribution.

4. Instantaneous redistribution of majority carriers: Most analyses

neglect the majority carrier equations and assume that the majority
carriers can redistribute themselves instantaneously after changes

in minority carrier densities and depletion layer widths .

5. Depletion approximation: Many analyses assume that the depleted

regions are completely devoid of mobile carriers and tha t abrupt
transitions occur in mobile carrier densities at the edges of the

depletion region .
6. Majority carrier distribution is determined by one—dimensional

depletion approximation.

7. Minority carriers located exactly at potential energy minimum:
Usually the minority carrier concentration is assumed to be a delta

function at, or a rectangular distribution centered around, the

potential energy.

8. No surface effects, charge trapping, etc.

• 9. Gradual channel approximation: This assumes that the electric field

perpendicular to the surface is much larger than the electric field 
.5

parallel to the surface. This assumption is not valid at the edges

of the electrodes since it eliminates fringing field contributions.
10. Fringing electric fields caused by the adjacent electrodes are

either considered to be zero , a constant , or a given reference (100).

11. Infinite minority carrier sink at interface between sending and
receiving electrodes: This boundary condition greatly simplifies

the analysis and is relatively valid for small and medium size

99
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char ~~- - ;i~ ket s but does not account for “charge bunching” in the

receiving electrode.

12. Uniform surface state density and capture cross—section: If surface

state density and capture cross—section is considered, their energy

dependence is neglected.

13. Fringing fields included as linear combination in transport equation:

In the basic set of semiconductor equations, it is assumed that the

drift and diffusion contributions can be expressed as additive

terms in’ the transport equation which thus linearizes these effects.

Some of the significant analyses are summarized in Table 3.1. As

is evident, numerous methods have been attempted , but a complete

analysis has yet to be accomplished. The results of these and

other analyses are discussed later.

Other techniques have been used to model the various effects lead—

ing to transfer inefficiency in CCD ’s. A lumped charge model has been

developed (101, 102) which characterizes the dynamics of charge trans-

fer in terms of single—device, small—signal characteristics. Three

contributions to incomplete transfer which are common to all types of
CCD’s are a) an intrinsic transfer rate contribution based on the

• mechanisms of free charge transfer, b) an output conductance or feed—

back contribution, c) a modulation of the storage capacitance of the

-
~~ 

• sending electrode. Other effects such as effects of interface states

can be incorporated into this model. Figure 3.10 shows a schematic

representation of the lumped charge model. In (a) a charge packet is

shown in a well under a single electrode which we will refer to as the

sending or source electrode . At a certain time, the receiving, or drain
electrode is turned on and the charge is transferred from source to
drain . Let ~~~(t) and 

~sd (t) be the electrostatic surface potential at
the Si surface in source and drain regions respectively. Let and

sdo represent the respective source and drain surface potentials for
empty wells (but with the clock voltages applied for transfer) . Then
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S ~ ‘~~~1J
Ref. Year ~ ~ -~~ .,9 ~~~~ -

~ 
APPROACH NOTES

41 1-4 5 .5 U~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ So I.~ Q
a oS r-l 1.4 5 5

Ci U) 5 Q C~ ~ •4 ~~~~ S 5
s S -~4 s 4J ).4 .,-4 

~ 0
4-i U) 41 ~Ø .‘.~ 4-~~~~~~~~~CC rj

1-i ~ S 41 5
S .e .~ i.s i-i ~ I.4~~~~~Q q..~Cl~ 0. ~~ ~~~ O C )  ~~

8 1970 S 2 1 D Yes Dr Eq.2.8 Continuity

133 1971 S 1 D Yes Yes Dr ,Di Eq.2.8 Continuity A
• Transport

104 1971 S 3 1 D Yes Yes Dr ,Di Eq.2.8 Transport B
134

100 1971 S 3 1 S Yes All Formula C ,D ,E

20 1972 S 3 1,2 S Yes Dr,Di Poisson 2—D Poisson F
l—D Continuit

135 1972 S,B 2 S Dr,Di 2—D Poisson C

103 1972 S 3 1 D All Numerial Continuity,
Transport

136 1972 S 2 1 D Yes All Constant Continuity,
Transport

55 1972 S 2 1 D Yes Yes Dr Continuity ,
Poisson

22 1973 S,B 2—3 2 S Poisson 2—D Poisson C,D
109

108 1973 S 2 1,2 D Yes Poisson l—D Continuit
Transport
2—D Poisson

137 1973 B 1 S Poisson A

110 1974 S 1,2 D Yes All Constant l—D Continuit G
Varying 2—D Poisson

106 1974 S 1,2 All Poisson Poisson l—D Continuit
2—D Poisson
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105 1974 S 2 1, 2 Yes All Poisson Linear l—D Continuity A
107 Approx Transport

2—D Poisson

21 L974 S 2 D All Formula Poisson Transport A,H
Continuity

- 
Poisson

138 L974 S 2 D Poisson, H ,I
Particle
Model

1-39 1974 S 3 1 D All Cam e ’s Eq .2 .8 .  Continuity
Egn. Transport

112 1974 B 4 2 S Poisson J

140 1974 B 1 S Yes Poisson K

93 1974 B 1 S Poisson K ,L
141

142 975 S ,B 1 D All Continuity
Transport

16 .975 B 2,3 2 S Poisson

143 975 S 3 1 D Yes Di~~f ~arne
’s Fourier Continuity N

141 Eqn. Series

145 975 S 3 1 D All Cam e’s Eqn. Transport 0
Eqn. Continuity

163 .976 S 4 2 S Green’s Green’s P
Func~~on Function

144 .976 B 1 S Poisson

I.

Notes: A) Finite difference method , B) Use o f ef f e ctive diffusion constan t ,
C) Assumes zero mobile minority charge , D) Fourier series solution , E) Use
of formula for fringing fields , F) Use of effective carrier velocity,

• G) Consideration of constant and spatially varying fringing field , H) Con—
sideration of signal charge , I) Use of Fourier transform, 3) Fourier series
for case of finite charge , K) Uniform doping of layer , L)Gaussian doping of
layer , M)Obtains average potential solution using one—dimensional equation ,
N) Use of variation method , 0) Fringing field considered only during and
after turn off , P) Assumes no oxide charge , and all gates lie on same plane .

Table 3.1. Summary of CCD Analyses
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Figure 3.10. Illustration of charge transfer , and equivalent

• circuit for lumped charge model.
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~ the total charge le f t  in the sending c lectrode at any

~:••~ t is

q ( t )

Q~ (t) = J C’d~ (3.20a)

~sso

and that in the drain is

~
sd
~~~

Q,~(t) = f c~i~ (3.20b)

~sdo

Letting Q’ represent the initial charge Q~ Q~~(t )  + Q~~( t )  or

~sd
(t)

Q’ = Q~~(t) + (3.21)

~sdo
It would be tempting to define the transfer inefficiency as at the
end of the transfer clock pulse divided by Q’. However, it is more
convenient, particularly for analog systems, to define transfer inef—
f iency as

dQ ’(t)

dQ’ (3.22)

Letting I represent current flow from source to drain (Figure 3.lOd),

-

~~~~~~~~ 
dQ’

= — I( 4  
‘ ‘~‘sd~ 

(3.23)

t where 
~ 

and 
~~d are functions of the clock voltages.

Differentiating Eq. 3.22 with respect to t ime gives
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dc(t) 
— 

d (dQ /dt)

dt 
- 

dQ’

since Q~, is fixed in a given transfer. Combining this with Eq. 3.23
gives -

dc(t) ai d~ al ~~~~
dt 

= 
~~~~ dQ’ 

— 

a4
~ d dQ~, 

(3.24 a)

Defining instantaneous transconductance, 
~~ as and instantaneous

reverse transfer conductance, as gives
sd

dc~dc(t) ss sd
dt 8tn dQ’ 

- — 

~~ dQ’ (3.24b)

Combining Eqs. 3.2Oa and 3.22 gives

d4 ~ss dC’
= — ~4— J ~~~~~

-?- d~ (3.25)

sso

From physical arguments we can approximate

dQ’
CD ~ d~ 

(3.26)
ad

and from Eqs. 3.24b, 3.25 and 3.26 we can write

- C’ g C’ ~sd
t
dC~

c(t) = !. dc(t) 
+ + 

~~~~~~~~ 
d~ (3.27)

Equation 3.27 is a linear differential equation with a solution of the
form

- 4 c(t) = + c + c (3.28)i D CF -s

where
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tr ~= exp [ — j ~~
-

~
- dt} (3.29)

is the intrinsic transfer limitation of the device ,

g C ’
c~ (t) 

= [~!;;~.] (3.30)
g5 D

is the feedback contribution , and

dC ’
= Q’(t ) (3.31)

is the variation of the source storage capacitance with source poten-

tial.

3.2.3. Kinetics of free charge transfer. An important character—

— istic of a CCD is its ability to transfer mobile charge from one

potential well to another. The allowable clock frequencies and the

number of stages in a register are influenced by the efficiency and

speed of this free charge transfer .

A variety of physical structures fabricated by several processing

methods have been investigated , both experimentally and theoretically,

for various operating conditions. Here the discussion of the trans-

fer characteristics of CCD ’s is limited to two—phase and three—phase

SCCD’s and BCCD ’s operating in the complete and in the incomplete trans-

fer modes. The effects of self—induced drift , thermal diffusion,

fringing fields, background or bias charge, clock waveforms and device

processing are discussed.

3.2.3.1. Kinetics of complete charge transfer . Most CCD ’S oper—
— ate in the complete charge transfer mode in which there are no poten—

tial barriers in the path of the charge packet behind which some of

the minority charge can be trapped . Thus, depending on device condi—

tions, practically all of the minority charge will transfer from one

potential well to another. Figure 3.11 is a hybrid schematic used to

analyze the complete charge transfer mode . There are three basic

mechanisms which assist in the charge transfer: self—induced drift ,
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Figure 3.11. Models for complete charge transfer mode.
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thermal diffusion and fringing fields. It will be shown that the self—

induced drift is the most important transfer mechanism during the

early part of the transfer process, while thermal diffusion and f ring-

ing fields contribute during the latter stages .
Self—induced drifts occur because of mutual electrostatic repulsive

forces which mobile minority carriers exert on each other. As the

receiving potential well is forming, the majority of the mobile mino—

S 
rity charge is tightly grouped under the sending electrode so that as

the potential barrier is lowered the mobile carriers move under this

repulsive influence toward the regions of less carrier density, i.e.

the receiving electrode. As expected, this repulsive contribution to

charge transfer will have its maximum effect early in the transition
time when the mobile carriers are compacted under the sending electrode

and will decrease in sIgnificance as the carriers leave the electrode

region. For sufficiently large charge packets, the transfer Is initially

dominated by this self—induced drift effect.

An accurate solution of the effect of the self—induced electric

field requires extensive numerical calculations using a modified

Boltzmann transport equation. However, the magnitude of the self—

induced longitudinal electric fields can be approximated by taking the

derivative of Eq. 2.8 and neglecting the term involving Q in the

brackets:

—d4 1 ~~ 
(y, t)

dy 
= ~~~~~ (3.32)

• If the solution is assumed stationary so that separation of variables

may be used, the decay of the initial charge packet Q~, may be described
asymptotically by the equation

Q’(t) t
o — 1

Q’ t+t 
— 

l+t/t (3.33)
0 0 0
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where
1TL

2
C ’ 2

~ 2ii Q’ 2 p 4  
(3.34)

where 
~~~~~~ 

is the difference in the surface potential for the charged
and uncharged state, or the magnitude of the signal voltage . Using a
more accurate integral formulation (103), the maximum self—induced

electric field magnitude for uniform charge profiles can be given

approximately as

~ 4.5 x 10~~ Q V/cm (3.35)

Equation 3.35 provides a simple, though approximate, relationship between
the maximum self-induced field and the signal charge concentration.
From Eqs . 3.33 and 3.34 it is apparent that the charge decay is faster
for larger Q~ 

. For small signal charge packets , or after most of the
- - charge has been transferred, Q~ is small in the sending well, and so

the self—induced field can be neglected. In this case, electrons are trans—

- - 
f erred primarily by thermal diffusion. Using the continuity—transport

equation with only the thermal diffusion term , and assuming no backward

• flow of charge , an infinite sink at y—L , and uniforr initial charge per
unit area, Q ,  the charge packet approaches a cosine distribution
asymptotically in time (103, 104)

Q (y,t) = —f- cos -~f exp (— —s-—) (3.36)n •t
th

where T th is the thermal time constant

4L2 L2
T th 

= 
2 2.5Dir D it
n

• where D~ is the diffusivity of electrons in the well and is related to
I the mobility by the Einstein relation

:~ 
(3.38)

assuming L 10 urn and %= 15 cm2/sec (corresponding to p = 580 cm2/Vsec),
1’. Eq. 3.37 gives t

th 
= 2,7nsec . For transfer Inefficiency of l0~~, 9.2

thermal time constants would be required , or 25 nsec per transfer .
• .H 109
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For large charge packets , the initial transfer is primarily by
the induced d r i f t  field while the final transfer  is limited by internal

• dif fusion. The charge at which the induced field becomes negligible is
approximately that which is equivalent to an induced voltage of kT/q or

Q — C  (3.39)nth- ox ti

For an oxide thickness of 100 nm this corresponds to an electron

density of about 6 x IO~ per cm
2. Since this value is one t o two

orders of magnitude smaller than the signal charge used for many appli—
cations , most of the charge is transferred by the induced field. From

Eq. 3.34 and an initial electron density of l012cm 2
, to is 0.59 nsec

or the initial charge packet is one—half transferred in 0.59 nsec

This compares with the thermal time constant of 2.7 nscc Because of

fringing fields, the potential variation is not a step function at the
edge of the wells as shown in Fig . 3.11(a) ,  but is a smooth curve, as

illustrated in Fig. 3.11(b). Fringing electric fields increase the

transfer speed of the last residues of charge and thus , increase the
maximum operating frequency of the CCD. Bulk channel CCD’s have signi-

f ican tly larger fringing fields, than surface channel CCD’s, and thus • -

have considerable higher frequency response.

The effects of fringing fields can be determined by solving
Poisson ’s equation (numerically) in two dimensions (20, 22, 105—109).
An approximate solution has been derived in closed form (100) for the
minimum fringing field, which occurs at the center of the transfer

electrode if it is held at a potential equal to the average of the

adjacent electrodes

d ~V r5x /L i4

~~6 5 °~ d (3 40
f 2 ‘ 5X / L+lmm L [ d’

where Xd is the thickness of the depletion region under the transfer
electrode and L~V is the voltage difference between adjacent electrodes.
Another similar equation for calculating the minimum fringing field is
(91)

(3.41)
.

~~~~ 

. mm L eff 110
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where for surface channel CCD ’s

CoxC — C  =—  (3.42)eff ox dox

and for BCCD ’s

c d d Q / N 1 1
C = —~-~ + —

~~~ + 
a D1 (3.43)eff c c 2qcox S S

From these equations , it is seen that the fringing field , and thus
- 

- speed of charge transfer, increases as the length of the electrode
decreases. Charge handling capability is, of course, decreased.

An important parameter in the transfer of the last residue of

charge is the transfer time, ttr
(42)

ttr - p

~~ J ~~(y) - 
( . )

Since l/cf(Y) increases almost linearly from the edges to the center of

the transfer electrode (100) the average fringing field is about twice

the minimum value, The single carrier transit time can then be approxi-

mated by

L
= (3.45)

However , the charge in the receiving well decreases the surface

potential there, and thus decreases the fringing field relative to that

calculated. As a result, not all of the charge is transferred in a

single carrier transit time. After approximately one transfer time,

the charge profile becomes stationary and decays exponentially with a

final time constant T
f 

of the order of t tr /3 (103, 110). An approxi-
mate formula for tf which includes the effect of thermal diffusion is

(110)

2D (u 
~ 

) 2

l/t
f 

— K1 
~~+ (3.46)
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• where the coefficient K,1, 
which varies from 1 to 2, is function of

the fringing field. For zero fringing field , K1 1 and T
f 

4L2/~
2D

in agreement with Eq. 3.37. The two terms in Eq. 3.46 are comparable

for ‘~~ 
-
~~~~~~~~~

- . For L 10 Im , the charge decay is dominated by

the fr~n~ing effects for > 100 V/cm. Since 15 typically
• 2 3 m m  ‘uin• on the order of 10 — 10 V/cm , (dependent on electrode length), the

final time constant, and thus the operating speed , ~s largely deter-

mined by the fringing fields. The increased speed of RCCD ’s with

respect to S’CCD ’s is a result of the increased fringing fields in

the BCCD’s.

Figure 3.12 illustrates the results of numeric~.l analysis (105,

107) of a two ~h~se over~s~ ping gate p—channel ~uif ace channel struc-

ture using a one—d~mensional continuity—transport e.~uation and two—

dimensional Poisson’s equation. The surface potential variation with

distance is shown in (a) and the resultant fringing field in (b).

Fringing fields of about 1O~ V/cm occur at the edges of the sending

and transfer electrodes. In Figure 3.13(a), various combinations of

the current denslt4es result ng from self—induced d’~ift , thermal dif-

fusion, and fringing fields are shown which eniphasi?e the importance

of the fringing field contribution. The effect of initial charge packet

concentration on transfer time is shown in Figure 3.13(b) illustrating

that large initial charge packets transfer faster than smaller packets.

The influence of the magnitude of the fringing field on transfer in—
• e f ticiency and transfer speed has been analyzed and is shown in Fir,.

3.14 (111). The figure indicates good agreement between the two—

dimensional numerical solution of Poisson ’s equation, with the one—

• dimensional charge control model solution.

The actual magnitude of transfer inefficiency is a strong function

of the design and processing of the particular CCD. Typical data of

various types of CCD ’s is presented here as an example of current

capabilities. Figur e 3.15 shows transfer inefficiency versus clock

1 12
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Figure 3.14. Effect of fringing field on the fraction of the
charge remaining in the discharging well as a
function of time (after 111).
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frequency for p—channel two—phase CCD ’s on (111) and (100) material

using varying aciounts of background charge or fat zero. - The 1Ligher

frequency capabilities of n—channel over p—channel CCD’s are indicated

in Figure 3.16. Three—phase, three—level pobysibicon n—channel CCD ’s

and two—phase offset mask p—channel CCD’s have very good high frequency

clock operation (Figure 3.17). As expected , the transfer inefficiency

rises sharply when the time allowed for charge transfer is reduced to

the order of the decay time constant.

To achieve superior performance at higher operating frequencies,

bulk channel CCD ’s have been developed which utilize the larger fring—

ing field contribution than is obtainable in surface channel CCD ’s. The

effective capacitance Ceff 
(Eqs. 3.42, 3.43) is decreased because of

the larger depletion region which increases the fringing field. The

larger fringing field, in turn, decreases the single carrier transfer

time. Figure 3.18 compares the channel potential profiles of SCCD ’s and

BCCD’s.

The fringing fields in BCCD’s have been analyzed (numerically) for

two—phase (15, 16, 22, 109), for three—phase (16, 22, 109), and for

four—phase (112) structures using Poisson ’s equation and the depletion

bayer approximation. As for SCCD’s, the minimum fringing fields occur

at the center of the transfer well. The magnitude ~ varies with
y ithe distance of the channel from the Si surface, and ~e~omes a maximum

for a depth of about 0.4L with a value

~~min max ~ 
0.5 (3~47)

provided that the total depletion region (on both sides of the well) is

larger than about 2L. This value of can be inserted into

Eq. 3.45 to calculate an approximate si~~~e carrier transfer time and

to estimate the maximum frequency of operation for a bulk channel CCD.

Bulk channel devices are capable of high speed operation. A

unifo rmly doped 4.5 im thick epitaxiab bayer BCCD was measured to have
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Figure 3.17. Transfer inefficiency as a function of clock frequency
of two— and three—phase CCD ’s.
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a transfer inefficiency of 5 x l0~~ at a 135 MHz clock- fr equency with
1OV clock voltage changes (113) while profiled BCCD ’s have been

measured at 135 MHz with transfer inefficiencies of the order of

1 x lO~~. Figure 3.20 shows the equipotential and isoconcentration

lines of a homogeneous doped, epitaxial layer, peristaltic CCD and a

profiled peri~ta1tic CCD. It should be noted that in the profiled —

peristaltic device, most of the charge is contained in the more

heavily doped top layer near the Si surface. This makes it possible

to store laz?ger charge packets for a given gate voltage . However ,
because the last fraction of the charge is still transferred at a

relatively large distance from the surface (Fig. 2.9) ,  the transfer

speed is relatively high when compared to the homogeneous doped

peristaltic device.

3.2.3.2. Kinetics of incomplete charge transfer. Some CCD’s are

operated in the incomplete transfer mode in which a small bias charge

is con t inually circulated. This f ixed , small bias charge represents

zero signal (FAT ZERO). This tends to keep the interface states satur-

ated so that the fixed charge loss, 6, is reduced. It also permits

operation at higher frequencies since the initial transfer is controlled

- 
55 by the self—induced drift fields and is thus rapid. The last 1% or so

of charge is controlled by thermal diffusion and drift in fringing

fields — relatively slow processes. Although the clock frequency can

be used to control the bias charge, its magnitude must be well—

controlled (particularly for analog applications) and in practice a

potential barrier is used to control the FAT ZERO. Figure 3.21 shows

a 2—phase CCD operation (a) in the complete transfer mode and (b) in

the incomplete transfer mode. The effects of incomplete transfer of

a 2—phase CCD are presented in Figure 3.22 for 0% and 10% FAT ZERO

(30) . Because operation in the incomplete transfer mode reduces the

dynamic response and results in increased noise, the barrier heights,
clock voltages, and clock frequencies are normally adjusted to produce

as small a bias charge as practical .
3.2 .3 .3 . Influence of clock waveforms. Not only does the clock
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frequency affect the transfer inefficiency, but the clock waveform can

also influence the charge transfer process.

If the potential under the sending electrode decreases too rapid-

ly, the signal charge has insufficient time to transfer to the receiv-

ing electrode , and can be inj ected into the substrate as the inversion

layer collapses, or can be transferred backward into the previous
electrode (88 , 108, 114, 115) . To eliminate these problems, several

techniques such as over lapping of clock pulses , non—rectangular wave-

forms, varidtion of clock pulse voltages, etc., have been employed .

In Figure 3.23, transfer inefficiency versus receiving clock pulse

amplitude is shown as a function of clock waveforms at 100 kHz and at

1 MHz. For moderate clock pulse amplitudes , clock pulse overlap is
beneficial , and slow fall times assist in increasing the percentage of

55 signal charge transferred. Figure 3.24 shows the effect of driving

(clock) pulse amplitude and resting potential on transfer inefficiency

for 1 MHz and 10 MHz clock frequencies. Figure 3.25 compares the

calculated effect of drop clocks (instantaneous rise time and no over-

lap) with push clocks (finite rise time and no overlap) as a function

of clock frequency. Push clocks are shown to improve the accuracy of

the signal charge packet transfer significantly, at least at reason-

able clock frequencies. Since, for actual CCD circuits, all waveforms
have finite rise and fall times, clock pulse overlap has been investi-
gated (86) in a more realistic situation (Figure 3.26). This investi-

gation shows that at least 10 nanoseconds of pulse overlap is required

to minimize the transfer inefficiency product.
- 

- 
3.2.3.4. Process related effects. Almost every process step

variation can influence the transfer inefficiency of a CCD . However,

there are some process and design variations which significantly change
the CCD’s ability to transfer charge efficiently. Two of these factors

are substrate doping and electrode length. Substrate doping affec ts
both the magnitude of the transfer inefficiency at low clock frequencies

55 and the maximum acceptable clock frequency. In general, the bow fre-

quency transfer inefficiency factor decreases as the substrate doping
concentration decreases. Thus, to minimize signal charge degradation

•~~ 455
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Figure 3.25. Calculated transfer inefficiency versus bit rate for
2—phase p—channel overlapping gate CCD’s with push
clock and with drop clock waveforms indicated . The
oxide thicknesses are assumed to be Q.32pm and 0.l2pm

55 

respectively while the corresponding gate lengths are
taken as O.8pm and O.l4pm respectively. In the push
clocks a 13 nsec rise time is assumed (after 87).
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at the expense of high frequency capability, high substrate doping

concentrations (1015 to io16 cm 3) are used. If maximum frequency

response is desired, the lowest possible substrate doping concentration

(1013 to l0~
s cm 3) are used.

Figure 3.27a shows the minimum fringing field at the center of

the electrode as a function of substrate doping concentration for p—

channel 2—phase SCCD’s indicating that low concentrations maximize the

fringing fields and thus minimize the single carrier transfer time

(Figure 3.2Th). The maximum time is also limited by the thermal time

constant, as indicated in Figure 3.28. It is not&~ that the length of

the electrode controls the transfer efficiency and transfer speed . If

the length of the electrode is decreased, the charge handl~~g capab1bity

decreases but the single carrier transfer time also decreases because

the fringing fields increase. Figure 3,29 illustrates this e f fec t .
Clearly, for high speed operation the electrodes should be as short as
practical. However, it has been shown that interface state consider-
ations limit the minimum length of the electrodes to about 5 pm (116)1

Table 3.2 lists transfer inefficiency at 1 MHz for n—channel and for

p—channel SCCD ’s on (ill) and (100) substrates with resistivity,

orientation, and electrode length as parameters. The effects of oxide

thickness, crystal orientation, and clock voltage on transfer ineff i—

ciency have also been calculated (106).

3.2.4.  Charge trapping. At sufficiently low clock frequencies

(below about 500 kllz), the transfer efficiency of a CCD which is —

operating in a complete transfer mode is no longer limited by free
charge transfer effects but by charge trapping effects. When a charge ~
packet is transferred to a potential well which has been empty for

55 some time, empty trapping states under and around the new potential -.

well trap some of the charge of the packet. These charges are emitted

at some later time, depending on the emission time constant of the
state . If the emission time is short enough for the charge to return

to the well before the next transfer, the transfer efficiency is
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TABLE 3.2

Performance 4f the Tested Two—Phase CCD Registers
at l.0 MHz Clock Frequency (after 113)

trsoater Loss
__________ ___________ Cb*ItO.L C4IIIIASL Pu Cat.

No. typ. PaeiaUvUy 0ri~~catioo Co~ fLoe~~~~t Width With 20-301 ‘
(oba- c.) (5L1e(II.)) Pat Zu. (co —.V )

i 1.0 111 Thick 0,i14. 3.0(123) - 1.2 * 1O~~ 1.2 x 101-1

2 * 1.0 100 Thick 3.0(123) 3.0 z 10~~ 2.9 x
O~id.

3 s 1.0 100 Thick 1.0(23) 1.0 x 10~~ —
Oxida

55 

4 s 1.0 100 ThiCk 0.5(12.5) 3.3 a 10~~ —
55 — — Oxide

• S u 5-12 100 DilZusios 1.0(123) 2.0 a 10~~ —
Guard RL*~

6 p 1.0 - 100 Thick Oxide 3.0(123) ~ 10~’ —

~ p 1.0 100 Thic k Oxid. 0.5(12.3) 2.0 a 10~~ —

S p 25—50 100 Pely-Si 5.0(123) 3.0 a 10~~ —
Field
Shi .ld

9 p 25—50 100 PoLy— Si 0.1(12.5) 12 a 10~~~ — -
Field
Shield

10 p 1.0 100 Poly—Si 5.0(125) 1.2 a 1O~~ —
Field
Shield 55

11 p 1.0 100 Poly—Si 1.0(23) 2.5 a 10~~ —

Yie ld
Shie ld 

-

12 p 30 100 Poly—Si 3.0(123) 1.5 x 1A~~ —
55 I Yield

— — — 
Shield

13 p 30 100 Poly—Si 1.0(25) 4.0 a l0~~ —
Yield
S~ tel4

DEVI CES 3. to 9 w.re 64— and 128—stage registers with 0.4 sil (10 ~
)

polysilicen gates and 0.2 nil (S pm) aluminum gates .
DEVICES 10 to 13 were 500—etag. registers with 0.3 mi). (7.5 i&m)

polysil.tcon gates and 0.1 nil (2.5 inn) aluminum gates.
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unaffected by the trap. However, if the emission time is long enough

so tha t the charge is returned to the inversion region after the charge

packet has been transferred, the charge is lost to the charge packet

thereby increasing the transfer inefficiency of the CCD. Those

carriers trapped in states having re—emission times comparable to, or

longer than, the transfer time, will form a charge residual in the

following packets. States with extremely long re—emission time con-

stants are effectively constantly filled and do not affect the transfer

lnefficienc~. Therefore, the interface states of importance are those

with emission time constants -r ~ 1/mi where m is the number of phases.e~~ c
The kinetics of charge trapping and emission are described in terms of

the Fermi—Dirac probability, m odified for the case of non—equilibrium

- 55 energy distribution of trapping states, and the details of the electron

interaction with the interface states and with the conduction band .
Phenomenologically, these are descr ibed by capture cross—sections of

the states for trapping and emission time constants for re—emission.
55 

These parameters are quite process—dependent.
- 

- One of the main differences between surface channel and bulk
channel CCD’s concerns the type of traps which are predominant in each
device. Surface channel CCD’s have the charge packet confined within

the first 100 urn from the interface, and thus are mainly concerned with
silicon—silicon dioxide interface states located at or close to the

actual interface. Since the charge packet of a surface charge CCD does

not occupy significant silicon volume, charge trapping by bulk trapping

states is not significant. For bulk channel CCD’s, the charge packet

is intentionally prevented from interacting with the interface states,

and thus is trapped only by bulk silicon trapping states, However,

the volume per unit charge in a bulk channel CCD is greater than in
a surface channel device so that bulk tra pping has a relativel y larger
effect .

As indicated earlier, to diminish the effect of the trapping states,

f 
‘ background charge or FAT ZERO is often introduced , especially in surface
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channel devices, so that most of the trapping states r emain filled by

the background charge . The signal charge packet is not lost to empty

trapping states , and the transfer inefficiency is decreased . To

minimize noise , the bia~ charge mus t be injected with uniform charge

packets and with sufficient charge (10 —50% of maximum charge capability)

for surface channel devices — FAT ZERO — and 11-10% for bulk channel
S

devices — SKINNY ZERO — to keep most of the trapping states full.

However , use of background charge gives rise to edge effects because

the signal dharge packet physically occupies more volume than does the

bias charge. Thus, some trapping states do not “see” the bias charge,

55 

and therefore trap charge from the signal charge packet . This is

illustrated in Figure 3.30 for a SCCD. In (a) the hybr id d iagram is

shown on a cut across the potential well while (b) shows a cut parallel

to the channel , The amount of surface area in contact with the bias

charge is approximately WbLb, while that in contact with the signaJ

charge is approximately W5L9. 
The dif f erence, then, is effective in

trapping signal charge. In the following sections, the problems of

charge trapping will be discussed in more detail for both surface and

bulk channel CCD ’s.
3.2.4.1. Charge trapping in SCCD ’s. In a surface channel CCD,

trapping by the interface states takes place instantaneously upon the

contact of a charge packet with empty interface states. These states

are assumed to be continuously distributed throughout the energy band

gap. The re—emission time constants, e’ of these interface states
are significantly longer and are assumed to increase exponentially

with the energy of the trap below the conduction band at the interface.

The Shockley—Rea d model and rate equations are normally used to cal—
culate trapping effects (10) . Figure 3.31 is a schematic represent-
ation of the dischar ge of carriers from tr aps and the effective back—

ward charge flow. Because the trapping states have exponential re—

emission rates , with time constants dependent on energy below the

1 2
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a) Transverse view indicating parallel edge regions
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b) Longitudinal view indicating perpendicular edge
regions

Figure 3.30. Hybrid diagrams of SCCD edge regions showing the
difference in area exposed to bias charge and to

~ 

-~~ signal charge (adapted from ref , 9) .
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conduction band, the shallow traps are emptied first while the charge

in deeper traps require considerably more time to empty. This effect

is illustrated in Figure 3.32 for a digital system in which a group of

160 ZERO’s (no charge) were clocked through an SCCD before a sequence

of five ONE’s, two ZERO ’s and five more ONE ’s. The f i rst  ONE is highly

attenuated due to the high density of empty traps following the long

train of ZERO ’s. A residual charge can be seen behind the last ONE

4ue to the slow discharge of the traps. In Figure 3.32b the effect of

background char ge is shown . By having the ZERO ’s represented by 10%

of the ONE charge packet size , many of the interface states are
55 effectively permanently filled, and the charge loss of the f irst  ONE

is significantly decreased. The residual charge after the last ONE is

also somewhat reduced . The effect  of the relative size of the FAT ZERO

has been investigated for two—phase CCD’s (30) and for three—phase
-

55 

CCD’s (26) as shown in Fig. 3.33. It is seen that bias charge which

is a sig-iificant fraction of the maximum handling capacity can decrease

r the transfer inefficiency of surface channel CCD’s by as much as two
55 

orders of magnitude.

Background charge is not able to compensate completely for

trapping centers because o~f edge effects as indicated earlier

(Fig . 3.30) . The “perpendicular” and “parallel” edges are found to

affect transfer inefficiency differently (117). In the case of inter—

face states at the edge perpendicular to the channel , the signal
charge and background charge flow through the interface region during

every transfer. The interface state can therefore capture carriers
55 

from both the signal charge and background charge . The trapping
and re—emission of the carriers by these interface states is similar

to that under transfer gates. For edge interface states parallel to 
55

the channel, clocking waveforms affect the transfer inefficiency of

J two—phase CCD’s. Drop clocks affect the charge transfer by creating

deeper potential wells under the next gates, and thereby preventing
the background charge from reaching the parallel edge region. Thus,
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Figure 3.33. Effect of bias charge on signal degradation. In (a),
the transfer inefficiency is shown for a 2—phase CCD
with indicated channel widths (30) while in (b) the
signal degradation is shown for a 256 element 3—phase
SCCD ’s and BCCD ’g (after 26).
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signal charge is trapped by the parallel edges, but background charge

is not. Net charge trapped from the signal charge increases as the
number of FAT ZEROS preceeding it increases, unlike all other charge

trapping areas. The relative potential between the sending and

receiving wells is not as great during the actual charge transfer with
the use of push clocks and thus the FAT ZERO charge covers almost the

same area as the signal charge and thus diminishes parallel edge

effects .

Analyses have been- made which assume that Interface state

dens ity and capture cross—sections of the trapping state is independent

of energy (118—120). However, it is thought that the interface state

density increases monotonically and the capture cross—section of the

traps decreases very rapidly as the energy approaches the energy band

edges (121). A detailed analysis is difficult since the actual

variation of capture cross—section and interface state density with

energy is not well understood. Using the constant cross—section and

density approximations, it is possible to develop simple expressions 55

which give a rough idea of the effect of interface states on transfer

inefficiency. For zero background charge the transfer inefficiency can

be approximated by (119)

qkTN
5555 

= 9.n (p+l) (3.48)

where N
98 

is the interface state density, 
~~~ 

is the change in the

interface potential due to the signal charge, and p is the number of
phases . This case describes the amount of charge emitted into the
first ZERO following a series of ONE ’s . To take into account the
effect  of bias charge , the transfer inefficiency is given by

qkTNss
— eb = y ~n (p+l) (3.49)

ox S

-: where

= 1 - A
b/As (3.50)
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and A is the area occupied by the signal packet, and is the area

occupied by the background charge. Of obvious importance in minimizing

the interface state contribution to transfer inefficiency is the

requirement to keep N
58 

as low as possible. Typical interface state

densities calculated from measured transfer inefficiencies are approxi-

mately 1 x iol1 cm 2 eV 1 for (111) orientation and 2 x 10 10 to a low

of 1 x l0~ cm
2 eV~~ for (100) orientation (26, 30).

3.2.4.2. Charge trapping in BCCD’s. Bulk channel CCD ’s are

designed to ‘eliminate interface trapping problems and thus show 
55

similar but smaller charge trapping effects than surface channel

devices (18). The bulk silicon trapping states are then important.

They are assumed to be described by discrete energy levels in the

energy band—gap and to obey the Shockley—Read—Hall model. Using

various assumptions, an equation has been derived (.122) which gives

the amount of trapped charge emitted into the first trailing empty

well af ter  a etring of charge packets,

— 1/mf -r —lif tc e  c e
= qN~V9e [1 — e J (3.51)

where N
~ 

is the concentration of bulk traps, and is the volume

occupied by the signal charge. An example of the attenuation of the

f i rs t  ONE and the charge residual in the first ZERO is shown in

Figure 3.34 with 0% and 10% FAT ZERO. Comparing this figure with

Fig. 3.32 for an equivalent surface channel device, a lesser f i rs t

ONE attenuation and a lesser first ZERO charge residual are evident 55

for bulk channel devices.

In general, the performance of bulk channel CCD’s is less

affected by trapping than an equivalent surface channel CCD because of

the relatively low density of bulk trapping states. Bulk channel CCD’s

show significantly less signal degradation, particular ly in the
absence of background charge. Figure 3.33 shows that the improvement
of the first ZERO with background charge is slight while somewhat

greater improvement is seen in the first ONE with increasing FAT ZERO.
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Figure 3.34. Output pulses of two groups of eight ONE ’s af ter  a
- 55 string of 4062 ZERO ’s for a 256 bit BCCD. Operation is shown at 6 MHz

without background charge (top) and with 10% FAT ZERO (bottom) .
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Transfer efficiency in bulk channel devices is limited at sufficiently

low clock frequencies by volume edge effects, similar to the surface
55

- 
edge effects discussed for surface channel devices. The volume which

the charge packet occupies varies strongly with the size of the charge

packet (Fig. 2.9) and thus the use of background charge results in a

much smaller relative improvement than in surface channel devices. In

Figure 3.35, the theoretical spatial extent of the charge packet and

the charge loss on the first ONE is plotted as a function of charge

packet size.
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3.. Dark Current

Dark current refers to the output of a CCD in the absence of charge

injection — either electrical injection at the input gate or optical

injection in the interior of the CCD. It is convenient to discuss this

in terms of current into a given potential well. Dark current

produces charge in a potential well and thus reduces the charge handling

capabilities and increases the minimum clock frequency and the minimum

signal detectable. This latter restriction is particularly important

in imaging devices. Since dark current is generated thermally — a

random process — it also contributes to noise.
Dark current is a result of electrons being excited from valence

band to conduction band — either directly or in a multi—step process.

The multi—step process predominates in indirect—gap material such as

Si. Electrons which contribute to the dark current are generated at

the Si02/Si interface, 
in the Si depletion region and in the bulk Si.

They are generated via states within the Si forbidden gap and the
generation rate depends on the density and energies of these states

as well as on the form of the electron wave functions in these states.

Since these are not well known , the generation rate is usually described 
55

phenomenologically in terms of the effective lifetimes of the minority

55 carriers.
Gross defects such as precipitates can result in localized regions

with extremely short lifetimes. If such a defect should occur within

a diffusion length of a given potential well, that well will be filled

almost instantaneously . Such a “spike” makes the CCD unusable.

Electrons (in a p—type substrate) which are generated within a

diffusion length of the depletion region contribute to dark current.

The generation rate for this process is

g =- 1  (3.52)

where n is the equilibrium electron density in the p—type Si, and
T1 - ‘

~ is the electron lifetime in this region and depends on the defect
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concentration. Since n~ — Ni2/NA where Ni is the electron concen—
tration in intrinsic Si and NA is the net acceptor concentration ,

Ni2
g = j ~— (3.53)

Atn 
-

The dark current density Jfld flowing into a potential well from the
bulk Si is then

qNi2L
- j  = (3.54)nb N t

- A n

Si can be regularly produced with Tn large enough so that this contri-
bution te dark current is normally negligible in comparison to other
sources. Electron generation at the Si surface via interface states
and in the depletion region via trap states are major sources of dark

currents. Carriers generated within the depletion region are normally

considered to obey the Sah—Noyce—Schockley model where the generation rate is

g~~~~1~ (3.55)

where now represents the electron lifetime in the depletion region
and is inversely proportional to the trap concentration. The current

density flowing into a well from electton generation in the depletion

region is then

- ‘  
NiX

3g = (3.56)

Since the depletion width , X~ , is a function of the charge in the well,
the dark current decreases with increasing signal charge at a fixed
gate voltage.

• The carrier generation rate at the interface depends on the number

and characteristics of the interface states as well as their occupancy.

This contributes to the dark current then, is time dependent and is a
function of past history. It can be reduced by the use of a FAT ZERO.
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To reduce the dark current the interface state and bulk trap state

densities must be reduced. The densities of these states depend on the

starting material and on processing conditions and thus can vary widely
- from manufacturer to manufacturer , from wafer lot to wafer lot and even

- 
from wafer to wafer within a lot . As discussed in chapter 2 , numerous

process steps have been devised to minimize these effects .  These

include HC1 oxidations, heavy ion implantation on the backside of ti~e

wafers, phosphorus gettering processes. For impurities such as copper ,

iron , gold , ~tc .,  which segregate out at lattice dislocations, processes
-
~~ have been developed to reduce the dislocation densities. These include

low temperature processing, and slower pull rates from high temperature

55 

furnaces. Another technique is to create a high dislocation density
on the wafer backside near the end of the processing to attract the

55 

segregated impurities to the backside and away from the active surface.

Even with all of these technique8 , dark currents at room t emperature can

range from as low as 5 nA/cm2 to as high as several hundreds of nA/cm2.
55 

In addition, the dark currents are rarely uniform and create pattern
- noise in CCD’s.

I

1 55

I 
55
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3.4. Noise

A limitation of CCD ’s results from the degradation noise of the

information contained in the charge packets. Noise consi ta of a
non—predictable variation of the voltage output . Except I or that
noise generated in the detection circuits, the output noise power is
proportional to the var iance of the charge in the packet being -

detected. It is thus convenient to discuss noise in ~~~~~ in terms
55 of the variance in the number of electrons , or in the charge, of a

given well

(An ’) 2 
= (n ’ — n~~~ ) 2 (3.57a)

• (AQ17
2 = — 

~~~ ave~
2 (3.57b)

Since each capacitor is charged through a finite resistance, the
stored charge is a function of the Nyquist or Johnson noise associated
with that resistance. Consider the circuit of Pig. 3.36a. The Norton

-
~~ equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3.36b where the equivalent noise

current generated in the frequency range d~ is giyen. by i
~ 

tV’
~~~~ whete

(3 58)fl R

The noise voltage on the capacitor in the range df is then

= i I Z  (3.59)

where Iz i = 
‘ 2 ••7 (3.60)

over the total frequency range

f 
~~~~~~ + 2R2c ,2

~ 
~~~ (3.61)

which integrates ro

I, 151 

(3 62)
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~~~R

Figure 3.36. Capacitor charging circuit (a), and Nor ton noise
- 55 equivalent circuit (b). The noise ~~~~~~ is represented

by an equivalent noise current ~. ~V
n
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55 Since

AQ’ C’v (3.63)
55 n n

AQ~ ‘- kTC ’ (3.64)

- and 
55

- An ’ 1VkTC’ (3.65)

At room temperature

55 An ’ 400 ¶~~çf (3.66)

where C ’1 is the capacitance in picofarads.

- 
In addition to this basic noise associated with each capacitance ,

- - noise is generated by fluctuations in the input signal — either elec-
trical or optical — , fluctuation in dark current , and fluctuation in

55 transfer efficiency. There is also noise associated with signal
- 

55 
detection and amplification (125). These noise sources are illustrated

- schematically in Figure 3.37.

- 3.4.1. Electrical injection noise. Electrical injection noise
- - results from a fluctuation in the size of the injected charge packet

for a given signal input voltage. In addition to the capacitance noise

just discussed, there is shot noise present since the charge is usually
- 

55 injected over a potential barrier. Excess noise is also introduced .

- . 
55 

Its magnitude depends on the method used to inject charge (Section 2.5.1,

I - Figure 2.25). For the dynamic current injection method, imperfect
I control of the pulse width causes noise in addition to the noise

- resulting from the fluctuations in voltage levels and the charge source.

In the gate cutoff method, the inaccuracy of the gate voltage pulse and

the division of charge under the gate electrode during turn—off between
the diode and first potential well creates noise. Using the various

potential equilibration method s, thermal fluctuations of the charge
retained in the metering well with capacitance C’ should be between

H- M

4 
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• Figur e 3.37. Schematic representation of various noise sources in a
CCI) (after 125) .
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2kTC~/3 and kTC~ /2 depending on the t ime for equilibratic Fluctuations

due to voltage pulses can be eliminated by holding Gi at a constant

55 

voltage. Figure 3.38shows exper imental data of the improved potential

equilibration method.
3.4.2. Generation n oise. Because electron generation resulting

in dark current is a random process , it contributes to noise. Tb-is is

shot noise and the considerations of shot noise apply. If there are

n~ (dark) electrons generated in a given well the variance in n~ is

n~ (3.67)

or the variance in the charge in the packet is then

(AQ~ ) 2 
= qQ~ (3.68)

Since the variance is additive , the generation noise at the output of

a register of n stages is

55 (AQ~) 2 
- q (3.69)

i—l

where is the dark charge generated in the i’th well.

Since Q,~ increases with time, so does the generation noise . :

Thus, devices such as imagers with long integration times, and cyclic

shift registers for use in large memory arrays are extremely sensitive
to this type of noise and their limits of opera-;ion are determined by

the generation rate of dark current . To decree ie this dark curr ent

noise , imagers are sometimes cooled.

In an imaging device, the arrival of photons is a random process
and so shot noise is associated with the signal. Letting 

~~ig 
and

~~ig represen t the number of signal electrons and the signal charge —

in a given well , respectively, as for dark current noise ,

(An
~
ig) 2 

— n
~i8 

(3.70a)
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• Figure 3.38. Input noise for improved potential equilibration method (after 127)
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(AQ
~ig) 2 

— ~~~~~ (3.70b )

(AQ
~ig) 2 

— q 
~~ ~~ig ~ 

(3.71)

3.4.3. Trans f er noise. There are several noise mechanisms involved

with transferring charge along a shift register . These involve the

inherent noise associated with charging a capacitor , noise due to

incomplete dharge transfer , and noise involving trapping and emission

from interface states and from bulk trap states.

55 

During each charge packet transfer, some charge is left behind .

If this amount could be controlled exactly, the transfer would be

noiseless , but the remoant charge depends on signal size as well as device

parameters, and exhibits random fluctuations, thus introducing noise. 55

A correlation exists between adjacent charge packets because charge
lost from one packet is picked up by following charge packets. m di—

vidual charge packets therefore have two fluctuations in size because
of loss of charge to following packets and pickup of charge from
preceding packets. The spectral densities of transfer and storage

noise have been calculated. Assuming that the fluctuations in each

transfer are independent , neglecting incomplete transfer effects, and
assuming frequencies limited to below the Nyquist limit of the

following equations were der ived for transfer noise spectral density
(116) 

_____

A
C5tr

~~~ 

= ~~ q (1 — coS2
~
TTf/fc) (3.72)

and for storage noise spectral density

S
5~

(f) = 2n q
5t i~ (3.73)
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where a is the number of transfers and AQ ’~ and AQ ’2
~ 

a .i the mean

square fluctuations in the transfer and storage charge pnckets respect-

ively. While the storage noise spectral density is consi. nt with

frequency as expected , the transfer noise spectral density is suppressed

for low frequencies and enhanced for high frequencies. 
55

If us is
55 

not much less than 1, or in the case of significant -

transfer inefficiency, there is an intermixing of the charge packets

and their noise as they move through the CCD. This has been shown

(123, 124) to lead to a reduction in the noise components. The noise

produced dur ing the end of the transfer cycle is the least suppressed
55 and thus the most important . From this overall view, there are

several sources of transfer noise which will be discussed in more detail.

3.4.3.1. Incomplete transfer noise. In C4D ’s and other two—phase

process—induced barrier CCD ’s operation in an incomplete transfer mode

where par t of the char ge packet is left behind because of a potential

barrier is possible. Variations in the channel conductance, emission

of carriers across the barrier and direct feedthrough of clock noise

have been considered (123, 124). Using a MOSFET model, the transfer

noise fluctuations are given by 55

AQ’ 2 
= kTC ’ (3.74a)tr 3 s

• 
55 

for charge retained on the source (where C is the source capacitance)

or

AQ ’2 
= kTC ’ (3.74b)tr 2 s - 

55

in the final stages of transfer where the discharge process becomes

emission limited . The frequency of operation determines which equation

is valid. Estimating the effect of clock variations,

AQ’~~ — AV C~~ 
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(3.75)
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where C~5 is the gate—to—source capacitance.
3.4.3.2. Interface state noise. For surface channel ‘evices (and

some bulk channel devices with relatively large charge pactcets)
functioning in the complete charge transfer mode, the dominant noise
source is the fluctuation in the occupancy of the interface states or
traps (119 , 125) . It is shown that only those states with re—emission

55

. 
tIme constants on the order of the transfer time contribute significantly

- to the noise . Assuming the usual. exponential relation between the

emission prdbability, and integrating overall possible energy levels

AQ ’2 = q
2kTA5N55

2~n2 (3.76)

- 
where A is the area of the electrode under which the interface states

are filled and the interface state density, N
89

, is assumed to be
55 constant with respect to energy. The expression is time or frequency

- independent if the density of states is assumed to be continuous with

energy. Using this expression , a signal—to—noise power ratio for each55 
55 individual charge packet can be obtained (9)

55 A. C
2
V2 55

S/N — S ox sig (3 77)— 2nkTN
55

9~n2

Combining equation 3.76 with Eq. 3.72, the noise power spectrum for 55

proper ly filtered signals is

~ t S( f ) = 
4kTin2 f A N ( l  - cos 2~ f/ f ) (3.78) 55

This expression has been verified experimentally (57 , 126, 127) and

interface state densities of 1 x l0~ cni
2 eV~~ were estimated for an 55

overlapping 3—phase electrode , (100), n—channel CCD. Figure 3.39

1 . 
illustrates the spectral distribution of transfer noise measured on

this device at 1 MHz . 
55

3.4.3.3. Bulk trap noise . For bulk channel devices, the bulk

55 } 
I traps introduce transfer noise . Since the trap levels are assumed to

I be discrete, the noise associated with the k’th level should be fre—
quency dependent and peak at frequencies on the order of the reciprocal

of the emission time constan t ‘r . Summing over all discrete trapL bk 159 
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Figure 3.39. Spectral distribution of transfer noise measured on a
3—phase surface channel CCD at 1 MHz (after 126).
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levels, the total transfer noise of a bulk channel is give by (122k

tb 

2nq2V~ ~~ 
N
tk 

exp (_t/T b
)[l

~
.exp (_t/ rb )J  (3.79)

where V~ represents the volume occupied by the charge. It is seen

55 

that with decreasing signal , V~ decreases with a corresponding decrease
in bulk trapping noise .

The bulk trap levels and concentrations are not well understood

nor controlled. In many devices , however , levels at 0.25 and 0.54 eV

below the conduction band are found to be major contr ibutors to
trapping noise. Concentrations of these traps were found to vary from

batch to batch between 5 x 1010 cm 3 and 1 x i012 cm 3 (128) . Gold
has been identified as a major source of noise (129). It is to be

noted that Au has an energy level 0.54 eV below the conduction band in
Si , but no level corresponding to 0.25 eV.

Figure 3.40 presents measured surface channel transfer noise data

versus calculated bulk channel transfer noise and illustrates the
55 

- theoretical improvement in transfer noise for bulk channel devices.

Calculated bulk channel data was used since the data was below the limit

of the test equipment which was approximately 200 electrons. More

recently, values as low as 10—100 noise electrons (depending on signal
charge and clock frequency) have been measured in ~~~~~~~ (128) .

3.4.4. Signal detection noise. The above noise sources can be

reduced by cooling and by the use of appropriate geometry and input

methods. The noise associated with interface trapping can be elimin-

ated by the use of BCCD ’s. In such cases the predominant noise is

associated with the detection and output circuitry. Typical output

methods use either a floating diffusion or floating gate to detect the

~ ~

• 
presence of charge. In either case, the floating element must be

55 periodically reset to some potential so that the next charge packet
can be accurately sensed. The noise introduced by this resetting is

161
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the thermal noise of the MOS channel resistance in paraL 1 with the

floating diffusion capacitance; or the thermal noise of t resistance
through which the floating gate is reset (125). In order .0 achieve
low values of reset noise, on—chip preamplifiers are often used in

conjunction with filters, and the reset MOSFET is operated in saturation 
55

since the triode mode provides excessive noise due to the partitioning

of the channel charge between the floating output node and the reset

- 
voltage supply (57). A theoretical study of optimum detection methods

has been made using various filtering and integration techniques origi-

nally developed for nuclear electronics (9).

55 

Considering techniques which have been implemented, correlated

double sampling (66, 130) removes the switching transients at the

detection node and eliminates the reset noise. This method also

suppresses surface state and 1/f noise contributions. However, the

signal is derived from a subtraction of two measurements which leads to
55 a loss of a factor of VTin signal—to—noise ratio. A rms detection

55 
noise of 135 electrons has been reported using a 64—elemen t linear

55 

image sensor operating at 50 kHz with output capacitance of 0.25

55 

pf .
Floating gate amplifiers, as described in chapter 2, yield low

noise values because of the small total capacitance of the detection

node and because the reset noise can be avoided . The noise measured

experimentally in a 12—stage distributed floating gate amplifier at
55 1 MHz was approximately 10 to 50 rms electrons which, because of the 

55

- 

~cor~/~Tnoise improvement, theoretically results in about 50 rms

electrons per individual state (72, 75). It is thought that the
55 

- 
sampling rate could be increased to about 7 MHz without altering the

signal or noise level. It is speculated that , with a cooled distri—

buted floating gate amplifier with enough stages, a single electron

55 

could be detected .
3.6 .5. Comparison of noise sources. A comparison of the relative

importance of the various noise sources has been made which also
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illustrates the differences between SCCD’ s and BCCD ’s (127) . Table

3.3 illustrates experimental results for 256—element CCD ’~ clocked
at 1 MHz with an active electrode area of 6000 ~im

2 . It is seen that
dark current noise is larger in BCCD ’s than in SCCD ’s (because of the 

55

larger depletion region width) . In all other categories the noise
in BCcD ’s is smaller or equivalent to that in SCCD ’s.

fI~ .
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TABLE 3.3

Measured Noise Levels in 256—Element CCD
At 1 MHz Clock Frequency (in electro?s)

55 (Active Element Area 200 x 30 ~.tm )
(after 127)

- Noise Equivalent Noise Equivalent
Noise Source Signal in SCCD Signal in BCCD

Electrical Insertion Noise
of Background Charge (FAT
ZERO) 750 Not Required

— Electrical Insertion of the
Signal Charge 750 750

Optical Injection of 1 pC
of Signal Charge 2800 2800

Trapping Noise 700—1000 <200
— 1 — 2 x l0~cm 2eV )

Dark Current Noise 160 320

On—Chip Amplifier Reset
Noise C0 = 0.7 pP ~33O ~33O

Pulser Noise with 0ff—Chip
Preamplifier 440 440

Pulser Noise with On—Chip
Preamplifier <30

Maximum Signal in Electrons 4for V = 14 V 40 x 10 20 x 10
55~ 

p
4--i
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3.5.  Power Dissipation

One advantage of CCD ’s is their low power dissipatior~ due to the

absence of quiescent cutrents while the charge packets are stored in
the potential wells. This fact becomes particularly significant in

large area- systems such as memories. Power is consumed by recirculation

and refreshing circuits in memories . During the actual charge trans-

fer , some power is dissipated in the bulk silicon to move the mobile

carriers int~o potential wells , but most of the power is dissipated in

switching the electrodes between clock potentials. This is mainly

reactive power depending on the design of the drivers. In many CCD
chips , more of the power is dissipated in the associated peripheral
MOS circuitry than in the COD section itself . First—order calculations

have been made for the internally dissipated power and the external

- power (9 , 131, 132).

When internal power dissipation occurs , the carriers are moving 
55

55 throu gh a crystal lattice and are reacting with the lattice. Power

- - 
is dissipated because of the motion of the charge packet and similarly 55

‘
55 

due to the motion of the majority carriers which must move to change

- the depletion widths. If majority carriers come from adjacent electrode

areas as the potential well is shifted through the array, then the
majority carriers move in the opposite direction to the motion of

55 

the potential well. Since the depletion width decreases as signal

minority carriers increase, the magnitude of majority carrier decreases

with increasing signal charge.
55 

The motion of the charge carriers has been idealized by assuming

that a CCD could be approximated by a traveling—wave device of veloc—

ity v (131). Assuming that the carrier velocity is constant (v = f A)

where A is the wavelength and f is the operating frequency, then the

lower limit of the dissipated power required to move a signal, 
55

L;i charge Q1~ is 
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p — q
1 v

2/u — Q~A
2f2/ii (3.80)

where ~i is the mobility. If no signal charge is present, then only
the majority carriers move and nust fill ~Q — 

~
Xd

N
A 

locations where

~
Xd is the change in the depletion width. So similarly,

55 

P — 

~
XdNAv /IIB 

— 
~~dMAA f

~~~ B (3.81)

1 -

where is the bulk mobility since the change in the depletion width
occurs in the bulk. The mobility ~i in Eq. 380 is the mobility of the

free carriers in the channel, i.e. surface mobility i~5 for surface
channel devices and 

~B 
for bulk channel devices.

.
55 - Another way of representing the power dissipated as signal charge

moves through the array is to calculate the energy dissipated In moving

55 

charge over a potential step A4~ into a deeper potential well. Consi-

dering an ii phase device, an upper bound to the power dissipated is

P — nf cQ’ AdIs (3.82)

Since the potential considerations change for CCD~s with, different

number of phases , equation 3.82 must be modified accordingly. For

55 

two—phase devices, as charge fills the potential well, the effective

barrier height changes. For three—phase and properly clocked f our—

55 electrode two—phase devices, the situation is different since the

initial charge starts to move before the total potential well has
55 

formed and thus moves through a smaller potential difference. These

devices should more closely approximate the power dissipation of the

traveling—wave case.

Finally, there is sizeable reactive power associated with the

charging and discharging of the electrode8 during each clock cycle.
F The actual amount of power dissipated depends on the design of the

driver since most of the reactive power is dissipated in a resistive

driver , while much less reactive power would be dissipated in a tuned
LC driver. Assuming a resistive driver design and an electrode

capacitance C’(~ C~~ for high resistivity substrates), then the dissi—
pated power in the clOck circuits is given by
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(3.83k

Roughly, the internal dissipation for normal size deyices range 
- 
from

low nW range to low pW range per cell. Depending on the driver design,
clock power is normally in the range of tens of ~W per cell. -

4--a
.1

a
-

- .  
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55 4. CIRCUITS

4.1. Digital Circuits

55 4.1.1. Digital Memories. Although CCD’s are blaically anaThg devices,

they can also be optimized for digital applications with the addition of

signal regenerators to periodically restore the internal signal levels.

The characteristics and performance features of digital memories using

- this concept is discussed in this chapter.

Section ~2.6 of this report describes the signal regenerator used in

digital COD circuits. This signal regenerator principle is the key to

digital operation of CCI) circuits since signal degradation due to charge

transfer inefficiency, and signal level shifting due to leakage, both

result in loss of ability to detect binary signals after the signal has

55 

- passed through many stages of CCD circuitry (29,48,64,68,78—82,95,150,151).
Many large digital CCI) circuits will require signal regeneration, and

55 

regeneration techniques cannot be neglected in digital CCI) development.
55 The CCD device is basically a serial transfer circuit and when used

as a memory , it is almost always used as a serial memory. However,
within the realm of serial memories there are many possible organizations

of the device bit structure.

4.1.1.1 Memory organizations. a) Serpentine organizations. The

serpentine serial memory organization (Pig. 4.1) was the concept which

received the initial effort in digital CCI) memory development since it

naturally evolves from the basic serial analog delay line. In this

organization the signal regenerators (R) regenerate the binary informa—
55 tion after a number of transfers (48,78,80,95,151,152). In a memory

organization of this type, the maximum storage on the CCD integrated

circuit is no longer limited by analog considerations such as charge

transfer efficiency and dark current but is limited only by the maximum

chip size which can be processed with usable yield.

A current example of a serpentine organization (48) is a 4160 bit

C4D serial memory. The organization of this chip is shown in Fig. 4.2.

The chip consists of 4160 C4D cells divided into two 2080 bit halves.
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Figure 4.2. Chip organization of a 4160 bit C4D serpentine serial
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Since C4D technology requires only two phases, the opportunity was

taken to alternate the •l 
and •2 

clocks on the two halves of the chip

thereby doubling the effective frequency of operation using a multi—

plex—like technique. For instance, on one half of the chip the input

and output occur on 
~l 

whereas on the other half they occur on

Thus two bits of data enter or leave the chip on each clock cycle. 
55

Since the multiplexing consists of only two paths, the multiplexing and

demultiplexing circuits are extremely simple.

This sei~ial memory has an output tap every 130 bits for a total of 55

32 outputs. Accordingly, at an input data rate of 3.2 MHz (clock frequency
of 1.6 MHz) the maximum access time to any bit is 81 microseconds.

Internally, the data is refreshed every 65 bits. At the- end of each

half of the chip the data is regenerated and delivered back to the input
for continuous recirculation until new data is written into the memory

from an external source. Even though the C4D transfer efficiency is

only 99.8 to 99.9% per transfer, at data rates below 2 MHz, the refresh

55 
after every 65 bits results in adequate digital performance. Tests on

the fabricated circuit indicated acceptable performance of data rates

from 2 KHz to 3.2 MHz at 25°C. The power required to operate this

circuit was 0.5 i~watt per bit at 100 KHz data rate to 16 jIwatts per bit

at the 3.2 MHz data rate. The chip layout occupies an area of 4.6 all2

per bit. A basic disadvantage of this design is the necessity of

external addressing of each of the 32 output taps in order to achieve

the 80 microsecond bit access time. An additional disadvantage of this

design is that the output taps do not decrease the write access time.
The maximum access time to address a particular bit for writing new
data is 1300 microseconds, which is prohibitive in many applications.

b) Loop organizations. A typical loop serial memory organization
55 is shown in Fig. 4.3. This organization is also known as Block

Addressing or Line Addressing and includes many of the features of the

serpentine organization with the added feature that the logic required

to address a particular line or track of CCD storage elements is

integrated on the CCI) storage chip, This greatly reduces the quantity

1.71

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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of external circuits required to address the memory~ This organization
-

- also reduces the write access time since the read and write circuits
55 on the chip are both addressed by the same decoder.

A current example of a loop organization is an 8192 bi serial
memory (153). This memory is divided into 32 tracks of 256 bits each,

with access to any track through an on—chip decoder for reading or

writing. The organization of each track of this device is illustrated
-t 

- in55 

Fig. 4.4. Each track is a recirculating loop consisting of two rows

of 128 bits each. Each row is further broken down into -sections of

31 or 32 bits, each with regeneration between each of these sections.
The relatively small number of stages between regenerations was selected

to provide good low clock frequency performance. This chip was 
-

designed and processed with a 2 phase 2 level polysilicon gate n—channel
CCD process. The power required for this circuit is 30 I.lwatts per bit

- 
55

- 

at 1 MHz clock frequency and 0.6 Iiwatts per bit at 20 KHz clock frequency.
55 Th. chip layout occupies an area of 3.6 mils2/bit.

Another current example of a loop or line addressed serial memory
55 

(154) is presented in Fig. 4.5. This memory has four sections of 32

lines each, with each line consisting of 128 bits. Each section of

4096 bits has its own decoder , recirculation loop, data input—output
circuits and charge regeneration circuit from 32. Figure 4.5 illus—

55 
trates only one of the 4096 bit sections. The other 3 sections are

55 identical. This circuit is processed with an isoplanar, n—channel, 
55

55 

silicon—gate, buried channel, implanted barrier, and is unique in that

I only one clock is required for operation. The phase is operated by a

55 
55 DC voltage. The circuit is designed so that the clocks may be stopped

for a period of time determined by the minimum minority carrier storage

time in the circuit. This clock stopping provision allows synchronization

of the circuit to a data rate other than the basic clock frequency and

- also to reduce power dissipation. In tests of this circuit, the clock
has been stopped for periods in excess of 100 psec. at room temperature

~ 
while still retaining data. The maximum access time to any bit in

F ~ this design at a 5 MHz bit rate is 25.6 psec. The chip size is
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2.7 mll2 per bit. The primary reason for this small chip size is the

reduced number of regeneration circuits. In this approach only one

regeneration circuit is used for every 4096 bits while most other

reported designs utilize one regenerator for every 32 to 500 b ts .

One major disadvantage of this design is the necessity for

periodically cycling through all 32 line addresses to refresh the

memory. This refresh is required for conventional ?()S dynamic random—

access memories. The refresh requires additional external logic and

reduces the thnount of time that the memory is available for memory access
operations.

c) Serial—parallel—serial organization, A schematic of a typical

serial—parallel—serial (SPS) memory (9) is shown in Fig. 4.6. In this

memory the data is transferred into and out of the memory at the full
data rate by the input and output serial registers at the top and bottom

of the figure, which serve as data multiplexer and de—inultiplexer,

respectively. However , the majority of the storage occurs in the verti-

cal serial .registers which transfer data at a slower rate. For example,

in a 64 by 64 array, if the input data rate is 1 MHz the vertical

registers will be operating at a rate of only 1/64 of 1 MHz or approx-
imately 16 KHz. Therefore, according to the power dissipation equation

previously presented , the basic power requirement for such a register

would be about 1/64 the power required for a simple serial register

operating at a data rate of 1 MHz. This power reduction is one of the

key features of the SPS organization.

Another feature is the reduction of the number of transfers

required to pass a bit of data through the memory since each bit of data

does not transfer through the entire memory as it does in a simple

serial register. In the 64 by 64 SPS array example above , the total
number of transfers of any bit from the register input to the register

output would be n(2 x 64) l28n, where n i& the number of phases used

per stored charge packet. Since data degradation resulting from trans-

fer inefficiency is greatly reduced due to the significant decrease in
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total number of transfers from input to output, fewer charge regenera-

tion circuits are requir ed . The resulting chip is therefore smaller as

compared with a simple serial register .
There are three major disadvantages of this organization. First is

the long access time, which is identical to the access time of a simple

serial register. The maximum access time for a 64 by 64 SPS register
operating at 1 Mhz would be 4.1 msec, which is prohibitive in many

applications. This access ti me can be reduced by combining the SPS

organization with the loop organization resulting in a chip organized

as a multiplicity of smaller SPS registers which can be individually

accessed.

The second disadvantage of the SPS organization is the more

complex clock requirement (155). (Clocks are now required for both the

fast and slow registers).

Third is the fact that since each bit of data does not flow through

each storage element, variation in dark current across the chip, or

local defects, can contribute different dark currents from one parallel

vertical path to the other . This increases the noise level of the

detector, or charge regenerator input, and increases the difficulty of

the detector in distinguishing between a logic 1 and logic 0.

4.1.1.2. Nonvolatile CCD memories. In some memory applications,

a nonvolatile memory is required, that is, a memory that will retain
its stored data when the power supplies and clocks are turned off,

either to conserve power or because of power outage. All semiconductor

memories are volatile unless they are designed to be nonvolatile. Non-

volatile semiconductor memories always require special design techniques
or technology. Examples of these are the fusible link and avalanche

induced migration bipolar technologies, and the floating gate avalanche

injection and MNOS MOS technologies.

In CCD technology, the nonvolatile technique which has received

the most investigation is the MNOS structure. In this technology a

very thin layer of silicon dioxide, usually less than 5nm thick is

grown on silicon while 50 to l00nm of silicon nitride (S13N4) is
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deposited over the Sb 2 layer . A conventional gat e conductor is then

deposited over this structure. By biasing the gate conductor at a

relatively high potential, charge from the silicon substrate or an

inversion layer can be moved to the interface between the sili ~n

dioxide and silicon nitride. This trapped charge results in a change

in the MOS device threshold which can be distinguished from the normal

device threshold. In this manner , the normal device threshold can be

defined as a logic 0, and the modified device threshold can be defined

as a logic 1, or vice versa, so that a digital memory bit is created.

The device can be erased by applying the opposite polarity bias to the

gate conductor so that the interface charge moves back into the silicon

and the device threshold returns to its original value. By this technique

it is possible to create a digital memory which will retain its stored

states for years.

In the CCD nonvolatile NMOS memory, as in many conventional MNOS

memories, an additional mechanism is also used to control the MNOS

charge storage. Since the CCD device utilizes charge packets to store

information, reading the charge packet in the silicon is used to deter-
mine whether or not charge is stored in the NNOS interface.

There are several ways of implementing the MNOS structure in CCD

memories. One is to place the MNOS structure directly over the charge

transfer channel of the device (156). This technique is represented in

Fig. 4.7a where the dotted areas are the MNOS gates. The bit pattern

to be stored in the MNOS devices is transferred to the proper position

in the CCD memory using normal techniques. The bit pattern is then

written into the MNOS device by raising the voltage of the MNOS gate

electrodes to a high value (20—30V) . Where the cell contains a charge

packet, the voltage drop is primarily across the insulator. The high
~~~ I

insulator field pulls charge to the MNOS interface where it is stored.

Where the cell does not contain a charge packet, much of the voltage
drop in the MNOS device is in the silicon depletion region, and the f ield
in the MNO S insulator is too low to pull charge to the MNOS interface.
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The information is r ead out by filling the entire CCD structure with

charge. The voltage on the CCD electrodes is then reduced, and charge

is driven into the silicon substrate at the Mh~OS sites which have charge

stored in the MNOS insulator. Those MhIOS sites which do not h:ve charge

stored in the NNOS insulator retain the filled charge. The CCD charge

packets can then be transferred through the memory in the normal manner

for reading.

An improved technique (157) is illustrated in Fig. 4.7b and 4.8.

in this case,~ the information Is transferred in the CCD memory by the

normal procedure (Figure 4.8a). The charge is then transferred lat-

erally to the MNOS devices (Figure 4.8b), while a high voltage (20—30V)

is applied to the MNOS gate conductor. Where charge is present In the

silicon substrate, the MNOS insulator field is high, and charge is
moved to the MNOS insulator, where it is stored . The absence of CCD

charge results in a low Mh~OS insulator field and in zero MNOS insulator

charge storage (Figure 4.8c). The memory is then filled with charge.

However, charge Is only retained under the MNOS gates where the

insulator does not contain MMOS stored charge (Figure 4.8d). For

readout, the conditional charge stored in the silicon under the MNOS

device is laterally transferred back to the CCD device where it is

transferred through the memory in the normal manner (Figure 4.8e).
Note that in both of these cases, the readout logic states are the com-
plement of the input states.

• The speed of the read and write can be improved by using the more

complicated organization (158) presented in Figure 4.7c. Here the MNOS

storage elements are isolated from the CCD channels with gates so that

data can be read into or out of the transfer register while the Mh~OS

storage sites are being written or erased. Excess charge from a write

• operation is transferred to the diffused bus, and char ge for reading
can also be taken from this bus. This organization is less dense than
the previously described approaches.

Test structures of from 3 to 64 bits have been fabricated and tested

using all three of these approaches. However, no commercial devices

V 
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I a) Presence or absence of inversion layer under the CCD
electrode (this is the state to be written into the
memory bit).

b) Transfer of Inversion layer charge, if present, to the
MNOS capacitor.

- c) Gate stress results in conditional transfer of charge
1 to the Mh~OS interface.

d) For readout, charge is only retained under the MNOS
electrode If charge was not tunneled to the MNOS
interface in step c.

e) Conditional charge transfer back to CCD for readout.
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are available, probably for the same reasons that few conventional MOS
MNOS memory devices are commercially available. Nttride storage structures

with reproducible electrical characteristics are very difficult to manu-

facture, and degradation mechanisms such as permanent charge trapping
in the MMOS insulator exi3t, which must be better understood b•~fore the
devices are commercially viable.

4.l.l.3. Two—dimensional CCD arrays. Since most CCD devices have a

one—dimensional signal flow resulting from an essentially linear

organization pf the array, most of the devices described In this paper

utilize this concept. The serpentine and loop organizatioas described

in this section all utilize an essentially one—dimensional organization

where each storage cell communicates with only one of its adjacent

neighbor cells. The serial—parallel—serial organization Is a special

case of a two—dimensional array where a cell can communicate with two

• adjacent neighbor cells in a very structured manner. The two dimension-

al concept can be expanded so that a cell can communicate with several

of its neighbor cells in a fairly general manner (159) as illustrated

below.

The general two—dimensional concept is illustrated in Figure 4.9

where each cell can communicate with each of its adjacent neighbors,

even those which require a reverse flow of charge as indicated by the

double arrows. The shift direction is controlled by selecting the

appropriate clocking sequence. Using the original 3—phase CCD concept,

this array would require 5 separate clock phases and would be difficult

to lay out.

An extension of the 2—phase CCD concept suggests the 2—dimensional

array shown in Figure 4.10, where the hatched areas are potential

barriers that give the cells their directionality. The number in each

storage cell indicates the clock phase to which the electrode is

connected . The minimum number of clock phases that provide full

freedom of selecting the direction of transfer is three, but charge

can only be transferred in two orthogonal directions due to the poten—

tial barrier. However, the array layout is denser than the array in

Fig. 4.9 due to the reduction in the number of clock bus lines.
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~ • • ~ Figure 4.10. Two—dimensional charge transfer array with three sets of
directional electrodes. This array can shift signals in
two orthogonal directions (after 9).
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The arrays described are the densest ot~~nizations possible since

all electrodes are identical and because it is possible to perform the

two—dimensional switching operation in each cell. Many applications

may not require this flexibility and an arrangement as shown in Figure

4.11 can be used . In this array, only the special cells “S” perform

the two—dimensional switching function . Ordinary linear transfer cells

are located between the “S” cells. A mass serial—parallel converter

might use this organization where the direction of signal flow is

again determI~ned by the clock phase sequence .

There are of course many other forms of two—dimensional arrays

which are possible (159) for use in signal processing and imaging

applications .
4.1.2. Logic Arrays. Logic functions in CCD arrays can be per-

formed by providing the capability for CCD charge packets to Interact
with one another. If these logic functions can be performed while

retaining the processing simplicity and layout density inherent in CCD

devices, the concept will be useful in CCD arrays.

It is obvious that logic can be performed In CCD arrays with
circuits similar to those which are used for charge regeneration,

address decoding, and output buffering. One concept proposed (82) was

the connection of the two regeneration gates to the sensing diffusion

of the two charge transfer channels. These regenerators would be

connected either in series or parallel determining whether a charge

packet would be injected into the output channel, and thus performing

a logical NAND or NOR function. This approach is essentially the same

as the well—known standard NAND and NOR functions performed by MOS

logic using conventional MOS technology and does not fully utilize

the high density of CCD technology .

Direct charge packet interaction can also be used to perform logic.

A proposed method of accomplishing this is the use of a metering

potential well to determine the presence of more than one charge packet.

The layout of a 2—phase CCD logic gate which can perform AND and

OR logic is shown in Figure 4.12 (117,160,161). The dashed lines

represent conventional CCD potential barriers. In this illustration,
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Figure 4.12. Organization of charge transfer electrodes to perform
binary logic (after 161).
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electrodes El , E2 , and E4 are connected to the clock and electr odes

E3 and E5 are connected to the 
~2 clock. Th4. r lock pulses assume p—

channel devices. When is high , the charge under electr odes El and

E2 is transferred to the potential well under E3. The barrier between

E3 and E4 prevents charge transfer between the E3 and E4 electrodes.
If it is assumed that both El and E2 contain a logic ONE (are filled

with charge) , then the potential well under E3 fills up and the extra

charge spills into the potential well under ES. If either El or E2

contains a ON~E , the potential well under E3 fills up, but there is no

extra charge to spill into E5. Thus , E5 contains a ONE only when bot h
inputs are ONE’s. The array thus performs an AND function.

When ~ is low, no charge transfer occurs between E3 and El, and

E2 or E5, due to the presence of the potential barriers. However,

the charge due to a logic ONE under E3 is transferred to E4 and drained

away, and the gate is primed for the next operation.

This logic gate also performs an OR function. The OR funct ion

output is obtained from electrode E4 , which , as descr ibed above, receives

any charge contained in E3 when is low . E4 will therefore receive

a logic ONE whenever either El or E2 , or both , are a logic ONE .

• Multiple cells of this type, when properly connected , can produce

multiple—input AND , OR or combined functions. With slight modification,
they can also perform threshold logic functions (9). When cells of this

- I type are combined with regenerator or inverter circuits , arithmetic
-

‘ operators such as adders and multipliers can be obtained (162) . An esti—
mate of a 4x4 multiplier indicated that it would occupy about 1000 mu 2

of chip area and require 290 pW of power at a clock rate of 1 MHz .
The combinational logic f unctions which have been d escr ibed here

utilize the inherent high density of CCD technology . However , several

disadvantages exist. First , the incoming information is destroyed so
that signals cannot be fanned out to several logic inputs. Second , and
along the same line as the f irst  disadvantage, they lack gain which also

-i limits fannout . To drive several logic inputs , a charge packet would
require subdivision or regeneration. Third , the proper transfer of charge
in a logic array with complex interconnections would be extremely
diff icul t  without regeneration. Fourth , there is no known way to form
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the complenentary operation, i.e. inversion without the use of regenera-

tors. All of these disadvantages limit the deusity which can be

obtained with CCD logic arrays.

• 4.2. Analog Circuits

4.2.1. Analog Delay. The three basic functions of analog signal

— processing with CCD devices are analog time delay, multiplexing and

filtering. Filters can be further subdivided into recursive filters

and transversal filters. However, all of these analog applications rely

on the fact that CCD devices provide accurate, clock—controlled time

delays of analog signals.

Most of the information needed for the design and evaluation of
CCD’s for analog delay applications has been previously presented in

this report and therefore, only a summary of analog delay using CCD’s

will be made here.

The maximum theoretical delay bandwidth product, TdB, of a CCD

delay line with one signal channel containing N elements or unit cells is

(4.1)

where f is the clock frequency and f f 2  is the Nyquist frequency — the

maximum theoretical signal bandwidth. The maximum number of stages
through which the signal can be transferred without incurring additional

loss in bandwidth due to t ransfe r inefficie ncy is det ermined by the

transfer inefficiency per stage , c , and the number of phases , p. An
expression for the inherent frequency response of a circuit with n
elements is (95 ,164)

R(f)  = exp[—N pc(l — cos (4.2)

A plot of this equation is seen in Fig. 4.13 for different  values of
Npc. Equation 4 .2  and Figure 4.13 correspond to Equation 3.14 and
Figure 3.9 respectively with the number of stages ii replaced by Np.

} 1 An evaluation of Eq. 4 .2  indicates that the amplitude response of a
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CCD delay line is reduced by approximately 3db when Npc 0.2. Therefore,

by substitution, the upper limit for TdB can bc defined as 
—

TdB = (4.3)

For a typ ical value of c = lO~~ tn a 2 phase device,

TdB = S O O

and the maximum number of stages permitted in one signal channel is
2(TdB) 

= 1000 for this value of c.

Equation 4.2 and the curves of Figure 4.13 assume that c is not

a function of the time interval between charge packets. Actually, this

second order effect should be considered since the amount of charge

that is left behind during each transfer depends on the intervals of

time between the filling of interface states which depend on the

frequency, f, of the input signal. It was shown (119) that in the

worst case

+ 1)
= en ~n(p + 1)

where c is the transfer inefficiency measured at the Nyquist frequency

f = f~~2. The application of this correction to equation 4.2 would cause

a downw~rd displacement of the center of the curves, although the end

points would remain unaltered.

The delay limitations described above can be reduced by using the
multiplexed CCD configuration (Fig. 4.14) with M parallel channels . In
theory this configuration allows the TdB produc t to be increased M times

since the total number of tr ansfers of any charge packet is reduced by
the factor M.

An expression for the inherent frequency response of an N element
analog CCD incorporating multiplexing with M parallel channels as shown
in Fig. 4.14 is (165)

R(f)  = exp [~~~~~(1 - cos 2~TMf f f )]  (4.5)
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Figure 4.15 . Frequency response of a multiplexed CCD with M = 4 and a
I non—multiplexed CCD, both f or Npe = 0.2 (after 164) .
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A plot of this equation is seen in Figure 4.15 for the case with M = 4,

and is compared on the same plot with the response of the single channel,
non—multiplexed case. Both curves are plotted assuming Npc = 0.2. In

most applications, the major reason for not allowing the high frequency
CCD r espo nse to

• 
decrease beyond 3db compared to the low frequency response

is that high frequency attenuation of the signal causes dispersion of

the signal. It can be seen in Figure 4.15 tha t since the multiplexed CCD
has a signifi cantly better high frequency response than the non—multiplexe d

CCD , much les s signal dispersion would result from the former case.
However, when viewed in the time domain , the dispersio n or smearing of

- : signal charge in the multiplexed case will show a trailing signal M

sample intervals after the primary signal. Thus, if a multiplexed CCD

were used to delay a video signal, a bright spot would give rise to a

ghost M samples away.

The major problem with multiplexed CCD delay lines is the matching

of the gain and leakage in the H parallel channels. A very slight im-

balance in either of these parameters will give rise to periodic fixed

pattern noise. Another problem is that the clock frequency of the signal

channels will be l/M times lower than it would be for the non—multiplexed

case. This lower clock frequency is then likely to be in the signal

frequency range and cannot be eliminated by filtering.

A multiplexed CCD analog delay line with 10 parallel channels,

— 
I each 64 bits long was used to delay color TV bandwidth signals (166) .

Adequate color TV bandwidth was achieved by sampling at either 10.7 MHz

or 14.3 MHz , i.e. three and four times the color subcarrier , Phase
behavior was good , passing good color TV chrominance signals. The
measured and predicted frequency response of this device are shown in

Figure 4.16 for the case where 8 channels of this device are multi—

plexed. The periodic valleys in the frequency response are as predicted

by equation 4.5. The falling response with frequency is caused by the

finite width of the input sampling window which was not taken into

account in the predicted curve. The effect of differential channel

f - 
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leakage was negligible in this device due to the high frequency and

resulting low time delay. There was also negli~Jhle fixed pattern noise.

The performance characteristics of many analog CCD devices have

been described in the literature (86,167—169 ,176) . Two examples of

operating analog CCI) devices will be described here.

For video delay applications, a 128 element buried channel device

was fabricated (170) . This circuit used a 2—phase aluminum—polysilicon
gate process . This device achieved a 4 MHz bandwidth at a 10 MHz clock

- • rate and was ,operable with clocks up to 20 MHz . A signal—to-noise ratio

of 42 dB was demonstrated and a good quality television picture was

obt ained afte r being delayed by this device.

A later device (178) was a four phase double overlapping gate N—

channel buried channel circuit with 130 stages using an aluminum gate

process. This device was operated at data rates up to 105 MHz and
• transfer efficiency in excess of 0.999 per stage was measured. It is

believed that this device might be operable to at least 200 MHz with

an improvement in the test circuitry since charge transfer efficiency did

not degrade as the frequency was increased.
S 

The maximum delay which a CCD ana log delay line can provide is
limited mainly by the dark current (leakage current) (179). The dark

current causes the least problems in applications where the transfer

frequency is constant, since the same amount of charge is added to

each charge packet during each transfer. The major limitations in

• this case are a decrease in the operating dynamic range of the device
and the noise added to the signal . When the transfer frequency is not
constant, a “chirp” will appear in the signal. This is the case for

delay time — axis conversion (2) or in signal buffers where the read—in

and read—out frequencies are different.

One significant potential application for CCD delay is as a replace—

ment for the ultrasonic delay line now used in the PAL System TV
receiver (180). The chrome signal requires a 64 usec delay with a band—

width of 1 MHz. If the 4.4 MHz local oscillator in the PAL system is

used to generate 2.2 MHz clocks, then 141 delay stages are needed.
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Since the ultrasonic delay line is selling for about $1.00, CCD cannot

compete at this price and if CCD are to replace it, they will probably

have to be integrated with other functions in the receiver such as

synchronous demodulation -and color difference matrixing to be competitive.

Another application for CCD delay lines is scan conversion (180).

As an example, in infrared imaging systems, the infrared detectors scan

the scene with a horizontal sweep, and the output of each detector is

clocked into a CCI) capable of storing an entire display line. When the

entire display frame is stored in the bank of CCD delay lines, the

CCD’s are read out sequentially and the video has the proper 1~ormat to
- 

• 

be displayed on a standard CRT. Two banks of CCD delay lines are used —

while one is being loaded, the other supplies video to the CRT display .
• • CCD’ s are limited in these applications to storage times of less than

100 milliseconds. This excludes some applications which require storage

times of seconds, but the standard 525 line TV system frame time of

33 msec is within this limit. Storage times can be extended beyond 100 msec

S by cooling the CCD device to decrease the dark current.

T ime ax is equali zati on in both audio and v ideo playback is another

- 
importan t application because a clock controlled variable delay is

required. The time axis compression of speech signals , without f requency
distortion to increase the playback word rate without the “Donald Duck”
effect is another time axis application in this same category .

Gated analog delay can be used in moving target indicators in

radar applications. In this application, the return signal from one

• 
pulse is subtracted from the return signal from a subsequent pulse. In

this way, stationary targets are not seen and only moving targets are

indicated . A similar technique can also be used to remove “ghosts” from

¶ TV signals .

Arrays of analog delay lines can be used in radar , sonar and scann—
ing applications for beam forming, electronic focusing and beam steering.

This is also of interest in medical applications,

4.2.2. Multiplexing. The multiplexing to be discussed in this

• section should be differentiated from the multiplexing discussed in the
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previous section on analog delay. That referred to in the previous section

was concerned with internal multiplexing to inpr....e the operation of

the C~D device without changing its signal processing function. In

this section, multiplexing will be discussed as an operation used to

obtain particular signal processing functions.

Multiplexing is an important signal processing operation and CCD

multiplexers are and will remain prominent members of the family of

CCD devices. As described previously the multiplex operation is per—
S formed by lodding the CCD from a number of parallel inputs and then

shif ting the info rmation out in serial form. Conversely, a demultiplexer

is usually required in the system and it operates like the multiplexer
in reverse.

If several channels of analog information are multiplexed into one

CCD device, this is termed time division multiplexing (9). The sampled

- data in d Lime division multip lexed system is handled under digital

logic contro. The basic organization of CCD ’s to perform the multi—

plex and demultiplex operation is shown in Fig. 4.17. One sample is
taken f rom each of the channels 1 through H , which are to be multi—
plexed . The samples are loaded in parallel into the CCD as shown and
subsequently read out in serial form.

CCD multiplexing and deinultiplexing devices have two unique limita-

tions which must be taken Into consideration (180). The first is that

the charge inefficiency and resulting dispersion is more serious than it

is In a CCD delay line since it introduces crosstalk between adjacent

5 1 input/output channels. This problem may be solved by introducing
isolation elements in between storage elements or by separating informa—

- tion samples by blank charge samples (9) in the CCD circuit. The second

I limitation is the introduction of fixed pattern noise due to non—

uniformities In the gain or offset levels of the input and output amplifiers.

• However , improved CCI) input techniques have been developed which are

essentially independent of variations in the MOS threshold voltage and

these techniques reduce the fixed pattern noise to a very low level.
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As will be described later, even when multiplexing is not required

by the system function, economic advantages can be achieved by using

multiplexing since peripheral functions such as bandlimiting filters,

clock drivers, the master- clock, and other timing circuits can be

shared between all of the multiplexed channels. CCD multiplexers are

useful for multiplexing the outputs of arrays of detectors because they

can operate with low signal levels and their performance improves at

low temperatures where many detectors operate. CCD multiplexers are

also useful In radar applications such as range gating (180) where radar

returns from a single transmitted pulse are sampled at successive times.

The samples are then clocked into the CCD device. If the clock is now

stopped , the  CCD stages will contain samples ccrresponding to the complete

set of radar ranges and the individual sragns corresponding to discrete

radar ranges may be read out in parallel.
4.2.3. Recursive Filters. CCD ’s are perfectly suited for the

implementation of a type or class of filter which contain a precisely

controlled delay as an integral part of its construction. This class

of filters consists of recursive and transversal filters. These types

S 
- of filters are often erroneously called digital filters since until

recently they were constructed using digital techniques.

Recursive filters are more flexible than transversal filters and

form a more general class of filter because both feedback and feed—

forward of the signals is used as shown in Figure 4.18 to shape the

- S filter characteristics . The impulse response of a transversal filter

is finite in time, whereas that of a recursive filter can theoretically

be of Infinite duration. Consequently, bandpass fil’ers with sharp

skirts can generally be designed with fewer arithmetic operations

using recursive filtering than with transversal filtering. However,

the recursive feedback amplifiers are very difficult to achieve on the

F same chip as the analog delay functions and are generally contained “of f—
- : chip” as separate components.

The following discussion of recursive filters follows closely that

I - of Sequlu and Tompsett (9). The transfer characteristic of an Nth—order

1~. 
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Figure 4.18. General form of the recursive filter indicating both
feedback and feedforward of the delayed signal (after 9) .
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recursive filter in Z-transform notation is

N
~~ -k
L akz

H = (Z~~ ) = 
k=O (4 .6)

1 -

where the zeros and poles are generated by the roots of the polynomials
in the numerator and denominator respectively. Transversal fi l ters are

obtained by setting all of the feedback coefficients bk to zero.

A fi rst order recursive f i l ter  is shown in Figure 4.19 . This

circuit provides positive feedback at all frequencies which are delayed
- 

by an odd integer multiple of one—half the signal period . Therefore , its

transfer function shows a maximum at these frequencies and the circuit

has the characteristics of a bandpass filter . For the case where the

coefficient b1 is greater than unity , the circuit becomes an oscillator

since it is unstable.

Figure 4.20 shows a second—order recursive filter with a bandpass

function, in which both the center frequency and bandwidth can be

varied by changing the feedback coefficients (181,182). The response

obtained with this circuit is shown in Fig. 4.2la for a 10 IOlz clock.

The two values of Q are obtained by varying b1 and b2. Figure 4.2lb

shows the variation of the resonant frequency with the coefficient b
1.

The second order f i l ter  performs similar to a normal tuned circuit
and it Is of interes t to examine the filter parameters such as Q,

-

- 
S center (resonant) frequency and bandwidth in terms of the attenuating

constants b1 and b 2 (181), Lett ing T represent time delay as indicated S

in Fig. 4.20, the transfer function of the circuit shown with

z = exp(j w 5T) is

S a z 2+ a z
-~ H(z ) =° 

2 
1 (4.7)

z —b 1z—b 2
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Figure 4.19. An example of a first order recursive filter (after 9).
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Figure 4.20. An example of a second order recursive fil ter (after 181) .
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Figure 4.21. Measured results from two ten—stage charge transfer
recursive filters: a) the amplitude response for f ixed

Ff ~ coefficients and b) the shift of the resonant frequency
as a function of b 1 (after 181) .
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and the poles are located at 
S

b b1
2 1/2

S 
‘r1,2 2 

± — b 2 ) (4.8)

It is readily seen that as b2 approaches unity, the circuit Q increases ,

- and for high Q, the resonan t f r equenc y is

b
f = —i--- cos~~~( ~~~~~~~ 

(4.9)r 2MT 2”~V 2

where T is the time delay ~hown. In addition, for the high Q case, the
3db bandwidth is given by

B = 
~~

-

~~

- I inV~~~~i (4.10)

Equations 4.9 and 4.10 combined give the Q as

—l b 1cos (
Q = 2 \ 1b2 (4 .11)

S - 2!inb2 l

S Recursive filters may be used as tone generators by setting the
feedback coefficient to a value greater than unity. However, since the

frequency of oscillation will depend on the nonlinearity or clamping

used to stabilize the amplitude, the oscillation frequency will require

fine tuning by adjusting either the feedback coefficients or the clock

S frequency.

One recent application of recursive CCI) filters is a Chebychev S

moving target indicator f i l ter  for radar applications (183). The three
I pole Chebychev filter shown in Figure 4.22 has been implemented using

- S 
CCD delay elements . The numbers in Figure 4.22 refer to the coefficients

- - at the Inputs of the summing amplifiers. In this application , the summing
-
~ amplifiers are 15 MHz bandwidth integrated circuit operational amplifiers.
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An eigh t stage CCD was used for each delay.

Figure 4.23 shows the low frequency resj~onse of this fil ter with

a swept frequency sine wave input . As shown in the figure, the response

min ima occ ur at 0 , 38.4 and 76.8 KHz . The filter output at the frequency

minima is 32db down with respect to the maximum output.

Another recent study of recursive CCD filters was CCD recursive

comb filters (184). In this study, high pass and low pass integrator

filters and high and low pass canceller filters were treated both

theoreticall~ and experimentally. The implementation in each case

used an 8—bit CCD as the delay element. The theoretical and measured

characteristics of the high pass integrator comb filter are shown in

Figure 4.24. As seen in this figure, comb filters are characterized

by their periodic transfer characteristics in the frequency domain. As

also shown in the figure, the agreement between theoretical and measured

characteristics is excellent f or this case . Other cases are also shown
- in the reference.

CCD recursive filters are somewhat more attractive from an economic

standpoint if several channels are multiplexed through one filter. In

S this case more elements are required in the delay lines but the

precision resistors and amplifiers are now time—shared . At any one

time the only signal samples at the inputs or outputs of the recursive

filter are those of one data channel and these are processed by the

operational amplifiers at this time. The other samples are stored in

delay lines and are processed in sequence as they are clocked through

• delay lines.
A second order recursive filter bank with 16 multiplexed channels

has been demonstrated (185) . This filter has the feedback and feed—

• forward coefficients stored in ROM ’s from which the y are fed to

multiplying D/A converters during the appropriate time slot for each

signal channel. S

S In all known applications of CCD recursive filters, however, the

feedback has been performed in off—chip operational amplifiers to obtain
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the amplifier gain and phase stability required. For this reason, it is

S unlikely that CCD recursive filters will find ~~Je acceptance until

stable feedback amplifiers can be integrated on the CCD chip (180).

S 4.2.4. Transversal Filters. A significant number of charge—transfer

devices have been developed for analog signal processing. The trans—

S versal filter, however, has special significance because it is a

general purpose device In that any desired finite impulse response can

be obtained with it as a function of the CCI) delay line tap locations
S and weights. ‘ If the tap weights and locations can also be electrically

varied, the transversal filter has even more significance, for the

device can be automatically programmed to perform any linear—processing

function (170,186).

• The device was first described in 1940 (187) with either lumned
S 

constant or distributed delay lines proposed for the delay element, but

• has seen only limited use until the advent of CCI) devices.

The general form of the transversal filter is shown in Figure 425

(9,186,188). It consists of a tapped analog delay line with N delay

stages, D, each of which delays the signal by

T = i/f (4.12)

A sample exits from the last storage element NT
~ 

seconds after it entered
the circui t input. Each element hk weights the output of its delay
element and the circuit output is the sum of the N—weighted samples .
This circui t therefore generated an output signal Vout (t) which is

• the convolution of N weighted samples of the input signal v1 (t ) .
Therefore ,

V (t )  = h~ v~~ (t - kT) (4.13)

k=l

Now to examine equation 4.13 in the frequency domain , assume an inpu t

of the f orm v~~ (t )  V exp(j2~ift).

J~
4 

~ Equation 4.13 then becomesr 204
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Figure 4.25. Block diagram of a transversal filter .
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Figure 4.26. CCI) transversal filter implementation using split electrodes
to obtain the tap weights (after 188) .
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v
~~~

(t) = h~ V e~~ [ j 2r f (t  - kT I l  (4.14)

and af ter  factoring out

v~~~
( t )  vi (t )  

~~ 
e~~ (_j 2~ fkT~ ) (4 .15)

Therefore , the frequency response of the transversal filter is

w( f ) = hk exp (_j 2
~

fkT
~

) (4.16)

k— i

Since T — 1/f , it is readily seen that the frequency response of the S

filter is linearly variable with

The design of frequency selective transversal filters primarily

involves determining a set of tap weights, h.K, that will make w(f)

reproduce the desired frequency response as closely as possible. This

problem has been studied (189) and the design of CCD transversal filters
is identical to the design of digital finite impulse response (FIR)
filters.

4.2.4.1. Fixed weighting coefficients and matched filters. The

CCI) transversal filter with fixed weighting coefficients is very attractive

for several reasons (180). First, as will be described, the sampling,

weighting and summing can be obtained with very little additional

circuitry compared to the basic CCD shift register. Second , in a

relatively small circuit , it replaces a large quantity of digital
- 

circuitry. Third, this function is required for a large number of
importan t applications .

Fixed tap weight transversal filters are usually implemented using

the split electrode approach in Figure 4.26. When the input signal
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charge , Q ’(t ) , is transferred under the split electrodes , the charge

packets will be balanced by an equal and opposite amount of charge on the

split electrodes . The charge induced on the split electrode*, however ,

is also proportional to the area of each split electrode and in this

way the tap weighting and summing operation is performed simultaneously . The
S total induced charge on lines P2a and P2b is then sensed by the differ-

ential current meter. (The charge induced in the split electrodes is

also a function of the silicon substrate depletion layer capacitance,

but for high ’resistivity substrates this is a second order effect and

will be neglected in this discussion).

The weights, h.K , of each tap are obtained by designing the split

electrode lengths in the ratio (1 + hk):  (1 — h,~) to produce the net

weigh t of hk at each node .
The split elect rode dimensions and the resulting tap weights are

determined by one mask in the integrated circuit process and this mask
can usually be generated for less than $500 (180) .

S A special implementation of transversal filters is the matched
filter. A f i l ter is said to be matched to a signal V5(t) when the
impulse response of the filter Va (t) is the time reversal of the

signal V (t ) .  Therefore (9),

V~ (t) — cV (A - t) (4.17)

S 

where ~ and A are arbitrary constants. In the case of a tapped delay S

5 5~~~ line,

S 

VA (kT ) = hk = cV (A — 1(T ) (4.18)

The maximum response Vo (kT c)
~ from the f i l ter  will occur at time A = NT

after the signal to which it is matched is applied to the filter input.

The output is given by S

Vo (kT c) = hk V (NT 
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In a matched filter, the components of the signal to be matched add

coherently, whereas the output due to random noise will only be pro-

portional to hk (9) . Therefore , the signal—to—noise ratio is
proportional to the number of taps in the transversal filter. In the

presence of additive white noise , this filter gives the best

measurement of the signal amplitude or its arrival time .
Many examples of matched filters have been described . One of the

earlieqt examples was a CCD matched fi l ter used to detect a 13 bit
Barker—coded p—n (binary) sequence (188) . The 13 bit Barker code is
( + + — — + = + —).  The matched filter in this application
resulted in a 13 to 1 improvement in signal—to—noise ratio over a

single pulse signal method . This f i l ter  is simple to build since the
S 

- 
tap weights have values of +1 and -l and do not depend on the position
of the split electrode placement.

Most applications of CCD transversal filters require analog tap
weights and the split electrode technique can be used to implement any

transversal fi l ter function , i.e. low pass , bandpass or band reject.
There are many good examples of CCD transversal filters in the liter-
ature (170,171,188,190—193). Figure 4.27 shows a photograph of a 63

S 

tap low pass CCD transversal filter (190). The electrode splits are

evident in the photograph and as seen in Figure 4.28 the measured

impulse response of the filter has the same shape and was obtained by S

clocking a single charge packet along the device. The computed and S

measured low pass response of this filter are shown in Figure 4.29 and
- 4.30. This filter was designed so that with a 32 IOiz clock, the S

maximum passband ripple was ± 0.1 dE between 0 and 3 KRz , and the
stopband attenuation was 36 dB.

The accuracy of split electrode filters depends not only on the

dimensional accuracy of the split but also on the depletion capacitance
S which is a function of substrate resistivity tolerance and variations

in oxide thickness. An accuracy better than 0.5% of the maximum tap
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Figure 4.27. Photograph of CCD low pass transversal filter . S

F ~ Figure 4.28. Measured impulse response of low pass filter . 
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Figure 4.29.  Computed response of 63 tap CCD low pass f i l te r .

L
H Figure .4.30. Measured response of 63 tap CCI) low pass f i l te r .
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weight is required to obtain stopband attenuation of 40 dB. However,

the tap weight error does not have a significan t effect  on matched

filter functions because the input signal is contaminated with so much

noise that the additional “noise” due to weighting error is negligible (180).

CCD’s have also been used to perform the discrete Fourier trans— S

form (DYE) of a signal by means of the chirp z—transform (CzT). The

trans form is called the chirp z—transform because the mathematical

operations involve multiplication and convolution with chirp (linear FM) S

signals (194). The DFT of a band limited electrical signal g(t )  is

foun d by sampling the signal at N uniformly spaced instants of t ime to

obtain the N points g
~ 

The DFT is then given by the definition (195)

G — 
~~ 

exp [—~
2
~~~] (4.20)

The CzT algorithm for use with equation 4.20 is derived by making the 
S

substitution

2ka’ = k2 + n
2
/—(n — k)2 (4.21)

into equation 4.20 to obtain

C = exp [-j~n
2/N] g~ exp [j~~(n-k)

2/N} exp[-j~k
2/N] (4.22)

This equation represents th~ CzT algorithm and has three steps (9):
1) Premultiplication of the input samples 

~~ 
by a complex chirp

waveform
2) Convolution in a filter having a complex chirp impulse response

3) Postmultiplication by a complex chirp waveform

The CzT algorithm is advantageous f or CCI) implementation because
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the bulk of the computation is performed by a fixed weighting coefficJ~~Lt

transversal filter . When only the power density spectr*nn is required ,

step 3 is replaced by a squaring operation and the resulting block
diagram is shown in Figure 4.31.

Recent results on 500 point DYE devices have been presented (171,196).

Two CO filters wer e designed on a 160 x 100 mil chip. Each filter
has 500 stages with one filter having sine weighting and the other
cos ine weighting. The results indicate that it is possible to success— S

fully perform the discrete Fourier transform on one or two integrated

circuits with the resulting low cost, small size and low power.

4.2.4.2. Adjustable tap weights. Many important analog signal

processing functions require transversal filters with variable weighting

coefficients and several methods are available or have been proposed

for these applications (180). Variable tap weighting is more difficult

and costly to achieve than fixed tap weighting. Therefore, the

advantages of variable tap weighting CCI) filters over more conventional

digital approaches is not as obvious as is the fixed weight CCI) filter

case previously described.

It is relatively simple to design variable tap weights when the

weights are binary values such as +1 and —l or 1 and 0 as in the Barker

code matched filter previously described. However, variable analog

weights are much more difficult to achieve. The split electrode technique

is not very amenable to variable weighting and other methods must be

used. In general, these other methods consist of tapping the stages

in the CCI) device by adding sensing diffusions on the CCI) stages or by
using floating gates distributed along the CCI) device. Both of those

output techniques were discussed earlier in this report.

- One approach to the variable weighting problem is the analog—

binary approach (180) seen in Figure 4.32. In this case the analog

weighting coefficients are digitized to M bit accuracy and the analog

signal is clocked through M filters whose binary weighting coefficients
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Figure 4.31. Block diagram of the implementation of the chirp—z
transform using CCD’s.
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- Figure 4.32. Variable tap weight tr ansversal f i l ter  constructed from S

-~ several filters with binary coefficients (after 180).
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represent the desired filter response. If the h.K of equation 4.13 are

written as

S 
= 

~~l 

M-m (4.23)

Then equation 4.13 becomes

v
~~~

(t)  = ~~m v~~[t 
- k T ]  ] 

H-rn (4.24 )

k=lm 1

This technique is particularly effective in adaptive systems where the S

weighting coefficients can be stored as binary numbers in a memory for S

an indefinite time.

Another method of implementing variable tap weights is with MNOS

transistors whose characteristics were discussed in the section on
- 

Non—Volatile CCI) Memories. Figure 4.33 shows a CCD transversal filter

- 
with adjustable tap weights implemented with MNOS transistors (158).

In this implementation, the MNOS transistors serve as variable resis-

tors, whose values can be altered when control voltages are applied to

the gates. The MNOS transistors here also are non—volatile devices. In

a filter of this type an adaptive system might be used to overcome

non—linearities or parameter tolerances in the MNOS devices and achieve

the exact tap weight values desired .
Two ser ious drawbacks can be noted (180) which make the cost

effect iveness of the MNOS approach questionable. First is the additional

cost of the MNOS processing added to the existing complexity of CCI)

pr ocessing. Second is the off—chip circuitry required to program the

MNOS transistors .
S 

4.2.5.  Correlators Correlation involves multiplying two analog
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- signals point by point and any of the adjustable tap weight transversal
S f i l ters are potentially capable of performing this function. In this

case , one of the analog signals would be loaded in the CCI) delay line

and the other signal would be used to vary the tap weights. However ,

as described in the previous section, this function is very difficult
S 

to accomplish . The full advantages of CCI) ’s for correlation will be

realized only when signals in two CCI) shift registers can be multiplied

in analog form on one chip, to obtain an all analog correlator (180) .

A novel approach (197) which provides an interim solution to the
above correlator problem is shown in Figure 4.34. Here, the analog

signal charge packets are not clocked from cell to cell in the ordinary

serial fashion. Instead, each signal charge packet is gated into a

separate cell wher e it remains until it is replaced by a new signal
sample. Non—destructive readout is accomplished by “sloshing” the

charge back and forth within the 3 element cell and sensing the image

charge induced in the overlying clock electrode. Since the charge

S packets move back and forth only wi thin the confines of a single cell, the
- charge loss due to shifting is not cumulative as in a serial device.

In this approach , although one of the correlation signals is stored in
analog form , the other correlation signal can have only binary values
(1 and 0 or +1 and — 1) . However , as will be explained , the device can
be expanded .

S The basic structure shown in Fig . 4.34 has an analog input bus

which is scanned by the scan shift register to load the CCI) cells with
sequential analog samples of the input signal.

During the first part of the readout cycle, the sampled input
of the charge is shifted to the center electrode site in each cell.

The binary signal shift register then causes one of the two transfer
gates per cell to cause the sampled signal charge to flow to one of the

S 
- 

two output electrodes . In this way the correlation is performed in

4 
a manner similar to the binary Barker code matched filter described

:1
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Figure 4.33. CCI) transversal filter with non—volatile tap weights
S implemented with MNOS transistors (after 158),
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Figure 4.34 . Layout of a CCI) correlator using 3—element charge transfer
cells and parallel charge transfer (“charge sloshing ”)
(after 197).
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earlier , except that now the transversal filter tap weights are variable
5 in binary fashion under control of the binary signal shift register.

The output signals from the A and B electrodes are applied to a
S differential amplifier tci obtain the correlated output . This correlator

technique has demonstrated a charge transfer loss of less than l0~~
per transfer and charge within a cell has been read more than 5 x l0~
times without significant signal deterioration.

An extension of the simple correlator approach above may be made
to handle a multiple bit binary word equivalent to one of the analog
signals to be correlated. To accomplish this, several correlator chips

are connected together so that the binary signals are passed from chip
to chip . In addition the analog inputs of all chips are connected
together and the output electrodes are also connected together . Since
the an~~og samples remain fixed in position and only the digital
signals propagated from stage to stage and from chip to chip , there is
no degradation in signal accuracy as more chips are added .
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4.3. Image Sensing

One of the most important applications of charge coupled devices
is in solid—state image sensing. Like all other electronic image

sensors , the CCD converts light quanta into charge that can be stored

in a localized - region and then read out in sequence . However , unlike

present television camera tubes , it does not need the complex apparatus

of a scanning electron beam in order to perform this function .

The feat~ures of CCI) imagers that are superior to camera tubes are

high signal to noise ratio , freedom from lag, and absence of micro—
S phonics . Additional benefits are small size , light weight, low power

consumption, and precision image characteristics.

Charge is entered into the device via the absorption of photons

near the potential wells, as opposed to the analog and digital signal

modes where the charge is entered via an input voltage applied to

a diffused source region. En imaging, charge is introduced into the

device when light from a scene is focused on the surface of the device.

As in all semiconductor devices, the absorption of light quanta creates
S hole—electron pairs which, under the influence of the potential beneath

each storage electrode, are collected as charge packets. Thus, the

quantity of charge stored at any storage site (pixel) is proportional to

the intensity of the image at that site. In this manner, a spatial

charge representation of the scene is stored in the device. It is
S transferred off the imaging device, to be used externally, when clock

voltages are applied to the electrodes.

Solid—state image sensors can be divided into two categories —

linear image sensors and area image sensors . Linear image sensors
contain a single row of photosensitive sites and thus are basically
one dimensional devices and can be used to monitor one dimensional

variables such as the level of liquid in a tank or the diameter of a

wire being fabricated (9). To obtain a two—dimensional output from a
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linear sensor , the second dimension must be obtained by mechanical means
such as a rotating mirror or the object being scanned must be moved in

front of the sensor .

To obtain real—time -images at the frame rate of standard tele-

vision (30 frames/second) , the image sensor -must be electronically

scanned in both directions (area image sensor) . The primary problem

with using a linear sensor with mechanical scan is that the image
I integration time per site is only one line t ime. Conventional electron

beam scanned camera tubes integrate the charge dur ing the entire frame

- time in order to obtain the image sensitivity required for room lighting
conditions and the CCD imager must function in a similar manner in order

S 

- 
to be competitive.

- 4.3.1. Linear Image Sensors. Linear Imaging arrays can be organ—

ized in three basic ways (91) . First , a simple CCD shift register can
be used where the carriers are integrated in the transfer channel

itself. While the charge is being integrated , the shift register clocks

are stopped so that the charge can not transfer . During the subsequent
- readou t , the clocks are turned on to read—out the integrated signal.

S 
- The major problem with this approach is that the readout time must be

S short compared to the integration t ime in order to prevent smearing of

• the signal since the charge from the image is still integrating dur ing

the readout . A mechanical shutter could be utilized to prevent char ge
S integration during readout , but in addition to the mechanical complexity

of the shutter the integration time in this type of linear device is

- I 
seriously shortened due to the relatively long serial readout t ime .

The solution to the above problem is to integrate an analog shif t
register beside the sensor sites (Pigure 4 ,35) . After integration in
the sensors , the charge is shifted into the shift register through the

-‘ lateral transfer electrodes. This lateral transfer can be accomplished
S in approximately one microsecond and the integrated charge can be

shifted out while a new line is being integrated. This design virtually
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Figure 4.35 . Linear CCI) imaging array with single readout register,
a) basic organization and b) detailed representation
(after 9, 91) .
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eliminates the smearing problem and the integration duty cycle is

nearly 100%. Normally the readout register in this type of device is
S shielded from the image to prevent the readout register from collecting

image—induced charge and -causing smearing. The maximum number of image

sites which can be integrated into thi s structure is limited either by

the maximum chip dimension or the transfer inefficiency in the readout
- 

register. Both of these limitations can be improved by using the double

I 
readout register (also called parallel—transfer (198) or bilinear (281)

S organization in Figure 4.36). This organization uses one line of

sensors as before, but now incorporates two readout registers, which

are shielded. After the integration is complete, the odd—numbered
S pixels are shifted into one readout register and even—numbered pixels

S are shifted into the other readout register. The information in the

two readout registers is clocked into a two—bit register, thus
S reorgax izing the pixels in the order in which they were formed in the

image sites. The number of stages in each readout register is now

one—half of the previous number. Therefore , the number of transfers
S required to shif t  any pixel out of the register is also one—half of

- the previous value . The layout packing density is also higher .

- 
Linear arrays can be frontaide illuminated if polysilicon, which is

reasonably transparent in much of the visible and near—infrared spectrum,
S 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ spectral response versus wavelength for a 500

element frontside illuminated linear array. The peaks and valleys in

the response curve are attributed to interference in the polysilicon

and oxide layer boundaries. The spectral responsivity is defined as

S the signal current divided by the total radiant power (integrated over

S 
- the entire blackbody spectrum) incident on the image area , including

the area occluded by trans fer gates. A photograph of this device is
shown in Figure 4.38 and the double readout registers are clearly seen

to the right and left of the central photosensor column. This device S

S uses implanted bulk channels with 3—phase transfer electrodes selectively

~~ ~~ 
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Figure 4.36, Linear CCI) imaging array with double readout register
(after 198).
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Figure 4.37. Spectral responsivity versus wavelength for frontside
illuminated silicon gate linear array (after 199).
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I Figure 4.38. Photograph of a buried—channel CCI) linear imaging array
with 500 photoelements using double readout registers

I (after 199).
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doped into a single layer of high resistivity polysilicon . The

aluminum for the bus lines and bonding pads is also used to shield the

shift registers from incident light. This device has very low noise

and transfer inefficiency due to the bulk channel approach and has a

dynamic range of about 3000:1. The image reproductions in Figure 1~.39

illustrate the quality of this device. These pictures were taken in

the slow scan mode at about one frame per second with the readout

regis
•
ters operating at 1 MHz. The light intensity variation shows that

the picture remains clearly visible through two orders of magnitude of

light intensity. In Figure 4.39d the graininess produced by noise has

washed out the details of the picture.

A more recent example of a linear array is a 1728 element linear

array (200) processed with a double level polysilicon , buried channel

process. This circuit uses a single readout register. A CRT monitor

display of the IEEE facsimile test charge generated by this device is

shown in Figure 4.40. The image was horizontally scanned by the imaging

device while vertical scanning was obtained by mechanical rotation of

the test chart. A portion of this displayed image is also shown with

an expanded monitor sweep . The maximum resolution obtained is 36 lines/mm .

The performance of this imaging array at low light levels is

illustrated in Figure 4.41. This series of single frame photographs

shows the display of approximately 700 photosites at illumination levels

successively reduced from near saturation . For all of these photographs,

the ambien t temperature was 25°C and the clock rate was 1.5 MHz. The

highlight area in Figure 4.41a represents an illumination of 200 ~W/ cm 2

with a maximum charge per photosite of approximately 500,000 electrons.

Ab a 1/1,000 reducticn in light intensity in Figure 4.4ld a fairly

r high quality image is retained although some dark curren t spikes appear

as vertical streaks. At a 1/10,000 reduction in light intensity, the

brightest area in the picture represents approximately 50 electrons/

photosite, and it has been determined that the noise in this picture at
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Figure 4.39. Pictures taken with a 500—element linear imaging device
at four different illumination levels. The white signal
level is close to saturation in a).The light levels in
b), c), and d) are reduced by lOx lOOx and I 000x f r om the
levels in a) (after 146).
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Figure 4.40. Picture of IEEE facsimile test chart from 1728 element S

linear imaging array (after 200).
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Figure 4.41. Imaging performance of 1728 element linear imaging S

array at different  light levels (after 200).
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this low light level is due primarily to noise in the amplifier. S

It should be clear from these linear imaging array examples that
CCI) linear imaging arrays are well suited for slow scan applications

such as facsimile where mechanical scanning is used in one dimension. S

4.3 .2.  Area Image Sensors. 4.3.2.1. Imager organization. Area

image sensors use the basic concepts developed for linear image sensors

and essentially expand the sensor sites into an x—y or area matrix.

It is obvious tha t in making this expansion from linear to area arrays ,
the problems encountered in fabricating the devices and in obtaining

high and consistent performance have been compounded .
Several different concepts in technology and organization of area

imagers have been developed and will be presented in this section.

S Figure 4.42 illustrates the basic readout organizations that may be

used for area image sensors (9). The imager organization illustrated
in Figure 4.42 is an x—y addressed organization used primarily for
Charge Injection Device (CID) imagers. This device contains x and y

address lines and each x—y coincidence point contains a pair of charge—
coupled capacitors , which store the photon charge . Whenever the x and
y address lines at a par ticular poin t are enabled , the in tegr ated

photon charge is injected into the substrate and the resulting signal

is sensed on the address lines. The CID imager will be described in

more detail later. Note that the CII) device image sites are addressed

in a manner similar to random—access memories used for binary data S

storage and the CID iinager can also be randomly accessed if desired .

The CII) imager is usually not considered a true CCI) device and in this

paper the term “CCD” will not include CID devices, which will be

described separately .
S Area image sensors can be made by collecting basic linear image

sensors in parallel rows on one chip to form a two dimensional array
(line transfer organization). Figure 4.42b illustrates this concept

with a readout register provided to read out the signal in the vertical
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Figure 4.42. Readout organizations of area image sensors: a) x—y addressed
charge injection device, b) line addressed organization ,
c) frame—transfer organization , d) interline—transfer

- (after 9).
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direction. The d i f f icu l ty  of this organization is that the read out of

each line has to be started with the proper t iming, since there is a

variable delay from each scanner row to the register output.

An improved approach is shown in Figure 4.42c where the image

array is duplicated in a signal storage area with the same number of

elements as the image array (frame transfer organization). During the

vertical retrace time in a television display system, the image charge
stored in the image array is quickly shifted down into the signal

storage array. The image is now stored in the signal storage array and

the image array is returned to the image integrating mode. During the

horizontal retrace t ime , the stored signal is shifted down one bit so
the bottom row of the charge is shifted into the output regjster.

During the next horizontal line time, this charge is shifted out to

fo rm the video signal . Although this organization does have the dis-
advantage of requiring increased signal storage area, this disadvantage

is compensated by the simplicity of the iniager electrode structure and

compact image storage and transfer cells.

Another important organization to be considered is the vertical

interline—transfer method in Figure 4.42d. In this organization, the

imaging and storage functions are integrated within the same area and

the frame transfer occurs in a single step. Charge is accumulated

in the imager sites while the signal from the previous field is shifted

in the vertical signal storage channels in a manner similar to that used
S in the frame transfer or ganization.

The simpler operation of the vertical interline transfer method must

• be weighted against the more complex cell design as compared with the

frame transfer approach , and the reduction of the itn~ge integrating

area since the signal storage area must be light—shielded . Also, the

vertical interline transfer method cannot be used with backside
4 illumination since the shielding of the signal storage area is not

practical.
Broadcast and closed circuit television systems reduce the visible
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flicker of the image by using a 2 u l  interlaced format where two fields

occuring at a 50 or 60 Hz rate are alternately superimposed to obtain
a 25 or 30 Hz frame rate. The odd lines of the frame are displayed in
the f irst  field and the even lines are displayed between the odd lines

during the second field . To be compatible with the standard systems,
solid—state imagers must also incorporate interlace provisions .

In the line transfer organization , the number of horizontal imager

S 
channels would be equal to the number of display lines in a frame (87).

In vertical frame—transfer structures, the total number of cells can

be reduced by a factor of 2 , since the number o f rows need only equal

the number of display lines within a field rather than within a frame .
The video signal for the second interlaced field can be obtained by
electronically shifting the center of each integration site by half a

cell. In 2—phase devices this is easily accomplished by forming the

integrating potential wells alternately under the phase 1 or phase 2

electrodes . In 3—phase structures interlacing can still be accomplish—
S ed by using combinations of phase 1, 2 and 3 electrodes but the

• technique is more complicated than in 2—p hase structures. S
S The interline transfer method can also share vertical transfer

cells between two fields but twice as many separate storage sites are
associated with each register . Only half of the storage sites are read

out in each field . S

4.3 .2 .2 . Examples of area image sensors. Examples of area image

arrays will now be described . The first is a 128 row device with 220

elements per row processed with a three level polysilicon gate process
; (201) . The device uses the frame transfer (Fr) principle and is

designed to fit the timing requirements of the PICTUREPHONE system.

Since the total field t ime in this system is 133 1/2 lines , 5 1/2

~ I lines times are available to accomplish the frame transfer . The S

photogenerated charge is integrated alternately und er different  sets of

electrodes to provide the 2:1 interlaced format of this system. A video
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element rate of 2 MHz was chosen so that horizontal ~reen1ution emuld

S match vertical resolution.

S 
A schematic layout of this device is shown in Figure 4.4~. The

S horizontal center—to—center spacing of the vertical transfer cbnii,iml s

is 30 jim .. 1l!hese channels stopping diffusion (CHAPISTOP) . This result-a

in an electrode length of 10 pm in the readout register. The inter— -

lace and 11:10 aspect ratio of the PICTUREPRONE screen now dictates
a cell length of 48 jim In the Imaging area and an active electrode

length of 16 pm. Image size requirements do -not dictate the size of
elements in the storage area and the electrode are made 10 pm long.
The mutual overlap of adjacent electrodes has been -made 2 pm.

The overflow drains (OV) are interconnected at the ~lq1pe1 end of
the device by a diffused bus line (IOD).. This bom line can serve -ma

an input diode and in conjunction with the two input gases (P~ L, PG2)
can provide background charge Injection to improve transfer .~ ff4~~,mey

in the vertical transfer channels.
The serial output register ends in an output gate S~~~~~~~ ) and -an

output diode COD), which is connected to the gate of a )~~ ________

S After the signal has been sensed between source and drR~4iI (AS, Alfl-, the
charge packet is discharged through a dump gate (DG) into the dla!p
diode (DO) .

The multiple reflections of the various interfaces in this

device cause wavelength dependent interferences which result in a

highly structured transmission curve . Therefore, the response -curve

of the device shows several peaks and valleys throughout the visible
spectrum. Figure 4.44 shows the spectrum of two devices ahown as
curves A and B, from two different processing batches. The differences
in these curves are attributed to differences in the thickness of the

polysilicon layers. Curves A and A’ were obtained from the same device

with A’ near the edge of the device and A in the center. The lowest
spectral sensitivity in these devices is observed in the blue range and
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Figure 4.43. Schematic layout of 128 rows (256 element) by 220 elements
- per row area image sensor . Diffusion s are hatched .

Electrode levels are indicated by numbers in par entheses
- (1) , (2) or (3) . (after 201) .
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Figure 4.44. Example of the spectral response curve of two 256 by 220
element devices. Curves of constant quantum efficiency
are included for comparison (after 201).
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S

- ;

- Figure 4.45. Monitor images obtained with the 256 by 220 elemen t imager
S ~ (after 201) . 
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th is, plus the nonuniform response over the spectrum , will pr esen t

a problem when building a color camera. For optimum black and white

television and for color systems, where the interferences in the

spectral range of interest will cause problems, the device could be

thinned down in the imaging area to about 20 pm, and illuminated on

the back side. The spectral response should then be comparable to

diode array targets.

S References on this device have not discussed the blooming proper—
S ties of the array, probably since antiblooming requirements in image

sensors for PICTUREPHONE systems are much less stringent than for

general purpose imager applications.

Monitor images obtained from this device are shown in Figure 4.45.
The device was operated inside a small self—contained battery—operated

camera which consumes only 1.5 watts.

The second area imager to be described is a 190 x 244 element
device (202). This device is processed with a 2 level polysilicon

gate , buried channel n—channel process. The device uses the interline -j
S - transfer system and is designed for front side illuminatIon, It has

190 columns of 244 elements each , alternating with optically insensi— S

tive vertical shift registers. A larger device with 380 columns of 488
elements is being designed by the same manufacturer for full frame

S 
NTSC TV compatible performance . 

S

The schematic layout of this device is shown in Figure 4.46. The

optically sensitive area of the array, detailed in Figure 4.47, has an
S aspect ratio of 4:3. The photoeleinent cell size is 14 pm by 18 pm

with 4 pm of vertical overlap in the channel stop and 16 pm of horizon—

tal separation due to the interleafed vertical shift registers. The

output signal format provides two interlaced fields of information in

the conventional left to right, top to bottom TV sequence. Two

output amplifiers are provided in this design. A single stage floating S

gate amplifier (SFGA) provides an output level of 300 mV into an
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Figure 4.46. Schematic layout of 190 by 244 element area imaging S

array (after 202).
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Figure 4.47. Area array detai l of 190 a 244 element area imaging
array (after 202).
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Figure 4.48. Blooming suppression structure (after 202).
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510 ohm load for near saturation level signals at the 7.16 MHz data
rate. The floating gate amplifier design was chosen because it

provides a video signal free from reset noise and operates with a

random noise level of less than 100 electrons. A twelve state

distributed floating gate amplifier (DFGA) is also provided for very

low light level applications. The DFGA has two outputs, one of which

is delayed from the other by one—half a horizontal clock period. By

summing these outputs off chip, clock voltage components in the video

output are cancelled .
A column an tiblooming technique has been applied in this design . S

The purpose of the antibiooming structure is to prevent excess carriers

generated by overexposure of one or more photosites in a column from

spreading to adj acent columns . A sink for excess carriers is provided

at the top and bottom of each vertical shift register, as shown in

Figure 4.48. At the top, above the last photosite, between the

horizontal output register and the area array , a line of n+ regions is
diffused into the structure. These n+ carrier sinks are electrically S

separated f rom the vertical shift register by a barr ier , The n+
regions are connected together by metaliza t ion and connected to the
antiblooming terminal . When an appropr iate positive bias is applied S

to the antiblooming terminal , any carriers exceeding the barrier

potential will be removed before they can reach the horizontal output
register , where lateral spreading would occur . At the bottom of each

column , the horizontal input register , properly biased , provides a
similar sink , In Figure 4 49 , the device perf ormance with and without

blooming suppression is compared . The intensity of a light spot

approximately six elements wide was varied from near saturation to

l0~ times saturation and 1.6 x lO~ saturation . At l0~ times saturation,
severe image degradation occurred over the entire picture area without

blooming suppression ; with antiblooming bias applied , the image

degradation was limited to about 10% of the picture area . At
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1.6 x l0~ times saturation exposure, the device was completely flooded

without antiblootning while 75% of the image remained unaffected with

ant lb looming.

Room temperature and cool temperature measurements have been

made, using the DFGA output . Figure 4.50 shows images obtained at

—10°C for signal levels ranging from near saturation to 25 electron
highlight charge packets (202). Equivalent images at room temperature

required about twice as much signal charge as required at —15°C. The

signal level in the 25 electron image in Figure 4.50C is less than the

noise equivalent signal.

The third device to be described is a 512 x 320 element area image

sensor (203, 204) that generates standard 525 line TV pictures . This
device uses a single layer doped polysilicon gate structure . The
individual gates are formed by doping n+ regions in a p—layer of

polysilicon on top of the channel oxide. Since there are no exposed

gaps, a stable sealed channel structure results. An n—channel process

is used for high speed per fo rmance and sur face channel operation is

used because it has the largest signal handling capability and has

exhibited lower dark currents and dark current spikes than buried

channel devices . Surface channel operation was also chosen because
of its ability to control blooming by operation in the accumulation

mode (205, 206).

Vertical frame transfer is used because it can be implemented

with no biasing (small details in the scene do not contribute to the

output due to obscuration), and it allows interlaced operation with

complete readout in one field. The image area and storage area each

contain 256 x 320 cells . The image area is interlaced 2 1  to
create a 512 x 320 element picture.

Typical performance results with interlaced non—blooming operation
4 . are shown in Figure 4.51 . Figure 4.52 shows a standard interlaced 

S

j 525 line picture made by the 512 x 320 element device .
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Typical Performanc e Data
Conditions: SiandMd EIA RS-170 5254ineTV format operating at
25° C.
Etectr ic~Parameter Unit Note
Horizontal Clock Rate Li MH~
Video Bandwidth 3.0 MHZ
Vertica l Trans fer Rate 0.23 MHZ
Linhi Integ rat ion Time ’ 16.67 ins
Image A rea Dark Current 4 isA I
Image Area Light Bias Curren t 30 isA I
Peak-to-Peak Signal Current 250 isA 1
Peak-to -Peak Signal Vol tage -. 12.5 mV 2

- - - 
Saturation Peak -to-Peak Signal
Current 400 nA 1
Horizontal Register Bias Current .... 300 isA

- Horizontal Limit ing Resolutio n 240 TVLIPI-I 3
Vert ical Limiting Resolution 480 TVL/PH 3
Contrast Transfe r Function (CTF) 0.4 — 4
Gamma 1 — 5
Signal- to-Noi se Ratio 50 dB 6
Optical
Sens itivity (Luminou s) 3250 ~.LAll m 1.7
Sens itiv ity (Radiant ) 65 mA/W-2856 K 1.7
Facep late Illum ination (250 nA
signal) 0.1 fc 7

Notes

- 
1. DC curren t fran, image area measured a: RD.
2. Developed across 3 ki loh in load resistor at OS.
3. Observed with EIA Resolution Chart and g~sad quality mon itor .
4. Measured at 200 TVLJ PH with an infrared blocking filt er (2 mm

HA-li ) .
5. Measured betw een 4 and 400 isA signa l curren t .
6. Video peak signal (250 nA DC) to RMS nois e.
7. Measured with 2856 1< illumin ation.

- :  Figure 4.51. Typ ical performance results of a 512 by 320 element
imager (after 203).
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S Figure 4.52. Standard 525 line picture generated by the 512 x 320
element device (after 203).
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Figure 4.53. Basic CID device , a) schematic diagram of array,
b) sensing site cross—section showing silicon surface
potentials and charge locations (after 207).
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Although the charge injection device (CID) is not a true charge

coupled device in the sense in which the term has been used in this

report , its basic operation does depend on charge transfer . Also , the

CID device has demonstrated very significant results and represents a

commercially available alternative to true CCD ’s for image sensing

applications .

In contrast to CCD imagers, in which the signal charge is trans—

f erred to the edge of the array for sensing, the CID device confines
- 

the signal c~harge to the image collection site during sensing (206—208) .

Site addressing is done by an X—Y , coincident voltage technique, similar

to that used for random access digital memories. Therefore, the

device is not a basic serial access device as are all the CCD devices

discussed here, but is instead a true parallel or random access device.

The basic CID device schemat ic diagr am is shown in Figure 4.53

with its integral scanning shift registers. Each sensing site consists

of two MOS capacitors with their surface inversion regions coupled such
S that charge can easily transfer between the two storage regions at

S each imaging site. A large voltage is applied to the row—connected

S - electrodes so that photon—generated charge collected at each site is
S 

stored under the row electrode. The sensing site cross—sections in

Figure 4.53 illustrate the silicon surface potentials and locations of

stored charge under various applied voltage conditions .

A line is selected for readout by setting the line voltage to

zero by mean s of the vertical scan register. Signal charge at all

the sites in that line is transferred to the column capacitors,

depicted by the Row Enable condition in Figure 4.53b. The charge is

then injected by setting each column voltage to zero, normally in

• sequence, by way of the horizontal scan register . The video signal can
-- be detected in the substrate, the driver circuit or the driven array

- lines. Usually, the array lines provide the lowest capacitance environ—

S 
ment for signal detection . The half—select condition in Figure 4.53b
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describes the charge condition in ~~~~~ unselected l ines .  1hi~ i n j e c t i o n
and readout technique has been termed the sequential inj ection it:thu i . S

The “parallel inject ion ” me t hod subsequentl y Jev~ loped irA d

will now be described (207, 208). Jr~ t h i s  readout method , t i -  f u n cr l o n ~
of signal charge detection and injection are separated. The si gnal

charge at each sensing site is detected I v  intract-il transfer d ur Lii ~t

line scan and the charge in the selected l ine can be in jec ted  dur ing

the line retrace interval . A diagram of a 4 x 4 sire array similar to

the sequential injection diagram but designed for parallel injection ,

is shown in Figure 4.54. At the beginning of a line scan , all rows

have voltage applied and the column lines are reset to a reference

voltage, V , by means of switches S1 thro ugh S4 , and then disconnected

so that the column lines float . Voltage i~ removed from the horizontal

line selected for readout (X3 in the example) , causing the signal charge S

at all sites in that line to transfer to the column e lec t rodes .  T)ue

to this action, the voltage on each floating column line changes by an

amoun t equal to the signal charge divided by the column cap ~~~~~~~
The horizontal scanning register is then operated to scan -ill columa

voltages and deliver the video signal to the on—chip video amp lifier .

At the end of each line scan, all the charge in the eelected line

can be injec ted simul taaeously by dr iving all column voltages to zero
5 wi th switches S

1 
thro ugh S4. As an alternative , the injection operation

can be omitted and voltage reap plied to the row after readout , causing

the signal charge to transfer back under the row electrode . This

operation is therefore a non—destructive readout.

The parallel injection approach permits high speed readout and is
S 

compatible with TV scan formats . A 2~ 4 line by 248 element imager

employing the parallel injection technique and includ ing an on-chip
preamplifier , has been design~~ and fabricated with a p—channel ,

silicon gate process, modified to provide a top contact to the

epitaxial layer. The image shown in Figure 4.55 was produced by the
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• Figure 4.54. Schematic diagram of a Cm array designed for parallel
injection readout (after 207).
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S 
j - Figure 4.55. Image obtained from 244 x 248 site CID imager (after 207).
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244 x 248 site imager exposed to a high contrast scene. Note that the

imager is highly resistant to blooming , as indicated by the image of
5 - -- the bright automobile headlights . 

--

4.3.3. Image Array Performance. 4.3.3.1. Resolution. One

important property of image sensors is spatial resolution . The theory

of spatial resolution and measurement techniques for conventional tube

type imagers (vidicccns, image orthocons, and silicon diode arrays) are

• well established and provide an excellent base for comparison of CCD

imagers. The raster—scan format of TV systems dictates that the

horizontal and vertical resolution must be treated separately. A solid

state iniager takes spatially discrete samples in both dimensions. The

Nyquist theorem states that the highest spatial frequency which can be

resolved is equal to one—half the spatial sampling frequency given by

the periodicity of the integration sites (9). If images with spatial

frequencies above the Nyquist limit are projected onto an image sensor,

S those frequencies will appear reflected back into the baseband . This

results in aliasing or Moire effects. This is analogous to the

situation of Brillouin Zones in periodic crystal structures (209).

An important parameter in defining imager resolution is Modula—

tion Transfer Function (MTF). The MTF is the ratio of device output

to device input in a particular observation domain (210). In the S

frequency domain , the IITF relates the amplitude and phase of a sinus—

oidal output to the corresponding sinusoidal input signal. In the

case of a linear system, the MTF is the Fourier transform of the 
S

• impulse response function.

The MTF for a CCD imager is the product of functions accounting

for the signal degradation due to thin film surface layer diffraction

and refraction , diffusion of photogenerated carriers in the semi—
S conductor bulk , carrier transit to and in the inversion layer, image

~ ~ 

I motion, finite cell size, and transfer inefficiency in the readout

process.
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The surface layers af fec t  quantum efficiency via the transmis—
sivity and absorption in the layers of the surface structure . The
surface layers af fec t  the MTF by near field dif f ract ion of light by
the gate lines and for non—zero incident light angles by multiple

reflections in the surface thin film layers (210) .

- - 
If photons are absorbed within the depletion regions , t hen the

-5 collection process is 100 percent eff icient .  However , if photons are
S absorbed away from the depletion regions, then the charge configuration

will spread as it diffuses toward the dep letion regions, with a

resulting decrease in MTF (91) .
The imaging cell size affects the sensitivity profile of the

potential well. This effect  is defined as the integration MTF which
is given by the Fourier transform of the basic integration cell. For
a rectangular cell of length t~ac repeated with perlodicity P , the
integration MTF is

f ir~xsin -i---- —i—-
MTF = — 

max 
(4.25)integ f ~r 1ix

-~~~~~~~~~~ max

where f/f is the spatial frequency of the image. For 2 :1 interlace ,
f = 1/P. For tix = P, the first zero in the MTF occurs at f = f =S max max
1/P. For tix = P/2, the first zero occurs at = 2/P . Figure 4 . 5 6

shows the integration l-ITP versus normalized spatial frequency for
- 

- 
t~x~~~P/2 and t x x = P .

The e f fec ts  of t ransfer inefficiency on MTF are identical to the
S 

transfer inefficiency effects in CCD analog delay circuits and will be
• defined as transfer MTF. During the transfer of a sampled sinusoid

along a CCD shif t  register , a f raction of the charge c is lost from
each of the samples at each transfer, and this charge is added to
trailing samples . The effect  of this dispersion on MTF is given by

j  
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S MTF f 
= exp {—nc [1 — cos (.~L~_) ] ) (4.26 )

Figure 4.57 shows the transfer MTF versus normalized spatial frequency .

The symmetry of the curves can be easily explained . The Nyquist
frequency is 1/P for a 2:1 interlaced array. Also, the sampling in any

field occurs at spatial frequency 1/P. If the signal to be sampled

is at spatial f requency f then the frequency in the field is f < 2/ P .
S However , if ’l/P < f < 2/P , the frequency in the field is 1/P—f , which

results in the syimnetrical curves.

The calculated vertical and horizontal MTF characteristics for

the previously described 190 x 244 element array with transfer inefficiency
and a parameter are shown in Figure 4.58.

4.3.3.2. Blooming, Image blooming in an imager is a detrimental

characteristic and precautions are usually taken in the design of the
ima ger to minimize blooming ef fec ts .  Blooming is characterized as an
apparent increase in the size of an image of a bright object under
overload conditions and in some cases it can wash out most of the

S picture information . In a CCD blooming condition, excess carriers from

a localized overload can dif f use thr ough the bulk to neighboring poten-

tial wells. In addition, the charge can spread preferentially along

the transfer channels, producing white streaks in the display as

shown in Figure 4.59. The streaking phenomenon is even more objection—

able than circular blooming.

The only adequate method known for complete blooming suppression

is a charge overflow sink, which for complete blooming suppression must

be applied to every sensor element. The device complexity is therefore
considerably increased (75).

The organization of a CCD frame—transfer device with overflow

sinks, for blooming suppression is shown in Figure 4.60. These over—

flow sinks drain off excess charge that might otherwise spill into

netghl’or Lng potential wells.
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Figure 4 59. Channel blooming in a charge—coupled imaging device with
frame transfer organization . (a) Caused by reflections

I 
on glasses (b) Caused by the radiation from a match and a
cigarette (after 147).
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CID structures are inherently resistant to blooming since each

sensing site is electrically isolat-ed from its neighbors. Charge

spreading in the substrate is minimized by the underlying charge
collector (207). Figure 4.55 was produced by a 244 x 248 element CID
h ager exposed to a high contrast scene. The camera utilized a modified

parallel injection readout method that is highly resistant to image

blooming, as indicated by the automobile head lamps . The blooming

suppression in the parallel injection CZD approach occurs because the

half—select and injection operations occur during the horizontal blank-
ing interval. While excess charge can accumulate during a line scan

Interval and cause column brightening for overloads occuring in the
right—hand portion of the image field , this effect is attenuated by
the line—to--line frame integration t ime ratio.

V 4.3.3.3. Quantum efficiency and spectral responsivity. The

responsivity of a solid—state imager depends on the electrooptical

properties of the semiconductor. CCD image sensors can have quantum

efficiencies close to the theoretical limit when backside illuminated.
However, when frontside illumination is used, the complicated electrode

• st ructure can result in the loss of  a large portion of the Incident
light by reflection and absorption. For opaque electrodes separated
by gaps, the reduction in sensitivity is simply the ratio of the
opaque electrode area to the total cell area . In the case of semi-

transparent electrodes, such as polysilicon , loss results from
absorption and from the reflections at the various silicon—silicon

dioxide interfaces, which cause wavelength dependent interferences .

Therefore the spectral transmission curve and the response of the device
shows peaks and valleys (see Fig. 5.44) .  On the average , a respon se

loss of a factor of two to three is incurred when light is transmitted

through a polysilicon electrode structure, with a large loss In the

blue region. Average values for the quantum efficiency of sensors

fabricated so far range around 25% with absolute responsivity of
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0. 1 to 0. 2 A/W (9) .
A CID elect rode using metal oxides (211, 212) has increased the

sensitivity and flattened and extended the spectral response to the

blue range. Figure 4.61 shows the quantum efficiency and spectral
response characteristic of one of these devices, which has a nearly

unifo rm spectral response from 400 to 800 nm and a 70Z quantum

efficiency. Figure 4.62 shows the transmittance of an indium—tin oxide
I film compared to that of a polysilicon film . The absorption in the

polysilicon film at reduced wavelengths is apparent.
4.3.3.4. Low Light level imaging. In low light level imager

applications, signal—to—noise ratio and resolution are related . As the S

signal—to—noise ratio falls below a certain value, the response from

f an individual resolution element starts to lose its significance and

the signals require averaging over several elements in order to extract

H meaningful information. Studies (213) have Indicated that the signal—

to—noise ratio f or the charge packets originating from a fixed location

in a solid—state image sensor in the presence of a static i&iput pattern
must exceed a *lue of five in order not to impair the maximum resolution 

S

- determined by the geometry of the device. S

The irradiance H required to obtain a signal—to—noise ratio , K ,
in an area occupied by one sensor element of area is (213)

S - ______ 

LOBS

COt GEOM

where ~ is the average noise per packet , C is the contrast  of the scene ,
0 is the sensor quantum efficiency , t is the integration time, W is the

3 linear dimension of the assumed square sensor cell , LOBS is the total

number of observable TV lines in the picture height and L
G~~M 

is the

maximum possible number of TV lines in the picture height dictated by
St the cell geometry . C (contrast) is defined as ~~s where AN9 is the -

modulation of the signal N9. This equation N~ Indicates that In
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the noise—limited region for any given value of observable TV line

resolution, LOBS, the sensor with the larger active imaging area, W
2.

will be more sensitive. It also states that H and t may he traded off

di rectly . -

The sensor chip noise sources are thermal shot noise associated

with the sensor and shift register , Nyquist (or Johnson) noise at the
reset switch and output capacitance and surface state noise associated 

S

with the transfer of charge to and from the Si—Si02 
interface states

within the s~ensor, shift register and amplifier (66).

4.3.4. Backside Illumination. As previously discussed in this

report, front—side illuminated CCD iniagers have a number of optical

disadvantages: one disadvantage is that the frontside Sf02 layers do

not have the optimum index of refraction for the antireflection coating

of the silicon surface. Also, Lhe glass overcoating used for mechani-

cal chip protection causes an additional deviation from the optimum

total antireflection coating thickness. Any opaque electrodes reduce
S the effective imaging area. Polysilicon electrode absorpti~~i of blue

light and interferences at the interfaces of the multilayer structure S

cause fluctuations in the spectral response of the imager which is of
particular importance in color cameras (214) .

The problems encountered in frontside illuminated CCD imagers can

be eliminated when the device is illuminated on the back side. However,

with backside illumination , the device must be thinned to less than
- 

- t~ic censor element center—to—center spacing to prevent significant
later al diff usion of the photogenerated minority carriers . After

thinning, the silicon surface must be accumulated to minimize carrier

recombination at the back surface. Finally, an antireflection coating S

is deposited on the backside to improve the optical transmission.

The devices are normally thinned to 20—30 urn (214,215). A

-~ 4 phase anodized aluminum electrode structure imager- was thinned to

less than 30 uls with less than 1 urn variation. Usually the rim of the
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device is not thinned as much as the center imaging portion to provide

mechanical support f or the imaging portion and to allow lead bonding
to the chip without breakage. However, this selective thinning is

very difficult to accomplish reproducibly and the trend today is away

from backside illumination.

Figure 4.63 shows responsivity characteristics of a thinned

fou r—phase linear 500 element backside illuminated CCD imager and a
frontside illuminated three—phase b Ox150 element area imager. The

smoothness and amplitude of the backside illuminated device curve

indii— -Ttes the improvement which can be obtained with backside illumina-

tion. The curve peaks at about 700 am with a quantum efficiency of
about 90% and exceeds 50% for a spectral range from 500 to 900 nm. The

decrease in quantum efficiency at the longer wavelengths is due to the

thinness of the silicon material and the long infrared absorption
S length. At the shorter wavelengths, the decrease in quantum efficieni y

S is due to both backside surface recombination and bulk recombination

(214).

It should be noted that backside—illumination cannot be used with

the interline transfer organization since the vertical transfer channels
cannot be easily shielded to prevent carriers from diffusing directly

into the storage registers.

4.3.5. Infrared Image Sensors. CCD infrared image sensors are a

relatively new area of application for CCD ’s and a significant amount

of work is now being done in this area (216, 217). The types of

infrared CCD’s (IRCCD ’s) which have been explored fall into two

categories of devices — monolithic and hybrid (216).

The monolithic IRCCD’s usually use a conventional CCD structure

on a narrow banigap or extrinsic semiconductor sensitive to IR

radiation, or combine a Schottky—barrier internal sensing array with a
.3 CCD readout technique.

S The hybrid versions consist of one of several possible types of
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IR detectors connected to a conventional CCD shift register . The

purpose of the silicon CCD in this case is to perform signal processing

functions such as multiplexing, amplification , correlation, delay ,

scanning, etc. Hybrid IRCCD ’s can be subdivided into two classes ——
direct and indirect injection devices. In the direct injection device

photogenerated charge is injected directly from the JR detector into

the CCD ~-thereas the indirect injection device adds a buffer between

the JR detector and the CCD circuit (216).

JR applications cover many fields including military, industrial ,

medical and scientific with the military interest being the largest.

JR devices generally operate in one of three of the atmospheric

transmission windows present at 2.0—2.5 pm, 3.5—4.2 pm , and 8—14 pm.

An important point to consider in JR imaging applications is that the

contrast ratio between the photon flux generated by an incremental

change in background temperature and the total photon flux is typically

in the range of 1.0 percent in the 2.0—2.5 pm window and less than 0.1

percent in the 8—14 pm window both for 0.1°K change (typical for JR

imaging) in the 300°K background . These low contrast ratios require
S 

extremely good uniformity in the JR materials. In addition, most IR -

-
. detectors operate at reduced temperatures and a cooling system is

required. 
- - - - - - - - - -

4.3.5.1. Monolithic IRCCD ’s. Monolithic IRCCD ’s include both

S inversion—mode and accumulation—mode devices. The operation of the

inversion mode device is essentially the same as silicon CCD devices

except that the device is fabricated on a narrow bandgap semiconductor

material. The bandgap of the semiconductor determines the absorption S

peak and therefore the JR window. The narrow bandgap semiconductors

are the IJI—V , Il—VI and [V—VJ compounds and consist of materials such

as InAs, JnSb , Hg1 ,  Cd , Te, PbTe and Pbi~~
Sn Te (216).

Accumulation—mode devices operate by inducing the same majority

t carrier type at the insulator—semiconductor interface as in the bulk
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S of the semiconductor . En this way, an extrinsic substrate can be used .

The ER absorption peak i8 determined by the ionization energy of the

impurity levels. The peak response of gold—doped germanium occurs at

5 8 pm and Ga—doped Si at 17 pm. The devices operate in a similar manner

to conventional- CCD devices . One accumulation—mode device (206) uses

a two—layer overlapping gate structure. This 64—cell n—channel device

was built on a phosphorous—doped Si substrate and demonstrated a trans— S

S fer efficiency of 0.99 per gate at 25 KHz at 4.2°K.
Schottky—barrier IRCCD ’s can be made based on the internal photo—

emission frem metal—semiconductor arrays on silicon. Photons of
S energy are absorbed in the metal resulting in the excitation of a hot
-

- carrier which is emitted Into the semiconductor . The emitted current

is integrated by a negative charge accumulation method .

Monolithic CCD devices have also been used for 1k sensing using

InSb (218) .
4 .3.5.2 . Hybrid IRCCD ’s. Hybrid ERCCD ’s have received more

S attention to date than monolithic versions due to the fact tha t fewer

device compromises are incurred if the JR sensor and signal processing

circuits are separated .

As previously stated, in the direct injection IRCCD, the photo— S

generated charge is directly injected into the CCD shift register thus S

implying a DC coupled system. Thua, only detectors with very small

DC currents such as photovoltaic and extrinsic detectors can be used S

in order to preven t overloading the CCD . 
S

S 
The basic direct injection concept is illustrated in Figure 4.64

for an N—on—P IR photod iode and an n—channel CCD. The JR diode is S

connected to a silicon couplin g diode on the CCD chip. The MOS input

gate of the CCD reverse biases the IR diode and the transfer (XFER)
gate introduces the photodiode current into the CCD .

Indirect injection IRCCD ’s use a buffer stage between the photo—

detection stage and the CCD shift register . Two types of indirect
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I Figure 4.64 . Direct injection hybrid IRCCD a) coupling concept,
b) array layout (after 216) .
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injection devices are pyroelectric detectors and photoconductive thin

films .

In the photoconductive film technique , a photoconductive film is

deposited on silicon dioxide and is used to directly influence the S
channel inversion of a MOS device. The degree of inversion of this

S transistor controls the rate of charge flow into the CCD. This
scheme provided a straightforward and relatively easy fabrication method
for JRCCD irnagers .

Pyroelectric detectors use the temperatur e dependent polarization

properties of certain materials. Detection of the thermally Induced

electric polarization of the pyroelectric element is accomplished by

making the pyroelectric the dielectric of a capacitor . Pyroelectric
detectors use inexpensive materials and operate at room temperature but
their sensitivity is considerably lower than that of quantum detectors

(216) .
No single approach to IRCCD ’s has proven itself to be sufficiently

S 
- 

versatile for all applications and futur e development will -~~doubtedly

present new techniques for IRCCD ’s to surpass those presently used.

4S
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5. DISCUSSION A1-~ SUMMARY

5.1. Processing Status and Problem Areas

Currently, there are several processes used in the development and

smal l—scale production app lications of CCD 1s , but 2 of these are most
• widely employed in industry due to economic, performance, and reliabili—

ty considerations. Because of reliability and tolerance criteria

* overlapping electrodes are required. For circuits with clock frequencies

less than 5 MHz , the simple p—ch annel process with one level of poly—
silicon and one level of aluminum metalization is the main contender

with the anodized double aluminum metalization system also in the
S running. For higher performance circuit applications, the surface and

bulk n—channel process using two levels of p—doped polysilicon and one

aluminum metalizat ion layer is the primary process being used in the

industry. For very high frequency circuit performance (i400 MHz), the

profiled bulk channel process is presently the only possibility, but

this process is still in the development stage. S

Since CCD circuits went from the small trivial circuits to very

large complex circuits without really passing through the medium—scale

integrated circuit region, one of the -most significant problems facing

the industry is the problem of processing defects and the resulting

low yield. In many large imager applications (250 x 250 to 500 x 500),

the physical dimensions of the chip are greater than 1 cm x 1 cm

and thus random defects which could be ignored for smaller chip sizes

become extremely important . In order to get perfect masks, iron oxide
and non—reflecting chrome masks are being used extensively, and pro-

jection mask alignment is becoming more popular after  the solution of
some significant problems . Etching tolerances of oxide, polysilicon

and metal layers are decreasing with 5.0 pm lines and 5.0 pm spacings

S 
being generally accepted as the current minimum dimensions . Techniques S

such as wafer scrubbing, plasma etching, all—ion—imp lanted structure
~~~
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(except for polysilicon doping), decreasing furnace temperatures (<1100°C),
etc. are all being considered and used to some extent to minimize the

defect problem. Fortunately , one of the major problem areas of integra-

ted circuits, namely contact window etching, is greatly reduced for

CCD devices since large portions of CCD circuits are contactless
S structures. One problem which ordinary integrated circuits do not

have which strongly affects CCD performance is dark current generation.
The main source of dark current is currently considered to be due to

initial wafer and process—induced lattice defects. Float—zone crystal

growth is considered to be currently the best growth method from the

standpoint of wafer lattice defects. To decrease process—induced

- 
- lattice defects, lower furnace temperatures, improved preheating and

cooling techniques, oxidation and anneal cycles using ambients such as

2% HC1, etc. are currently being used. Also, to induce a diffusion

S of impurities and lattice defects from the front side to the backside

of the wafer, defects are induced on the backside of the wafer to
4 attract dark current generating damage sites and impurities away from

the frontside. Heavy phosphorus diffusions and implants, argon implants,

grinding or sandblasting, etc. are some of the backside wafer techniques

currently being investigated to decrease the dark current via decreasing
the damage induced generation site on the front surface of the wafer.

5.2. Circuit Status and Problem Areas

The level of integration of CCD circuits has progressed to the
5 

point of where the CCD state—of—the—art readily allows 50 to 100 thousand

I MOS gates to be fabricated on a chip of 200 to 250 mils per side and

even larger levels of integration are being developed.

16,384 bit quasi—serial CCD digital memories are available from
Fairchild Semiconductor (COD 460) and Intel (2416) . The Fairchild

device was descr ibed in the Digital Circuits section of this report.

• A 65 ,536 bit CCD digital serial memory is reportedly available from
& Mnemonics, Inc.
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Analog CCD devices do not lend themselves to standardization as

readily as digital devices and for this reason very few analog CCD
devices are available as standar d commercial devices. One analog device

which is available is t he Fairchild CCD 311, a 260—bit analog shift

register. However, analog CCD devices are available on a custom design
- basis from several manufacturers.

S 
Linear image sensor arrays are also available from several manu—

- facturers. A~nong these is the Fairchild CCD 121, a 1728 element linear

image sensor. S

Area image sensors with approximately half of conventional TV

resolution are also available and sever~,l of these have been described
in this report. Among these are the Fairchild A1D244, a 190 x 244

element CCD Area Imaging Device and the General Electric 244 x 248

element CID area imaging array .

New CCD devices will continue to be introduced at an increasing S

rate and many of these new devices will contain more elements than

S presently available devices, with increased device density and improved S

performance.

The buried channel CCD device will probably become the CCD technology

standard , replacing surface channel technology . N—channel technology

will also become the process standard because of its higher frequency

response.

The major problem areas in CCD circuits are low yield and high dark

: currents (leakage). The low yield is due to the fact that the level of

S integration attempted with CCD circuits is progressing as fast or

faster than the process technology. However, the semiconductor industry

has always operated in this manner. The dark current of the favored S

buried channel process is higher than the dark current of surface

channel processes and many buried channel devices must be operated at

low temperature to reduce the dark current and obtain acceptable per—

formance. However, the dark current problems will undoubtedly be

t ~

-

-
~
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- 
- C/B operation

IS 
I 222 4*4k SPS 400 1 10 10 124*350 2.7/1.2 0.45 30 3 level 9 urn polysilicon gates

1 5 ( 89*246) (1.35/0.7 ) (0.52) ( surn~ w Ith 7 tile gates)5
• 223 16*4k SPS 400 5 40 0.5 - 235*213 0.76/ 0.4 0.52 2S oUs.t pet. process

- Figure 5.1. Chip sizes and bit areas of state—of—the—art CCI) memoryr chips (after 218).
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solved in the future as the technology progresses.

5.3. Yield and Area Considerations

Since CCD device technology is very similar to conventional

dynamic MOS technology, used , for instance in the 4K bit dynamic MOS

RAM’ s, it is expected that yield per unit area will be similar.
Furthermore, the yield of a given device determines its economic S

viability, e.g. at any given ti-me, there is a maximum chip size beyond

which the costs per function increase so drastically that the device

is not feasible. Under this assumption, the chip area per function is

then the primary element of concern.

Figure 5.1 is a summary of data on a number of large CCI) memory
chips (218) . The data in this table represent the state—of—the—art
in CCD , which is constantly progressing. This table indicates the

chip size, area per bit and technology of these state—of—the—art chips.

S It is seen from this table that the 2—level polysilicon gate process

with electrode per bit (H/B) operation and the offset gate process
result in the smallest bit area.

The major yield problem areas remaining are as follows :

1) Diff icul ty  with polysilicon and aluminum etching due to 5 pm
line widths and 5 pm line spacing.

5 1~

2) Diff icul ty with deposited oxide and nitride pin holes creating

interlevel shorts.

3) Contact holes in the peripheral circuit regions, e.g. shift

registers and transfer devices.

4) Poor masks.

5) Contamination on wafers due to residual photoresist, dust, etc.

6) High dark current.

7) Threshold voltage uniformity.

.4 5.4. Cost Considerations

The processing cost of both n—channel and p—channel CCI) devices
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is somewhat more expensive than conventional 14)S p rocessing because an

additional gate electrode level is required, dark current control techniques

are required, both gate threshold and field threshold control are

required , additional ion implants for channel definition, barriers and

buried channels may be required, and the initial wafer specifications

on resistivity and dislocation density are more stringent than those • 
S

for conventional MOS processes. However, not withstanding these

• additional costs, the primary impetus in CCD technolgoy is low cost per

bit (or image element).

Manufacturers of CCD devices expect to maintain reasonable yields S

even as the device densities increase to an unprecedented level (224).

The CCD device ’s increased functional density is due to two factors. S

First , it requires a smaller area for each bit. The 64 ,000 bit CCI)

memory recently described (223) has a per bit area of 0.8 mil2 .
Second, the number of contacts and diffusions is smaller, thus decreasing

S 

the effect of these yield—reducing steps and providing acceptable yield

S on larger chips than are practical with conventional MOS.

In 1975, the cost of CCI) shift registers and MOS random access
memories was comparable. However, in 1978 the price per bit spread

is projected to be much greater. as shown in Figure 5.2. The reasons S

for this are twofold. First, the production process for CCD ’s was new

in 1975. This tended to dictate lower yields and more conservative
S designs. In 1978 the process will be well defined and good yields can S

be expected. Second, the market for CCD ’s in 1975 was new and not as

well defined or established as that of the read/write memories. In 
S

1978 this situation will change drastically (225).

These predictions all assume conventional photolithographic

processing, which is the factor tha t limits the minimum cell size.

However, CCD bit sizes even smaller than 0.5 mil2 are capable of oper—

ating without signal—to—noise ratios being degraded beyond the point

of practical operation. Consequently, the exploitation of high—resolution
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Figure 5.2. 1978 projected price/bit for CCD memories and read—
write memories (RWM or RAN) (after 225).
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electron—b eam image definition in CCD fabrication appears likely .

5.5. Reliability

There are few reports on CCI) reliability at this time. Since the

CCD processes are similar to MOS dynamic RAM processes, there is no

reason to believe that the reliability should be significantly different.

One reliability report from Intel describes the results of life

tests on their 16K bit CCD memory with 119,000 device—hours at 160°C.

The proje cted~ failure rate at 70°C at 60% confidence is 0.026%/b OO

hours which is comparable to other MOS parts.

5.6 Radiation Effects

S Since CCI) devices are essentially arrays of MOS capacitors, many

S of the radiation effects seen in MOS devices will also occur in CCD ’s,

S 
- 

particularly oxide charging and increase in fast interface state density.

However, because of the nature of the CCD device operation, the CCI)

device will be relatively insensitive to threshold shifts due to

S - radiation , whereas conventional MOS devices are very sensitive to fast

interface states and both surface channel and buried channel CCD’s

are sensitive to dark current .
S 

One d~vice which has been characterized in a radiation environ-

ment Is a 500—element three—phase surface channel shift register with
S planar aluminum electrodes (91). The radiation source was cobalt

60 gamma radiation. The flat—band voltage shift versus dose is shown

in Figure 5.3 and the flat—band voltage increases almost directly with

the logarithm of the dose. The transfer inefficiency radiation char—

acteristic is shown in Figure 5.4. Approximately an order of magnitude S

I increase in transfer inefficiency was observed at 3 x l0~ rad. The

increased transfer inefficiency is attributed to increased interface

trapping. The fast interface state density and the dark current S
I

S - .
~ density are shown in Figure 5.5. Again, note the order of magnitude

increase in interface state density and dark current at 3 x ~~~ rad.
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Figure 5.3. ShIft in flat—band voltage versus radiation dose for
500 stage shift register (after 91).
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Figure 5.4. Transfer inefficiency radiation characteristic for
500 stage shift register (after 91).
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I Figure 5.5. Interface state density and dark current radiation
-
~ characteristics for 500 stage shift register (after 91).
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A 64—element surface channel stepped oxide structure shift register

with polysilicon and aluminum electrodes was also characterized under

radiation (91). Figure 5.6 shows the flat—band voltage radiation

characteristic , with a negative shift in flatband voltage occuring on

both the aluminum and polysilicon electrodes. The transfer inefficiency

curve is shown in Figure 5.7. Here, the preirradiation transfer

inefficiency was recovered when the operating voltages were adjusted to

compensate for the flatband shifts and re—establish the initial f at—

zero level. However, at 3 x l0~ rad , the formation of interface states
resulted in an increase in the transfer inefficiency and also an increase

in dark current occurred which could not--be--oempensated by adjusting the

operating voltages.

A 64—stage two—phase n—channel, buried channel, polysilicon and

aluminum gate circuit was also tested under radiation (226). In this

case, the radiation source was 1 MEV electrons. Figure 5.8 shows the

channel turn—on voltage versus radiation dose. This characteristic is

similar to that observed on the 64—element surface channel device just

described, and can be compensated by adjusting the operating voltages.

Figure 5.9 shows the transfer inefficiency characteristic of this device

and it is seen that no significant degradation of transfer inefficiency

occurs up to 10~ rads. Figure 5.10 shows the dark current character-
istic. No serious increases are observed up to 3 x 10~ rad.

If buried channel CCD devices are used, and if the operating

voltages are automatically varied by monitoring the flat—band voltage

of a test device on chip, it appears that CCD ’s can be as radiation

hard as the adjacent MOS circuits and should maintain satisfactory

performance to about 5 x 10~ rad (~i).(226).
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6. CONCLUSIONS , PROGNOSIS, AND ~!COW{ENDATIONS

6.1. Conclusions

The devices described In this paper rely on the basic concept of

moving potential wells along a semiconductor surface. The CCI) has prog-

ressed from the aluminum gap electrode device with its low yield and

surface sensitivity to the modern overlapped gate polysilicon devices

• with their relatively good yield, reproducible characteristics and

stability.

Even though a CCI) can be considered as a special type of MOS

device, the most useful description of the CCI) is in terms of microscopic

physical parameters rather than equivalent circuit models . To some

degree, the same statement also applies to input and output circuits,

especially where conventional MOS components join the CCD channels.

This is due to the fact that conventional MOS circuits are described in

terms of currents and voltages and their internal device transient

time constants, such as the time to form and collapse an MOS channel,

are much shorter than the circuit time constants. Thus conventional

140S devices can be considered as steady—state MOS channels that can be

• readily represente4 in equivalent circuit form ,

However , the CCI) transfer of small charge packets from one low

capacitance CCI) storage site to another involves very small transient

currents. Therefore, the operation of CCD’s is determined only by the

transient channel characteristics rather than steady state. These

transient channels are not amenable to equivalent circuit formulations.

It is interesting, however , that the theory developed for CCI)
operation has provided insight into new MOS components, such as the

concept of charge pumping, the charge injection device, and the new

16K bit MOS RAN ’s. It is safe to conclude that the CCI) principles

developed to date will become accepted as integral parts of MOS circuit

technology (227).
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There are still aspects of CCD’s where the current analysis

technique of device operation are incomplete. This is especially true

for CCI) input and output circuits where linearity and noise are important.

A better understanding of interface states must be developed .

Present techniques for characterizing the trapping process are subject

to large uncertainties, although measurements of charge transfer ineff 1—

ciency and transfer noise in surface channel CCD ’s can be used to

characterize the effects of interface state densities on circuit

performance.

A better understanding of the transfer behavior of very small

charge packets needs to be developed . This is very important in

determining the ultimate limit of detectability in low light level

image sensors.

Since the basic CCI) device operation is now fairly well understood ,
the present work is mostly being concentrated on fabricating large

devices with practical functions, decreasing cost of processing, and

increasing yield and reliability. Most devices now being fabricated

use one to three levels of polysilicon and one layer of aluminum for

bus lines and bonding pads. The use of polysilicon results in CCD

devices with low interface state densities and good transfer efficiency.

To a great extent, the real manufacturers of present CCI) devices are

using their standard silicon gate MOS process as a base process for

CCI) devices by adding a few steps to the basic MOS process to achieve

• the extra gate level(s), buried channels, etc.

Since the major impact of CCI) devices will be in large arrays,
particularly for memory and imaging, photolithography is now more

important than ever. Optical mask exposure has reached its resolution

limit and electron beam exposure seems to be the promising technique

t of the near future.

The source of dark current is very poorly understood at present

V and little is known about how dark current behaves under different
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conditions. Reduction of high temperature processing, extreme clean-

liness and gettering and annealing are all very important and can lead

to devices with low dark current, although the physical phenomena

involved are not well understood (9).

CCD memories are now emerging in large numbers. Several 16K bit

chips are now available and a recently announced 64K bit chip (207)

will be available in 1976, The storage capacity increase of CCD

memories has been doubling annually, following the same curve as MOS

RAN ’s, although the MOS RAN curve is decreasing in slope.

There are two major trends in CCD memory chip organization. One

£ trend is for large, low cost, slow access systems, using serial—parallel—
I - serial blocks with electrode per bit operation. The other trend is

toward short access time, using short shift registers in a line

addressed mode. The cost of these two approaches may differ by a

factor of 2 and the access time may be different by a factor of 10.

Multilevel storage with 2 bits per charge packet is a possibility for

the future, although little work has been reported on it to date.

CCD memories require from 1/2 to 1/4 the area per bit than MOS RAN’s.
With the additional innovations of electrode per bit and multilevel

storage, CCD ’s could have an order of magnitude cost advantage per bit

over MOS RAN ’s in the future (218).

V A simple calculation shows that if processing improves to 0.1 to

0.14 mu line—width capability, a CCD bit will require 0.1 to 0.2 square

mils of silicon area. If the chip area is 50% utilized for storage and

2 bit per packet storage is used, a 200 x 200 sill chip will contain up

to 4 x 10~ bits. At a $4.00 chip cost, the price per bit is one

millicent. This is indeed impressive and would certainly result in 
4

widespread usage of CCI) memories (218).

In addition to simple analog delay, an exciting function in analog

CCD ’s is the transversal filter. Once a transversal filter is
implemented , many other signal processing functions can be obtained.
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These CCD ’. can be used to implement time—invariant finite impulse

response (FIR) filters which can be constructed for pre—emphasis , de—

emphasis or bandps.a operation . Since the CCD clock frequency can be

easily var ied , so can the- filter frequency response.

The quadrature filter implemented with CCD ’s is useful f or providinI~
single sideband modulation , and for providing the analytic signal

representation of an arbitrary signal .

Tapped CCD ’s can be used to implement some important time varying

fil ters.  The discrete Fourier transform (DPT) can be implemented by

means of fixed weigh t FIR filters and point—b y—point multiplication.
- 

- 
This implementation of the FFT is called the chirp—Z—transform (CZT)

• and allows direct computation of a DFT in real time.

There are several limitations in analog CCD ’s , primarily due to

the fact that the analog signal is degraded as it is shifted through

the array. Some of these limitations are caused by dark current ,

charge—transfer inefficiency, and clock noise . Other limitations
result from the limited dynamic range , tap weight inaccuracy, ~~d

output signal amplifier nonlinearities. For an analog CCD to be
really useful , signal—to—noise ratios greater than 40 dB and accuracy
equal to 8—10 bits are required. En addition, the CCI) frequency

response is also important .

Electrically alterable filters will be required for future

applications for matched filtering in signal detection and croes—correla—

tL,n and convolution in adaptive filtering, Initial progress toward
this goal has been obtained with the “charge sloshing” correlator .
However , future systems will require correlation with analog or
multilevel digital weights and this needs investigation.

} For analog CCD ’s to really pay off in the future , high performance
analog memories must be developed to store the analog signals during
the signal processing.

To quote reference 228 , “Perhaps the ultimate use of analog
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signal processing with CCD’s will take place in systems where the

processing appears to be digital to the external user; but internally

on the chip, the digital—to—analog and analog—to—digital conversions

are performed using “char-ge” as the signal representation”.

Since the CCI) concept was introduced in 1970, solid state imaging

technology has progressed tremendously. Area arrays have been

operated which produce useful images down to light levels of l0 5W/m2

which correspond to starlight illumination on a medium reflectance,

100 percent contrast scene and produces 25 electrons per pixel in the

highlights. The major issues in contention today in image array

technology are surface channel versus buried channel, and frame
transfer versus interline transfer versus CII). These issues will be

discussed below.
The SCCD differs from the BCCD primarily in the location of the

channel with respect to the semiconductor—insulator interface. The
main advantage of the BCCD is that the channel does not interact with

interface states . Therefore interface state trapping is not presen t
• and the need for a bias charge is eliminated . Charge packets in BCCD ’s

do interact with bulk—trapping states; however , these trapping states

are characterized by low- densities and discrete energy levels. In

practice, bulk trapping is not a problem for buried channel area arrays

down to 10 electrons per pixel per frame . The BCCD also has a large

fringing field component which aids charge transfer . This allows BCCD ’s
to be operated with transfer inefficiencies of lO~~ or less up to

• 25 MHz .
• • 

The BCCD does require additional processing to implant the n—layer

in the p—substrate and it has higher theoretical dark—current than the

SCCD. The charge handling capacity of a shallow BCCD is about equivalent

r to that of a SCCD with 20 percent bias charge. Table 6.1 sununarizes

the characteristics of surface channel and buried channel area imaging

arrays.
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SUUAC! Cuir~tiit/ Bu*iso CHANNEL COMPARISONS

Surface Channel Buried Channel

- Unsiting Surface trapping. Bulk tra pping, signal-level
temporal hundreds of electrons dependent , tens of electrons
noise at low-signal levels

Lim iting Nonuniform background Nonuniform dat k current den-
pattern charge sity, highly dependent on

• “nou ” temperature , several elec-
Hundreds of electrons trons at —20° C

Detectivity Hundreds of electrons Tens of electrons , low-light
limit level solid-state imaging

possible

Spied < 10 MHz 25 MHz for shallow butsed
limita channels

‘Assuming standard photoLithogzaphic design rules.

Table 6.1. Surface channel/buried channel comparisons (after 229).

Ta~n,om Brrwnt i FLAMI Ts.a~NsFs R CCD, INTEN LISS Tw~sru
CCD AND CID AREA ARRAYS

Frame Transfer CCD Interline Transfer CCD CII)

Versatility Frontaide or backside illu- Froniside illumination only , separate Frontside illumination only with epi-CID ,
mination possible, ran be sensors make video signal proces- different design required for backside
used for TDI sing possible illumination , rando m readout potsible

Sensitivity Large fraction of theoretical Less than theoretical silicon respon3e Large fraction of theoretical silicon re-
silicon response in back- by a factor between 2 and 4 due to spon se in bsckside illuminated mode
side illuminated mode froniside layers and shielded ver-

tical registers _____________________________

Anti-blooming Accumulation around cells Drain diodes between columns canbe Accumulation around calls and the epi-
control can be used in surface designed into the array to provide substrate junct ion provide excellent

— channel arrays column anti-blooming anti-blooming control

Integration
MTF at limit-
lug resolutsoit

Vertical’ 0 0.6 0.6—0.9
• Horizontal 0.6 0.9 O.6—O•9
a — - ___________________- _____________________

Problems Hi~i%4peed vertical transfer Complex call Pattern noise”

‘With 2:1 vertical interlacing. -

Table 6.2. Tradeoffs between frame transfer CCD, i n t e r l i n e  transfer
- 

- CCI) and CID area arrays.
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COD’s have been fabricated and evaluated in two different designs —

frame transfer (FT) and interline transfer (IT). The CID is a third

array design. Table 6.2 lists some of the important tradeoffs between

FT , IT and CID arrays.

The FT organization allows front or backside illumination . The IT

array can only be front side illuminated because the transport registers

cannot be shielded from the backside. The CII) array can be backside

• illuminated if a design modification is made. The CII) array also allows

random access to image sites which may be useful for tracking.

With frontside illumination , all three organizations suffer from a

loss of sensitivity due to reflection at the frontside layer interfaces

and absorption by the polysilicon electrodes. In addition, the IT
- 

- organization suffers from the loss of pkotons which fall on the opaque

regions which shield the vertical transport registers.
Antiblooming control can be designed into all 3 types of arrays .

Useful antiblooming control up to about 10 times saturation can be

achieved in FT and CII) arrays by biasing the regions around the cells

into accumulation during integration. Some degree of antiblooming

control can be achieved with IT arrays with drain diodes between the
• vertical transport registers.

Other problems of the 3 array organizations are 1) the high—speed

vertical transfer from the Imaging section into the storage section In

FT arrays, 2) the fabrication complexity of the IT cell , and 3)
susceptability of CID arrays to pattern “noise” associated with the X—Y

readout technique (229).

6.2. Prognosis

CCI) technology will find wide acceptance. The basic. CCD device

• requires few junction diffusions and contacts and the functional packing

density is extremely high.

The two major areas of application will be self—scanned image

sensors and digital shift register memories.
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- CCD imaging devices will ultimately replace silicon vldicons (225).

The use of silicon vidicon devices will correspondingly decline within

the next 5 years.

At this time there is no clear winner in the competition between

FT, IT and CID arrays. For the conunercial market, the winner will

probably be the one which produces TV quality images first and can

produce the parts in quantity (229). For military applications, all

• 3 array types will probably co—exist for several years because each

has characteristics valuable to such applications .

In CCD memories, the first parts will span the storage region from

16K to 64K bits per chip at shift rates from 2 to 5 Mhz. CCI) memories

for digital computers are not merely replacements for RAM ’s or disks.

They are a new cost effective component in the memory hierarchy having

- .  access times much faster than drums or disks but slower than core

memory or MOS RAM ’s. They will find totally new markets as computer
• architecture is designed to utilize their unique characteristics.

By 1985 the CCD memory cost per bit will be on the order of

0.006 cents with an average access time of 6.4 pseconds and 128K bits
- 

per chip.
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6.3. Recommendations

CCD’s are finding increasing applications and it appears that
- they will have a future in large systems. It appears premature, however ,
• to incorporate CCD’s into complex systems which are expected to have a long

life and high reliability.

A) New parts are continually being introduced and standard products

are difficult to identify at this time. This might make replacement

difficult.
-

- 
B) Little is known yet about reliability. Although in principle,

CCD’s should be comparable to ?~ S circuits in reliability, the effects of

the different processing steps involved are not determined .

- : C) CCI) technology is progressing rapidly but some of the

physical processes influencing operation are not well understood . If, for

• 
example, the carrier generation rate could be reduced substantially,

considerable improvement in performance could be achieved In memories,

imagers etc., causing existing parts to become obsolete.
• - It is recommended that the FAA not include CCD ’s in complex systems

at this time, but should follow their development along with that of

- other technologies. The use of CCD’s should be reexamined in about 1978.
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